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OPINLON ------ ......... -- ..... 
Southern Ca11forn:La Gas Company's (SoCal) application 

seeks authority f~r a general increase of $15l,450,000 10 its gas 
rates, designed by SoC41 to yield a 10.25 percent rate of return 
on its raee base. based upon a summary of earnings for test year 
1976 contained 1n Exhibit C ateaehed to the application. The total 
rate relief requested was reduced to $129.470,000 on September 4, 1975 
based .upon SoCal's revised estimates of revenues, expenses, rate 
base, cost of capital, and its estimate of a reasonable return on 
equity for test year 1976. Some of the factors included 10 the 
%ed~etiou of SoCal's estimated revenue requirements are the el1mina- . 
tion of a proposed underground storage project. institution of a 
progratn to limit certain capital expenditures by methods such as 
deferring replacetnent '(which could increase operating :;.nd maiXlten.anee 

eos~s of plant kept in service)r and elimination of a eost of living 

adj~tmeut to payroll. 
SoCal 's reG,uested return OD. its capital structt:re is 

10.25 percent both OD. th~ o~1gina.l and on the revised bas is .. '!he 
C¢'tte'S'P'Onding return on COtDmOn equity incr~sed from 1.5 percent in' 
SoCa.~ 's original s~l.ng to lS .. 64 percent; in the rev1se4 basis shown 

in Exhi~1t 3 ... 2 .. 

, . 
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, SoCal's revised exhibits, which reflect updated esti.;nates 
of gas supply and heating value or the gas supply, show a 
decline to $11$,609,000 in the total rate increase required to yield 
a 10 .. 2$ percent return on rate base. SoCal concedes that the 
average heating value or the gas supplied should be 10;; Btu 
per cubic foot, the revised staff estimated heating value, adopted :to 
D.85354 oated January 20 .. 1976 in this proceeding. 

SoCal states that gas supplies have continued ~ deeline 
at a significant rate and it has experienced rapidly increasing 
costs without'offsetting reveQ~S which have brought about a serious 
erosion of earnings and effectively prevented it from earning the 
S.50 percent rate or return authOrized in D.S3160 dated 
July 16, 1974 in A.S3797. SoCal contends that the continuing high 
rate of inflation projected for the future will further erode 
earnings and prevent it from realizing its allowed rate of return let 
alone the fair rate of return sought here for the future; 'that further 
rate relief calculated to deal real is tieallywith the effect of 
persistent and substantial cost inflation is required; that: SoCal r s 
eostsofdo1ng business across the entire spectrum of its operations 
are continufng to increase; that these escalating costs include 
operating and maintenance costs, wage rates, employee benefits, and 

materials and supplies; that continuance and expansion of its 
research and development programs also increase its need for rate 
relief; that due to the rec!uet1on of available gas supplies it is 

necessar:tly committed to expansion of existing underground storage. 
facilities and the construction of facilities in the newly acquired 
Honor Rancho ~) underground storage field to meets its increased 
requirements for load balancing; Utat l:IR will not produce additional 

. ' 

revenue but will add s:tgni£1e~ntly to its operating costs and eapi~l 
charges, which in turn will r.equire sign:tficant ~unts of additional 
eap:1te.l from the sale of debt and c<?mmonstock. 
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During the course of the proceeding SoCs.l teradnatecl its 
~ff0rts to acquire a second underground storage facility and 1ndlcaeed 

, ~t· It was exploring the, possibility of leasing underground storage 
fields to meet its seasonal and peak load balanc1ng demands. 

Present rates 4S defined in the application were the rates 
in effect as of October 1,. 1974, ,.excluding'that portion of the ra.'tes 
re'lating to gas exploration and development adjustment (Cf:DA) cb.arges 
contained in its rates, and reflecting wholesale gas service agree
'mentS effective 'November 1, 1914 and December 1, 1974 for service 'to 

San Diego Gas &: Electric Company (SDG&E) under Schedule 0-61' and to 

the c1~y of Long Beach 'Gas Department (LB) under Schedule G-60. This 
GEnA adjUStment is 0 .. 061 cents per therm or thermal unit for all 
consumption u.nder all measured classes of service.. Present raCes, the, 
rates contained on pages 1 and 2 of ~able 20-C of EXhibit 1 and re
vised pages 3 and 4 of Table 20-C contained in Exhibit "1-l9 p ,4S used " 
in this decision, contain the modif1ea2:ion to interruptible and 
wholesale schedules adopted in D.84S1Z dated June 10, 1975 in A.S3797. 
Arty relief granted 8ubs~uent to October 1, 1974 in a purchase ga~ 
adjustment '(PGA) proceeding or in a GEDA proceeding would be addit~ve 
to the rate relief authorized herein. 

, Offset rate relief granted in D.838Sl dated December 1" 
1974 1n A .. 551l7 overlaps a portion of the total rate 'relief request=ed 
herein .. D.85354 authorized a partial genera.l rate iocrease p subject 
to refund, of $39,363,0001' which is 4 portion of t~e ectal increase 
authorized herein" above present rates. This amount includes the 
revenue effect of the rates authorized !n D.83881 in 1976 .. 

1/ D.$S397 dated January 27, 1976 reduced tbe increase authorized 
,in, .D.85354, which 'WaS $)9,36:3 ,OOOr to $39,323 ,000.. The 
~ed~ction corrp.cted a mis~~culat1Qn in ~o~utation in D.S5354. 
D.80118 dated July 13, 1976 ordered the fil~ng of reduced rates 
and ordered the filing of refunds with interest equivalent to a 
O.2S percent reduction in r8 te of return from the effective date / 
of D.85354.. 'I'he $39,323,000 increases to $51,597,000 for the 
sales adopted herein. . 

..... -3-
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A prehearing conference was held in this proceeding on 

Feb~ry 20, 1975 to ascertain the identity of parties and tbe scope 

of their anticipated participation irl the subsequent he:s.r1ngs. After 
due notice including publishing and posting of notice, and the ma~11ng 

. of bill inserts, seven days ~f hearing were scheduled in this pro

ce~ding for the testimony of public witnesses, including a night 
hearing, as compared to two days of public witness testimon! in 
SoCal's last general rate increase application. sraee~n~ or 
testimony were presented by 34 public witnesses in the city of'Los 
Angeles, by nine public witnesses iD. the city of Sa.nta Ana, by 20 
public witnesses in the city of San Bernard'ino, by seven public 
witnesses in the city of Palm Springs, and by 11 public witoesses in 
the city of Santa Barbara.. No public: witnesses appeared in the city 

of :sakersfield. 
SoCal briefly outlined the basis of, its request. The staff 

and lA indicated the scope of their intended participation to the 

public. The general thrust of the public witness ~estimoLlY anC 
s~tements, and of the ex~ensive correspondence received by ~be 
COmmission, relates to the diffieulty of the public in making ends 
meet during this period of rapid inflation, in general. and of paying 

rapidly inereasing utility bills including gas bills, in particular. 
The special problems of the poor, the aged, of persons on fixed in

come and of unemployed customers were described in detail. 'this 
Cotnm1ssion and the Legislature have been responsive toWard mitigating 
some of these problems through the establishment: of lifeline ra~es. 

'1:./ Excludes statements made by SoCal, by 'the Commission staff 
(staff), and by the city of !.o$ Angeles (IA). 
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The Commission and the Legislature have also been responsive to the 
need for conservation of our energy resources. To the extent that 
there is curtailment of usage' due to conservation, such as residen
tial conservation, the li=ited supplY·of gas available for distribution 
by SoCal can be used to a greater extent to supply demands of lower 
priority, interruptible eu8~omers which would otherwise be curtailed 
IUld to lengthen the time before curtailment of residential customers. 

A total of 70 days of hea.riogs were held in this matter 
before Examiner Jerry Levander from April 21, 1975 to December 9, 
1975. This matter was submitted on December 9, 1975 subject to . 

ree~ipt of concurrent opening briefs on January 22, 1976 and con
current closing briefs on February 5, 1976, and the receipt of 
late-filed Exhibits 91 by SoCs.l and 92 by the staff showing updated 
gas supply estimates and revised expense and revenue estimates . 
flowing from the revised gas supplies. The late-filed exhibits were 
due on the same day as the opening briefs filed in th:Ls proceeding. 
SoC8.l did not make a timely filing of Exhibit 91. SoCal 'a reply 
brief alleges that the staff could have put EXhibit 92 in evidence 
dut'ing the course of the p'roeee~1ngs ~hich could have been subject 
to cross-examinatioll; that there are errors in the staff's showing 
~hicb. would make it unfair. for this Cotomission to rely on Exhibit 92 
to any extent; that the staff did not give adequate consideration 
to the overstated (by 38 ~efd) past estimates of !ranswestern Pipe
line Company (IW) and to the lower level of 1976 deliveries whiCh 
would result from the permanent El Paso Natural Gas Company (EP) 
c-urtailment 'Plan going into effect. However, SoC41 still did not 
file Exhibit 91 to provide the Commission with its updated estimateS. 
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New questions were raised in SoC&l' s closing brief. Tbe eY..a~er ~ 
in his capacity as presiding officer~ issued a rul~ by l~eeer 
dated February 27, 1976 directing the produeeion of evidence b1 
SOCal. This letter states in part: 

"Applicant did not file late-filed Exhibit 91 
on the January 22~ 1976 due date which was also 
the filing date for concurrent opening br1efs~ 
or on February 5~ 1976 the date for filing 
concurrent reply briefs. Tbe issue of revised 
gas supply estimates and of the related revenue 
effects of changed gas supply estimates was 
argued on pages 24 through 29 of applicant's 
reply brief. 
'~outhern'california Cas Company is directed to 
file Exhibit 91 with this Commission on or 
before March 22, 1976 with copies to the p.a.rties 
who filed briefs on January 22, 1976. 'Ihe 
exhibit shall contain: 

(a) an explanation of whether 
applicant's estimates rely on 
a pro forma treatmen~ utilizi~g 
the permanent E1 PasO c~
tailment plan for all of tese 
year 1976; a composite of the 
interim curta.iltne:tt plan and 
of the permanent e~tailment 
plan or 00. another type of 
treatment; 

(b) applicant's estitnates of gas 
supply by source for test year 
19,.6 under eaeh of the assumptioJlS 
in (a); 

(c:) sum~ies of earn::tn~ based on the 
a:ss,tlXIlptions in (a.) With an explana
tion of ehanges from applicant's 
estimates in Exhibit 69; ••• If 

-6-
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. Exhibit 91 was received on March 23, 1976. The exhibit: 

contains SoCal's revised estfmate of its gas supply and of the 
effect on its test year operations eaused by the changed gas supply 

estimate. Exhibit 91 was cot responsive to the alternate1:reatments 
requested in the above quoted ruling. SoCal filed these alternatives 

as Exhibit 91-1 on April 9, 1976. 

SoCal 'a utility affiliate, Pacific Lighting Service 
Company (PIS) supplies gas to SoCal Oil a cost of service 'basis 
which has bee.n approved by this Commission. All of 'the expenses and 
return for PLS are included as a part of SoCal's revenue requirements • 

. Socal is seeking the same rate of return for PIS as for itself. . . 
Sotal, through witnesses, presented testimony and exh1bi~s 

in support of the requested increase for itself and for PLS. The 
total PIS revenue requirement is a portion of SoCal '8 production 
expenses. The staffts witnesses presented a comprehensive showing 

as to all aspects of the proposed rate relief. IA x-equested a copy 
of all written sa.ff data requests and of SoCal's written resPo~es 
thereto so as to expedite its cross-examination of all of Socal's 
witnesses and of the staff's witnesses.. The examIner directed SoC81 
to make these written da1:a requests and 'Written responses thereto. 
available to a city representative tor inspection and provided 
for SoCal ane IA to make appropriate arrangements for the reproduc

tion of any of the requested material. S~l was further directed 
to answer all staff data req,uests fully and responsively :tn com
pliance with Sections S81 ~nd 582 of the Public Utilities Code. LA. 
partieipated extensively in the cross-examinat1oa of witness~ in 

this proceeding. . It produced evidence only on rate of return. '!he 
Californ1a Manufacturers Assoe1at1on (CMA.) sponsored evidence on ra.te 

spread. The city of tong 'Beach (L'B) presented evidence on modifica

tion of1ts rate design through lowering the demand cba:ge and 
., 
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consolidat~g commodi~y block rates (both of ~bese objectives were 
met in D.8S3S4 as modified by'D.8S397), and requested a lower rela
tive increase in its rates than proposed by SoCal acd by staff, but 
not solely at the expense of SDG&E.. LB asked the CoawissioD. to 
recognize SoCal r s obligation to deliver the annual contr&ct volume 
to it as set forth in its showing, seeks 8. find:tng that there was . 
a deficiency of gas deliveries by soCal to it, requests that ~e 
Commission order SaCal to eotapec.sate LS in an amount to be deteradned 

. ~y negot1atiC?t1. between the parties, acd that this aClOunt be usee as 
" a credit against then current billings from SoCal. 'the'Western 
~lleh~ Association (~)presented evidence in support of rate 
relief to the mobilehome park oper~ltors served by SeCal to restore ,s 
differential between master metered and 8ubmetered rates to enable 
the park operators to recover cos=s of their providing su'bmetered 
gas service.. Several of the electric utilities testified as to 

their igniter requirements, which was the subject of D.8S410 dated 

February 3, 1976.. This decision reflects ebe modified igrdur 
requirements SoCal was ordered 1:0 file 1n 1).85761 dated May 4, 1976. 
Many parties other than described above also presented their 
positions on various issues and ~rcicipated in tbc cross-

examirAtion of witnesses. 

-8-
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Gas Supply Shortage 
The ,gas supply shortage discussed in D .. 83160, mimeo pages 

6 and 7, is continuing. SoCal's original estimate shows sales of 

1,01S,695 ~cf for 1972, 896,077 ~ef for 1973, 802,219 ~cf for 
1974 estimated, 751,033 ~ef for 1975 estimated, and 669,135 ~cf 
'for 1976 es~1mated. Ae~ual sales for 1974 and 1975 were 807,823 ~cf 
and 804,9)7 ~cr, respectively. SoCal's gas purchases were 
~7,949 ~c! in 1974 and 823,11$ ~cr in 1975. SoCal injected 
1,376 ~cr of its 1975 supply as cushion gas (nonrecoverable gas to' 

. establish a minimuc field operating pressure) in the new HR field. 
There are fluctuations or purchases versus sales from year 'to year 

depending on variations in compressor station use, in unaccounted for 
gas, and in net injection or withdrawal from storage. In 1976 SoCal 
anticipates making a net injection or 21,500 ~cr into HR. ' 

SoCal's revised estimate of 720,536 ~ef of gas sales for 
ratemaking purposes (see Exhibit 91) assumes revised delivery 
estimates based on the 'Perma.nen~ EP c1.lrtailment plan being in effeet 
for all of 1976, a 38 'M?-cf4 downward adjustment to T'W's revised 
(through August 1976) estimate of gas supplies, plus deliveries from 
california sources. SoCsl 's as expected sales estimate 

of' 725,8$1 ilef assUI:Iles the EP interim curtailment 
plan wi~l be in effect through April 30, 1976 aDd the permanent EP . 
curtailment plan, per EP' s Federal Power Commission (FPC) filing, 
will 'be in effect for the retll3.~der of the year. SoCal 's revis~d 

-9-
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est1m&te is higher than its original estimate i.e this proceeding', but 

as noted in D ~ 85354 "the augmented supply estimates of SoCa1' s pipe

line suppliers would slow but not arrest the decline in SoC4l' s gas 

supply." 
Based upon its orig1x1al est1ma.te of gas supply soCal 

antieipates the possibiliey of firm eurtailment during a cold winter 
in 1978 or in the winter of 1979 absent a reduction.in firm demand 

ca.used by conservation on the part of its customers. 
, soCal is buying approximately 9,500 ';'cf of California. 

gas supplies in the 1:est year with a.n option to take deliveries 

within a three-yea:-' period. SoCal. is deferring this take so as to 

have this additional gas available to avoid possible ftrm·eurtailment 
in 1978 or in 1979, in the event ~e no additiocal supplie~ of gas 
o. that no curtailment of usage occUrs by that time. 'this is a 

. prudent action on its part. 
SoCal placed on the record tbe efforts of itS parent 

Pacific Lighting Corporation (Ptc) and certain affiliates to seek 
out, procure, and deliver additional supplies of gas to it. We will 
'001: outline this. information in detail·; however, it should 
be noted that the potential capital requirements of these various 

projects appear to be far 1n excess of ~e total investment in 
utili~ plant by Socal and PIS. The terms and conditions under 
which SoCal's parent and affiliates can secure new gas supplies for 
SoC8.1 is dependent to some degree upon 1:be financial health of SoC&l. 
lbese activities have been made necessary by the inability of SoCal's 
traditional suppliers to-meet their contractual obligations for gas 

deliveries, let alone to meet 1n~reased demands. 

'. 
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The conservation ef!ortS proposed to be implemented by 

SoCal 'Will be discussed in detail in the results of operation portion 
or ~hiS decision. SoCal is proposiIlg 't;O. have its marketillg division 
engage in an expanded program to promote gas conservation in order 
to reduce. the possibility of firm, high priority, curtailment.. The 
~ediate effect of gas conservation carried out by SoCal's custooers 
is to make available add1t1oaal volumes of gas to low prior1ty1! 
l.ndustrial customers, which would otherwise be curtailed. 'Ihe avail

ability of additional interruptible gas supplies would have bo~ 
economic and environmental effects within SoCal's service a~ea. 
Honor Rancho Storage Field . 

SoCal has acquired ti tle and/or surface and undergroUl'ld 
storage rights to HR for use as an underground storage reservoir to 

meet its seasonal and peak loading requirements. SoCal is construc't
ing or reconstructing wells and compressor facilities and treatment 
facilities to facilitate the injecti,on and removal of gas from 'this 
field together ~th associated oil products. Va.-ious components of 
the construction program will be put on line during the course o£ 
test ye~ 1976. SoCal proposes to include the full cost o£ this 
plant as if it were in service as or January 1, 1976 without inclusion 
of any allowance roX" interest during construction. The sta!£haS 
weighted pl 3.llt additions in HR on an as-expected basis. and haS . 

capitalized interest during construction. The sta£f treatment or HE 

1I See D.S5iS9 dated Decem~er Z, 1975 in C.9642, ~ch established 
new gas curtailment priorities. 
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, adopted the 1;'at1ona1e in D .. 83160 (see m:f.meo.pages 7 and 8). The 
", respective amounts in utility plant for HR. are $72,243,000 in SoCal's 

estimate and $38,015,000 on the staff basis, a difference of 
$34,228,000. There are associated d 1fferences in: t:be reserve for 

, . 
_ depre,cution of general plant of $570,000; 10 production expense; 
in' ad valorem taxes; in income taxes; and 10' depreciation expense . . 
associated with SoCal r s pro foralS. treatment of this plant. 

The policy witness. for SoCal and PLS, Mr. Rill. SOCal's . ' 

Vice .President: of Regulatory Affairs, testified that there were 
no circumstances that h~ was aware of which would justify reversal 
of treatment of HR by the Commission (tIt 473)·. SoCa.l's argument. 
in support of itc treatment of BR is that 2.c diminishing supply. 
does not permit the same opportunity for additional volumetric sales 
as existed previously, that there is a reduced ma=sin er.perienced in 

. additional. firm sales due to lifeline rates, and that t:he magnic:4e 
of its investment is greater 8.1; HR than at Aliso. 

We are not: convinee.d by SoCal' s are-.:tent an<1 ndopt the 
as-expected treatment for the test year. We will authorize SoCal 
to file an advice letter rate increase to offset 1cclU$~Q of the 
full costs of acquisition, construction, an4 O?eration of BR. for 
periods subsequent to December 31, 1976. T;;'e approved offset relief 
in D.838S1 eo reflect: tbe complete utilizat:1on of Aliso in SoCal's 
operations, to offset a wage increase, to amortize a synthetic 
natural gas peaking project:, and to offset tbe expirat:Lon of an 

amortized tax,cre4it. 
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The other unresolved issues raised in this proeeed1.%lg 
will be discussed under the subjects designated in center headings 

in the following sequence: 
A. Results of Operat::ton 
13.. Rate of Return 
c. Rate Spread 
D. Modifications to Purchase 

Gas AdjustmeDt clause 

A.. RESULTS OF OPERATION 
Both SoC41 and the staff presented results of operation 

studies for SoCal and PLS for test year 1976 which included all 
elements related to revenues, including customer growth, use per 
firm c'ustomer, and deelining interruptible sales in .t:he revenue mix .. 
D\lX'ing the course of the proceeding, a ntaber of important revisions 
~ere made by SoCal and the staff in their respective estimates, some 
of wh~eh ~ere included in Exhibit 697 a comparative results of 
operation. Subsequent DlOO1fieations based upon new information have 
been ineorporated in Table 1 on page l5. Table'l eon~ains the 
lates~ e~cparison or soc~ and star! estimatee ot SoCal's results 
of operation for test year 1976 and the adopted amounts, all at 
present rates (as previously ~e!ined)7 which do noe incorporate ehe 
reductions orde~e4 in D.8611S. 

SoCal revised its Exhibit 69 showing in Exhibit 91 to incor-
porate later dat:a on gas supply and on the average heating va.lue 
of its supply. SoCal carried the changes associated wit:h the new 
gas supply through summary of earnings calculations. 

The adjustments to the staff's EXhibit 69 showing are 
increases in gas supplies and revenues (modified from Exhibit 86) 
and the associated increase in gas costs containecl in Exhibit 92-1, 
and. the changes discussed in D.85354, namely~ the increase in average 
gas heating value from 1053 Btu per cubic foot to lOSS Btu per cubic 

.. 
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foot, an inacase in SoCal '5 'operating expenses of $187,000, ao 
increase in SoCal's rAte base of $1,942,000, an increase in SoCal's 

. JDIC income tax deductions by $266,000, and decreased revenues of 
$165,000 to reflect changes 1n estimateO igniter gas deliveries. 

State and federal income taxes, franchise taxes p uncolleet-

ibles (no change of uncolleet1bles 1$ associated with changed 
interruptible or wholesale deliveries) and the rate of return will 

4/ ' all be affeeted~ by the above-mentioned modifica.tioas of the staff 
est:i.ma.tes contained in Exhibit 69.. These changes have been iDeo:'
~O~3ted in !able'l. We have set out in Table l-A on Pazc lS-A 
the results of operation under present and authorized rates. 

Use of the star£' methodology would also result in a change in 
the working cash eomponent or rate case. This modifieat10n of 
,the staff estimat.e was not. incorporated in Table 1. 

" 
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'rABLE 1 

S~tbern Call!orni8 Ge.s Coo,any 

~UI.'l'S OF OPE!tl\'J:ION mIDER PEESEN'! RAzr:#l 

Test Year 1976 

. . . . . . : : 
: S0C81 : Commission : ~CC~S : : 

: Item : E:"..hibit Stafi' : stat! : A'ooted : 
~lle.rs 1.0. TllollSandz 

0~r8tinz ~even~es $324,;72 $S5Q,06G=IY $(25,49;) $341,192 

Q:>el"Stion & Mllintenance ~. 
P~%llct.ion 

Sto::cce 
Tl'ansr:\ission 
Distribution 
Custot'\e:o Accounts 
Sales 
A~in. & Gene:oa1 

Sllbtotel ~ ~. 

~'18ge Inc. Adj. 
J?~stase Inc. Adj. 

Total 0&1;.1 E::r>. 
Ta::e:: 

'Xa...-ees Othe:o 'Xban Incor;,e 
:Fec:.e::o.~ Incoce 
State Inc'XIe 

Total 'taxes 

DepreCiation 

T':>tal O,er. ~. 
netllX'n 

~te Base 
\tJorld..ce Cesb 
EeIl'Ieineer 

Total 

l1ate of l\etu:m 

499,7:9 
8,739 

12,637 
73,419 
45,632 

7,244 
90,431 

717,,541 

7l-7,841 

':'18000 - ) 
942,092 
930,095 

4.7110 
(~, Ftpure) 

705,319 

39,920 
40,297 

7S5,S36'§i 
64, 53,p' 

12,52;2' 

. 21,829 
39.,210 

y See C'tirne~ J?8ge 3. J»es not inco~orete redllctioru;. in D .. S6uS. 
~ Calculated.. " . 
e/ See ~:h.i'bit 92-1 .. 
d / Includes cb8.nge::: t7..*OQ :f:Jn'bit 69 :re!e:-red to 1n D.S5354. 
-e/ Includes increases in uncQllectibles related to bea.'t.1:oe. wlues. 
'!..I Stet! rec~ends u.se ,,! jj)Ost.o.ge rates in ettect. 
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tABLE l-A 

Southe:rn Cnll!'::>:n1a Ci<ls Company 

I"J.S'OLTS 0';' O~TION t."NDER PRESENT .AND PROPCSED RATES 

Te~t Year 1976 

. . : Auth~:.-ized : . . 
Item : Aclo7te~ : Increase : Auth~~ze~ : 

Ope=atins Revenu.es $841,192 
(D?llars 1n TbOUSIJn'S) 

~,4~ ~905,Ge2 
O?eretior. & Maintenanee ~~~nse 

P::'ocluet1 ":)n 
S,torage 
trans:J;ssi"n 
Di::trib.:t1~n 
Cus~o~e~ Ace?~ts 
Seles 
Administrative & General 

SIJ.'btotal oeM E::/?,. 

,rage Inc. Adj. 
Po::taCe Inc. Adj. 

'X?tal O&~ Exp. 

Ta::e:: O't.her Than Inc?!'.\C 
Federal Inc~~e 
State Income 

Total Ta::es 

ne,ree!.oti':ln 

Total O?e::-. :ex,. 

r.nt.e Bnse 
Worl'..1ng Casll 
Rel'l'\.Q~na.er 

Total 

P.t: te ~t RetUl":Q 

505,032 
3,276 

12',637 
73"lS7 
43,56l' 
7,244 

74,797 
724,734 

(3;626) 
997 

722,01:; 

'/6<;,378 
5l,:14 

(Re~ Figl.U'e) 

!l. Authonzed incre.o..,e t~ 3chievc 8.80% rate ?! rc:t.1.l.I.-:l.. 
'0/ Increased 1')\ll"cb/;tGed ~s price 1:1)';: eas pu:ebase: t:~~ PIS .. 
Y RcslJ.lt?1: ~.64,49",000 ine:-e8::e in oP,e;:'atinC revenue:. 
~ Etteet of inerQQ$e~ ?peroting revenues. 
!I :Reduc:t.ion 1n .... ,?rldng cash at B.SOC; rote of return. 

15-A 

':Ie: 'Y->C: 
~.;,.J'-'; 

29',165 

(1,) 772) 

7Zl,S9Q 
(2,,625) 

907 

724,07l 

S24/70~ 

80,919 

920 ,16l 

e.~ 
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OperatiniRevenues 
The major differences in the estimates of operating revenues 

at present rates are based upon use per firm meter, and differing 

est1mates of the gas supply. 
In past general rate proceedings differences in estimaees 

of firm general serv1ee usage per cUB t('Imer were of much greater 
relevance in estimating revenues than they will be in the future. 
Past estimates reflected declining bloCk rate structures within a 
customer class, lower unit rates charged for lower priority usage, 
and air conditioning discounts.. This is still a major factor in ~e 
comparison of revenues at present rates. In the past SoCal'!', 
earnings would decrease markedly in a hot year and would ~prove 
dramatically in a cold year due to these differences in unit pricing 
within a class and between customer classes. !hat portion of the 
total gas supply not sold to firm (high priority) customers was sold 
at lower rates to meet interruptible customer requirements.. our 
adoption of lower unit lifeline rates and the flattening of commodity 
charges 1n the rates adopted herein will dramatically affect the 
swing in reven~s occasioned by sales to either higber or lower 
prioriey customers depending on changes in usage per f:trm customer 
and on tbe largely temperature-induced variations 10 hiSh priority 

usage. 
~en interruptible unit rates equal nonl1fel:tne unit ra'tes:. 

SoCal will experience greater e:.arnings in a hot year than in a cold 
year because larger amounts of gas:. sold at higher unit %'ates, would 

be available to meet interruptible requirements on SoCal. l'he 
differential 1n revenues would be the :result of marginal shifting of 
consumption e11:her below or above the des~ted l1fel1ne quantities • 

.. 
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The primary determinant on both net and gross revenues at 
authoriZed ra tea will be the quantity of gas actually reeeivc!d by 

SoCal from its suppliers, particularly its out-of-state suppl1ers, 
~~ and EP. Under the declining,block structure whicb characterized. 
SoCal's earlier rate structures differences ia ac~U&l deliveries 
from'projected deliveries represented unit price sales made close 
to and sometimes below the cost of the gas to SoCal. 'Ibe rev~aue 
differences at present rates due to the different est1al4teB of gas 
suPplies will be of a greater order of magnitude compared to revenue 
differences at authorized rates, wh:Leh are "b48~d pr1mar:Lly on staff 
rate c!esign CTiter1a. . 

SoCal contends that for the period from September 1975 to 

January 1976 N's deliveries were 38 -i'-cfd 'below '!VI's estimates. '!he 
steff shows that actual EP deliveries for 1974 were approx!ma.eely 
185 ilefd a.bove U's est~tes and that 1975 deliveries will be ' 

approximately 188 ilcfd above EP's es'timate.. Tbe sULff·s estimate 
incorporates antieipated additions to reserves available to SoCal's 
sup~liers which ~l~ increase the supply to SoCal during the ~est ye~ 

, The effect o~ our adopting a gas supply est:tmate above 
actual del1'\1e't'1es for th~ test year wouW be eo excessively lower 
eoUzmodity rates 6nci 1:0. ove~st1mate.. ,sales.. SoCal '·s revenues 
would then be insufficient to meet the authorized revenue requiremen~. 
On the other side of tM co1:Q, if we adopt a gas supply estimate which 
is on the low side of actual deliveries th~ unit commodity cost 

per Mcf will be greater than nee~ry to meet the total company 
revenue requir(.-meut which would result in an excessive level of 
earnings .. 

SoCal 's Exhibit 911t filed several months after the staff's 
Exhibit 92, reflects the higher level of California and offshore 
gas purchases contained in its earlier estimate compared to the 
staff estimate .. ~1 SoCal could have.revised its estimate in conformity 
with the above-menti'Oned letter ruling of February 27, 1976 if 
justified by changed circumstances. 

~I SoCal' s estimate is approximately 4 .. 3 i'?ef above the staff, 
estimate. ' 
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The permanent EP curtailment: plan :1s not yet in effect, 

consequently, SeC4l has been receiving larger quantities of gas from 
EP t:han it has estimated. '!be adopted est:tma.te of gas supply is 

supported by SoCsl's gas receipts through May 1976. It is 
reasonable to adopt the staff estimate ofTW and EP gas purchases 
in Exhibit 92 for ratemaking purposes adjusted to a 365-&y year .and 
SoCal's California and o.ffshore estimates. 

As noted in the foregoing discussion the quantities of 
gas which SoCal might be expected to receive from its suppliers a.re 
of critical importance 1n establishing, growth 1n revenues for SoCal .. 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) faces a s'1:ad.lar situation.. It 
'WOuld be desirable for the utilities and the seaff to explore methods 
of refining supplier est:tma.tes, or of getting better estimates of gas 
supply.. This could involve one or more of the following proced':JXes: 

(a) see\ll:ing an FPC order directing the pipeline companies to make 
available the work papers supporting their estimates to their 

customers; (b) securing an FPC order requiring the filing ,of 
estimates such as are contained in FPC Form 16 on & monthly basis; 
(e) ,securing an FPC order requiring pipeline companies under its 
jurisdiction to file %evised estimates when either & predetermined 
quantity or a predetermined pereentage change 1n the estimates has 
occurred. 

Certain gas usages are temperatUX'e sensieive to some degree~ 
particularly gas used for space heattng purposes. Both SoCal and 
staff est:1mates refleet adjustmen't:s of usage to average temperatUre 

conditions. In A.53797 we analyzed the staff'sest:lmate which 
utilized a 30-year base for temperature adjustments and SoCal's 
estimate which utilized a 20-year base for temperature adjUS~ts acd 
we adopted the staff base period. Ho-weve:, we stated "SoCal mAY 'Wish 
to present additional fnformation on this sUbject 1n a future rate 
proceeding ... " (see. mimeo. page 12 of D.83l60).. SoCal wit.oess Wilson 
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stated that "'!'be Commission 1n D.83160 determined that the 30-year 
base period was proper for ratemaldng purposes ..... "; tl:lat SoCal is 
using annual updates on a. 20-year basis for internal platming pur
poses; that the use per customer would be 131.3 Mcf per customer in 
1976 using a 20-year average (~ough 1975) temperature base compared 

to his original 1976 estimate of 134.2 Mcf per customer ustng a 
SO-year average temperature base (through 1970). the impact of 
the changing composition of population served by SoCa1 ~ of the 
energy crisis ~ and of conservation efforts bave resulted in a , 
shifting of ~thodology in determining estimated use per customer. 
It would have aSSisted the record had SoCal elected to provide , 

additional information in this area of correlation of use with 
differing average temperature bases. This Commission and other 
agencies should have available to them the best possible demand 
estimates to' evaluate the requ1rements of SoCal r 8 customers and the 
available gas supply. Use of this information would be of assistance 
in eV.1.luating the efficacy of conservation programs. 

SoCal's Manager of Gas Requirements, Gas BalancesJ.and Rate 

Design, Mr. Wilson, established an average growth rate in use per 
firm customer over a five-year period 1969 to 1973. Data applicable 
for 1974 was not utilized because of the sharp· decline in use per 
customer associated with the energy crisis. !he average annual 
growth rate was added ontO' estimated use in the last quarter of 1974 

and trended throu~ 1976 • 

. • 
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Mr. Wilson's revised est1ma.te reduces his estimate of use 
per customer from 134.2 Mef per customer in 1976 to 129.5 Mef per 
customer by incorporation of an esttmate of voluntary reduet10n in 
gas consumption by SoCal' s customers prepared by Mr. Shea.~ SoCal J s 
Vice Pres ident of Consumer Services. who is in ~ha:r:ge of SoCal' s 
marketing and customer servt-ces. Mr. Wilson testif:Led that during 
the 14-month period from October 1973 to December 1974 use-per-meter 
declined by approximately 12 Mef, or almost S.S percent, principally 
as a result of the energy crisis and consequent conservation efforts; 

and that a reduction of 3.1 Mef per meter or about 2.3 pe;cent over 
the l8-month period that the 1leW conservation program would be in 

effeet through the end of the test year would be achieved. 
A staff witness Mr. Jones, a. senior utilities eng:i1:2e~, 

made two estimates of use per eustOt:ler. Both estimates utilized· a 
30-year base, ending with 1970~ for establishing a:verage temperature 
conditions. The starting point of Mr •. Jones' i1lit:La.l estimqte was 
higher than that of Mr. Wilson because it began at a poine where 
there was a rebound iu use per customer as compared to the starting 

point of Mr. lJi1son~ which was 'CeQ' 1:be bottom of 8. dip in use per 
customer. He utilized a relationship of use during yhe :first two 

months of 1968 to 1973 inclusive to ~ total yeazs' use :in 
arr1v1:lg at an end-of-year figure for 1975~ added the trecded growth 
in use per custome~ from December 1967 to October 1973 of 1.8 ~f 
per year to arrive at his 1976 estimate of 137.1 Mef per customer. 

Mr. Jones revised his estimate after revieWing recorded 
data through May 1975 because of changed customer use patterns. 
His revised estimate. of 136·.3 Mef is based upon the sU1Xltll4tion of 
individual monthly tr~nds. Mr. JOf:J.es testified e~ he' bad not 
utilized any reduction attributable to the voluntarY load curtailmeut . . . 
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program prepared by Mr. Shea because there was no viable cl&ta to 
support a quantification of conservation efforts,but that the con~ 
servation efforts of SoCal's customers from November 1973 to 
December 1974 were reflected 1n his estimate; that conservation, , 
price elasticity, and the downtrend in the economy are working to 
decrease use; and that the belie! by the general public that there 
is no actual energy shortage, or that the shortage is abating, or 
that the "energy shortage" was a r1p ... off tends to inerea:se use. 

, IA argues that we should adopt a heating value per cubic . 

foot of gas in excess of 1057 Btu because SoC8l and the staff haV~ 
erred on the low side in estimating heating values in the past; that 
'we adopted a staff estimated heating value of 1056, Btu inD.85l13 
dated November 18, 1975 in A.55899; that the staff did not adequately 

justify the reduction in its use per customer estimate; that ·SoCal 
dreamed up the reduction in use per customer rather than reduce its 
requested rate increase; that the original $900,000 estimate o! income 
from SoCal' s energy conServing insula tioD program should be 1:oeluded 
in operating income rather than as a below the line item as proposed 
by SoC81; that SoCal lowered its estimate o,f insulation revenues 
when a staff associate utilities engineer, Mr. Copeland, suggest:ed' 

that the Commission include insulae ion income for ratemak1nS 
purposes; and that the staff's use of supplier estimates in 
Exhibit 92~1 in computing revenues reflects the conservat~ve estimates 

of "N and EP. 
Tbe city of San Diego (SD) discounted SoCal '5 est:imatec1 

reduction in use per meter through conservation and supported the 
, . 

staff estimate .. 

" 
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In D.85l13 we discussed variables affec~ing bea~1cg values 
wbich apply in this proceeding, and adopted the staff estimate of 
beating values tbrougb April l, 1976. The revised staff estimate 
of heating values, based on trending the latest information tben 
available, is reasonable. '!he potential revenue attributable ~o 
deliveries of the adopted gas sales volume necessar1ly encompasses 
tbe heating value of gas since the unit sales price is a price per 
tberm measured by multiplying gas volumes? the heating value of gas, 
and an altitude adjustment. 

SoCal makes arrangements for insu~tion of older buildings 
with approved outside contractors. SoCal often finances this 
insulation and its insulation revenues are interest charges received 
by it for deferred payment of insulation contracts~ SoCal's 
original $9l0,000 esttmate assumed a higher proportion of such deferred 
payments than have occurred. We agree such income after operating 
expenses should be treated as other operating revenues, but in the 
reduced amount of $5'68,000 estimated by Mr. Shea~ using an expanded 
work force of 25 insulation sale representatives. 

The continued exposure of the public to messages of need 
for conservation of ga.s from the pub11c seceor, including this 
Commission, and the private sector J including the expanded conservation 
effort on Socal' s part. should result in a decline in use to 1DCet· and, 
perhaps J exceed the reduction in use per customer envisioned by 
:Messrs. Wilson and Shea • .2/ . 

§/ The 12-month-end1Dg temperature adjusted use per customer using 
a 30-year average temperature base filed b~ SoCal in C.9642 shows 
a change 1n use per customer from 132.9 Mef in July 1975" to 
133.1 Mef in September 1975, followed by a decline to 129.5 MC£' 
in April 1976. The corresponding reductions in use per f:f.l:m 
customer were less for both FG&E and for SDG&E compared to 
SoCal. The temperature sensitive load in PG&E's service area is 
greater thau that 1n the SoC.a.l area, which in turn is greater 
than 1u the SI>C&E &ervice area. 
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The seafft s revi.sed 'IW and EP supply estiu:ates in Exhibit 92, 
SoCa1 1 s California and offsbore supply estimates, SoCal's est~te 
of firm geo~ral service sales and gas ec.gine sales, and the updated 
igniter requirements filed in Advice Leete~ 981 have been incorporated 

in the adopted results. 
The gas sales volumes and related. revenues by class a~ 

estimated by SoCal, by the CO'IlIDission staff, and as adopted are 
sbown on the following tabulations. The revenue differences 
for other revenues also reflect differences in interruptible exchange 

deliveries .. 
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Gas Sales by Classes of Service 
Test Year 1976 

.. sOCii .. .. .. .. 
Class of Service .. <!xh. 91) Staff . . 

(Sales in ;; ef) 

Firm General Service 440,776 463-,923 

Gas Engine 7,142 7,142 

Regular Interruptible 190,933 195,7674/ 
Steam Plants 4,410 3,122"§j 

Wholesale .- 77 1275 701621 
Total Sales 110,536 740,S7$ 

Revenues by Classes of Service 
Test -Year 1976 

. .. .. .. 

(Dollars in Thousanos) 

Adopted 

440,776 
7,142 

198,.365\ 
1S,.311 
79.772 

'",36{) 

Firm General Service $604,383 $629,338 $604,383 
Gas Engine 6,343 6,343 6,343 
Regular Interruptible 151,. 724 157,459!l 157,08S 

.. .. .. .. 

Steam Plants 2,845 2,000. 11,813: 
Wholesale . 57 ,489 <:.J~z.,$M 59.093. Subtotal ---$~g~2w2~,7"84~--------v~~~-----$-8-3§~,7·1~7----

Other Operating ReVenue~!: It"l'I'"IIro7'l_t 7 ..... 88IroJOt-.e_{ ___ .....,.~lJ"'-i1...,6;.;.Se ___ /d_I ____ 2.z4.;..,7 ... 5 ... e ... l-:...e I 
Total Revenues ~g24,.S72 $850,066 $S4!,19Z" 

!./ Exhibit 92-1 shows an increase in sales volumes, 
compared to Exhibit 86, of 53,319 M~ef and a 
revenue increase of $42,127,000 all of which were 
assigned t~ regular interruptible sales. 

'W 16~~2~~:%' =:rements per 1>.85410 which 1ne1uc!es 

~I Includes $392,000 for sale of oil recovered at Ha. 
S! See Exhibit 6~ .. 
$/ Includes $568 ,000 for insulation sal~s revenues. 
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Op!=ratins Expenses 
a. Wage and Employee Benefit Adjusements 

SoCalfs 1976 expense est~te includes a prospective 
April 1, 1976 wage and salary increase of 11 percent treated on a 
pro forma full year basis eogetber with related employee benefits 
and payroll tax increases. SoCal originally proposed a cos~-of
living escalator of up to three percent for all of i~s employees 
which was tied to a trigger point in a cost-of-livi~ index. The 
thr~sho1d level for this c:ost-of-living adjustment was not reached 
ano SoCal's modif~ed estimate does not provide for any increase in 
wages and salaries attributable to increases in the cost-of-1iving. 
This ~l percent increase above 1975 levels is equal to the percentage 
increase SoCal agreed to pay its union employees in December 1974. 

'!he staff estimate contai'O.S an 11 percent wage increase 
adjustment based on expense payroll included in the staff est~tes 
because at the close of the hearings no contract or offer had been 
made which would affect increased wage levels for the test year. The 
staff argues that the generosity of the 11 petcent increase, whieh 
was effeetive in 1975, would dictate ~hat SoCal should drive a bard 
bargain in its negotiations for the 1976-1977 contract; that if the 
Commission were to allow for a projeeted wage increase which could 
only be described as most generous on top of last year's increase 
that management would be stripped of its most 'IJ,seful tool in labor 
negotia~ions; that in light of the difficult economic problems 
recently faced by SoCal ' s ratepayers ~ exacerbated by the substantial 
cost of gas inereases" SoCa.l msnagementmight consider foregoing. wage 

increases such as the 11 percent plus reeeived in 1975; that SoCal 

.' 
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has included an 11 percent wage increase for manage:ent and nonunion 

employees as well as for union employees; and that if SoCal signS 
an unreasonable labor contract prior to the issuance of a decision 
in this ease, the staff would not sit idly by while an increase in 

,that amount to all employees is reflected in rates. 
1A argues that if the 1975 unloa. increase of 11 percent 

. was reasonable, there was no evidence to justify the iOentieal 
increase for nonunion personnel nor was there evidence that Socal 
did in fact increase its nonunion wages by 11 percent; that these 

ha.ve been difficult economic times and that compa.:').ies such 2.S 

Bethlehem Steel Corporation recently anoounced tM: it ~i:.S c"':'!:t:1nz 
its nonunion salaries because of a 'bad year; that t"nere is co justi-

. £1eat1on for the 'ra.tepayers to bea.r all such costs; that no ~"2.ge 
increase in 1$76 should be recognized; and there sb~uld be ~ ~'Jrther 
reduet1~n due to excessive allowances clafmecl for non~~~on ~~loyees 
in 1975. 

'By letter dated March 9, 1976-, SoCal ad<:-;.se<! t:'e ~'!Jmi~sion 
that it bas made a firm wage offer in its e~en: ls~: ~ese~iatioOS 
of . 8~ pe=eent plus incl:easeo company contributions 'tOWard tn.-oGieal 
plan benefits; that its offer was submitted to r~?~ese~t~d ~~loyees 
for rat~fication; that it expected that the 'W.&.ge ~r!ere(~~~ pl":J3 
related benefits would beeome effective on April 1, 1976; aOG ~t 
its estimate of the eost of this inerease in wages acd benefits 
would be about $14,100,000 on an-annualized basis. 31 letter dated 
April 1, 1976, SoCal advised the Commission that the Utilit7 workers 
'Onion of America a.nd the tnternationa.l- Chemical Workers Union had 

accepted its offer. 
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SoCal has noe carried its burden of proof in showing why 
rates should be designed to provide management the same percentage 
increase as its union employees. For rate fixing purposes tn 1976, 
operating expenses should include the 8 1/2 percent increase in 
wages and salaries plus relatee benefits for non~nagement employe os 
and 6 1/2 percent for ma:o.agement salaries plus related benefits • 

. SoCal' s estimated 1976 paYroll expense is $37,534,000 for 
:o:ar..agemen~ employees and $91,893,000 for non-ma.nag«nent emploYE:~s 
incorpora~ing an annualized II percent increase of $12,826,000 ovcr 
the 1975 levels. SoCal 's payroll increase of 8 1/2 percent totals 
$9,911,000. The two percent lower adjust:ment tc management payroll 
would reduce the latter figure by $676,000, for full year exclusive 
of any oth~r adjustment to operating expenses. 

In the recent PG&E rate decision, Decision No. 84902 dated 
September l6, 1975.in Application No. 54279, this Commission disal10wee 
exec~tive salaries in exeess of $100,000 a year for the reason that 
tt salaries eonsieerably lower than this are sufficient to motivate and 
provide incenti~e to the many other dedieated executives in PG&E's 
organiution. Salary level~ in the to? roD.nagement ranks of the ;>ublie 
sec tor likewise seldom approach, let alone exceed, the $100,000 mark." 

In a later PG&E rate deciSion, Decision Ne. 86281 dated 
August 24, 1976 in Application No. 55509, we st9.ted "In Decision 
N~. 84902 elated September 16, 1975 the Commission disallowed ¢xee\'S.tiv~ 
salari~s to the extent they exceeded $100,000 per year. Based on this 

recent decision the staff estimates are $88,000 less than PG&E's. 
PG&E made an extensive, uneontroverted presentation in support of the 
reasonableness of the salaries it psys executives. We are convince<:! 
by applicant's showing and arguments and will not adopt the staff's 
adjustment of executive salaries." 
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In this SoCal decision the record shows that there is 
o:Uyot'J.e ~.xeeutive earning over $100,000 a year, 1:he Cba~n of the 
Board ($111,870.94). the issue of excessive executive salaries was 
not directly presented in the Socal hearings. We will not> therefore, 
disallow any portion of that salary as excessive, but ~e place SoCal 
on notice that in its next rate case it must be prepared to justify 
the reasonableness of the salaries it pays executives and if it does 
not do- so the Commission will reduce executive salaries to at least 

a. max1m\lm 0:: $100,000 .. 
b. Postage Expense 

The staff did not give recognition to the recent postage 
incre.tse because it 'Was not in effect while the hearings were in 
progres s.. During the briefing period the increase authori~ed 'Was 
being litigated. The staff agreed that any increase which became 
final should be incorporated in SoCal's operating expenses. The 
~djustment of $907,000 added to the staff estimate in Table 1 and 

included in adopted expenses gives recognition to a two cents per 
bill increase in Socal' s postage expense~ which incorporates the bulk 
mailing discounts. SoCal's estimate contains increased ~ostage 

expense of $1,742,000. 
e. In:lation Factor 

SoCal utilizes a so-called bott~-up method of estimating 
in which many line organizations prepare their estimates of expenses 
for a future period based upon past experience> anticipated changes 
in a particular funct:ion, 31'1d known changes in the cost 'of doing 
business for a future period. 'Ihese estiInates are revi~~ed by 
sever~l supervisory levels to tes~ their reasonableness and their 
conformity with the overall policy goals of the organization. 
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In the event that a change in one of the factors of the estimate 
is not known, SoCal prescribed an eight percent increase to account 
for the inflationary impact of such a change. It contends that 
failure to incorporate sucb changes would result in the production 
of a revenue requir~ent which does not meet its needs in actual 
practice, which in cum results in a lower than 4u~horized ra~e 
of return. The 1976 estUnate was prepared by Socal' $ management 
personnel who utilized the 1975 bottom-up estimates as a starting 
point of their test year projections. There was not total con-. 
sistency in the method followed by all of its witnesses. SoCal 
neglected to summarize the extent of the 1975 increases and a great 

. deal of time was spent on the record in ascertaining the exact 
methodology followed by Socal' s witnesses. This problem was 
compounded by errors in the allocation of certsin expenses and the 
unfa.miliarity of certain witnesses with the data utilized in making 
their eDtimates or allocations they supplied to other witnesses. 

The Commission staff witnesses generally utilized trending 
procedures for estimating certain non labor related expenses where 
known .cbanges were not available at the time of the preparation of 
the staff exhibits. 

SoCal contends that inflation is a fact of life which 
must be recognized by regulatory bodies in the determination of 
revenue requirements. The staff contends that while the eig::t percent 
was recited as the general inflation figur~ it was revealed on 
cross-exa,minaeion that it could noe be determined how much of an 
inflation factor was built into the 1975 estimates; that SoCal's 
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witnesses often did not know the amount reflected in 1975 or 1976 
estfma~es; tha~ there was a 2S percent inflation factor used (for 
a certain expense) in 1975 which was used on a compounded basis in 
1976; that the cost guidelines were not consistently!ollowed; and 'that. 
the .1nf1at100 factor was similar to the contingent wage .adjustmen~ 
which Socal expected to occur in 1975 and represents SOC41's bes~ 
guess of what will happen in the future. The staff contends that the 
inclusion of the inflation factor was ill-conceived and ~ot supported, 
and served only ~ confuse the record and to invalidate So Cal f s 
estimates. S'.O eoncu:r%ed with the latter statement of the staff and I • 

recommends that the Commission elimina~e 'the inila'tion rac~r 
from all expense estimates. 

SoCal contends that the staff stra1ghtl:tne extrapolations 

or t7:ending are representative as historical trends but thei.r 
exclusive use as indicators of current economic conditions is mis-

leading. 
SoCal's inflation factor and t.he staff'S t.rending of non

labor expense changes are di!!eren~ methodologies seeking ~he 
same result, namely, arriving at a reasonable estimate or . . 
expenses in the test year. The confusion, however, on the part 
or SoCal's wi~nesses, ~he inconsist.encies in !ollowing the cost 
guidelines, and the changed conditions Which were not adequately 
explained, all delayed the hearing.. It is no~ realistic 'to 
expect that ~he level or expenses, which was being experienced 
in the latter pare or 1974 when thiS application was being prepar~, 
will prevail in test year 1976 given the present level or inflation .. 
We recognize tha~ the extent of inflation haS declined markedly since 
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.the peak experienced. but present :I.llcreases in the eost of goods and 
services are still high and must be recognized. !here are 
appliea~ions of the staff trending methodology which are valid 
indica tors and other cases where such trending produces misleadinz 
results. Informed judgDlent is essent:tal in evaluating whatever 
est~ting tool is utilized. The expenses which we adopt herein will 
reflect the amounts we deem to be just and reasonable for the test 
year. We are not aqopeing any overall 1-o.£lat1O'O. methodology but are 

adopting an itesn .. by-item adjustment. 
d. Production Expenses 

Production expenses account for over 6C percent of the 

ado-pted 1976 OeM expenses and 60 percent of the total operating 
revenues of SoCsl at present rates. Consistent with our revenue 
determination, SoCalts production expenses will be the sum of its 
cose of purchasinz; gas from EP contained in Exhibit 92 t'.nd t!le 
cost of service from. PIS at the 8.5 percent rate of reb::;..-n 
authorized in D.831GO. The gas purchase expense of PLS was 
increased by $13-,000 over that shown in Exhibit 92 to re~lect the 
reduetion in exchange deliveries which would flow from the upeatce 
igniter gas deliveries.. '!he remaining elements of P'LS'S costs w~~~ 
flow through to- SoCe.l are discuss~ in OUl:' analysiS of PLS t s o?era:':!.ons. 
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e. Storage and Transmission Expenses 
We adopt the staff's $463,000 adjustment to SoC41's storage 

expense estimate to reflect the as-expected basis for operation of 
HR rather than the pro forma estimate used by SoCal. 

SoCa1's estimate of storage and transmission expense 
represents the modifications of its operations resulting from cur
tai~ent of deliveries. SoCal changed its staffing practices at 
several compressor stations based upon its evaluation of manpower 
required to provide normal service, to provide continued service 
in the event of a tr.s.nsmission line break, and to utilize storage in 
transmission lines to meet peak system demands. The staff approach 
oftrendiugand adjusting 1972 to 1974 expenses and o~ determining 
the ratio of supervisory and engineering expenses to total labor 7 

modified for new operations, would be a valid criteria for ca~ying 
out the same type of function in the same manner as in the past. 
This methodology does not adequately consider changes in SoCal's 
operations. These staffing requirements are not directly re:ated to 
the volumes of gas purchased by SoC41 or PLS. 
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The adopted results reflect the staff Ha adjustment and the 
payroll adjustment related to the wage increase, the utter being 
incorporated in the total wage adjustment. The total wage adjuseMent 
also includes changes in the remaining expense categories. 

There were discussions on the record about the possibility 
of the sale of gas transmission facilities by SoCal and/or P1S to 
Standard Oil Company of Ohio (Sohio). A Soh10 subsidiary" SoMo 
'I'ransportation Company of california, filed A.56445. This subsidiary 
may seek to acquire gas transmission facilities from SoCal or PIS to 

transport liquid hydrocarbon products. 
Prior to selling major transmission facilities SoCal (and 

possibly PLS) should file an application demonstrating that such 
facilities will not be re~uired for.SoCal's present and future 
operations. The application should sh~ the proposed method of 
booking 'Plant retirements and the revenue requirement relat~d to the 
affected plant. 

f. Distribution E~ses 
SoCal's estimate is based on expected operations which 

include increased maintenance expenses resulting from the use of 
improved leak protection equipment which will c~ntinue for ~~leral 
years until its entire system is checked out. 

The staff's estimate used trending methodology adjusted to 
reduce leak detection expenses using more efficient equipment, and 
adjusted to spread certain increased maintenance programs over five 
years. Mr. Copeland distinguished between when eo use trended 
estimates (e.g., Account 880, the keeping of maps and records) 
and when to depart from trends tn estimating additional expenses 
utilizing new equipment and new procedures eo meet safety 
requirements. He differentiated between increases in SoCal's workload 
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for lesser leak repair$ but·not for blowing leak repairs because the 
older leak detecting equipment would have picked up the larger 
Class I leaks, a~d noted an ·omission of SoCal's which would dec:ease 

soCal points out that Class I leaks relate to potential 

hazards as well 'as to blowing leaks. 
Differences in the meter and regulator maintenance expenses 

expenses. 

are due to SoCal's estimate being based on the anticipated workload for 

1976 compared to the staf!'s es~1ma~e eonsideringexpense on a typical 

year basis. Cathodic protection together with the use of plastic pipe to 

replace steel distribution lines will decrease the frequency of leaks 
in the system.. Certain portions of SoCal's system. are checked for 
leaks annually, otber portions at intervals of up to five years. A 
reasonable amount for raeemaking for Accounts 887 and 892 lies between 
the two estimates. We are reducing SoCal's estimate by $160,000. We 
will adopt SoCal' s estimate for mainte'Qa'Oce of meters and bouse . 

regulators giving consideration to the t1:oing of repairs of variOUS 
classes of meters, to the spreading or ceter repair work to avoid 
excessive workload variations in its shop, acd to the frequency of 
filings for. general rate relief. The re1ll4ining staff adjustments are 

reasonable. 
g. Customer Account Expenses 

Aside from our prior discussion of t'Ostage and wages, the 

remaining differences of $343,000 and of $165,000 relate to the 
differences between the as_expected approach of SoCal and the stai! 

. trending, and to estimated use per firm customer which affects 

uncolleetibles. ~ 
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Mr. Copeland testified that there was very little 
fluctuation in direct ,labor expense on a per customer basis' 
adjusted to comparative wage levels fr~ year to year, but 
that customer account expenses other than direct labor have 
fluctuated without any apparent pattern and that a typical year 
based on trending would be the appropriate ~y to establish an 
estimate. He testified that the employment of 16 additional ecployees 
at a payroll cost or $214,000 to process payoent cheeks more 
expedi tiously was not. incorporaud in his estimate because he was 
in!ormed that as a result or the work or these employees, SoCal would 

save banking charges or $450,000 since they performed encoding 
1'unctions which are now hand.led by So Cal 's bankS; that SoCal could not 
point out where the reduction in bank charges appeared in its estimates 

in these accounts; and tnat b.e considered that the addi tiona.'l 
expense or these ecployees versus t.he reduction or intorest charges 

would be a wash and hence did not adjust the account. 
We adopt ~he starr's $343,000 adjustmen~, a $907,000 

postage adjustment., and SoCal' s estimate or uncollectibles adjusted 

due to the increase in the heating values or gas. 
h.. Sales Expe!'lses 
So Cal 's sales e:Qense estimate or $7,24,4,000, equal to one 

percent or its est~ated operating and maintenance expenses, is one 

or the more controversial elements in thiS proceeding .. 
SoCal contends that the Commission must support its 

voluntary load reduction plan because the plan is responsive to our 
ma.nda.tes to conserve natural gas; that the $7,244,000 is needed 'to 
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reduce firm usage by 14,285 Jcf, or 3.13 percent in 1976; that SoCal 
and its customers are faced with the possibility of firm curtailment 
in 1978 1£ it is a cold year or during an average tecperature year in 
1979, unless such firm load reduction occurs, due to delays in 
bringing in new gas supplies; that it is necessary to have plans 
if firm curtailment becomes necessary; that this reduction in firm 

demand is needed to keep the southern California economy viable; .and 
that its voluntary load reduction plan, .a. creative conse:vat:Lon effort, 
was well under way at the time conservation admonitions were included 

in '0.84729, D.84902, and D.8412l. In ~d.ditionr its ?rC'¢r~ 
satisfies the Federal Energy AdminiStration's U~ ?ro~Z= ~equi=e
ments published on October 24, 1975. SoCal conte~~s, t~~C th~ co:t of 
its prc~am divided by its estimated savings i:>. firm usage e-;uals, 51 
cents p~r Mc~ ¥11b.i:.b. is cost effe~tive wl'-,~u Co:li'.a:tt~ to 't!le ~ta:fts 
estitlatfZd ga~ l?Ul:c~~$e price of 70 cen~s pe: Y..::f; tbat z!:.~ conse:rva
tiou has hel~~d it to PO$tpo~~ the nee~ for ~~oth~r un~ergrocnd 
sto~age faeili~j which ~:ou~~s f~r sienifie~~ szvings in :est year 

1976; t.h~t co::>t. bel.\ci"i t co:rp.:.:-isons should. be to p:-a.cti~ 
energy al~ernative~ such as the fuel oil e~ivalent of approx~tely 
$2.50 pe!:' Mcf (')r G:,::.ost :lvE: :i:1es as w'.lch 2S the gas meee available 
as a result of its CO'O.!ir~rJ'at:!.C':l progrc::.s, 0;: of t!P'T,g s'\!~t"lies of gas 
from P..laska, or from synthetic coal gas, whi:h co'tl:"d be ~o or tb:ee 

times as expensive as current supplies. 
SoCal's witness, Mr. Shea, estimated that the, conservation 

goal could ~ met at the level of ,expense requested; that the studies 
underlying the estimate were the results of the work of au experienced 
staff that has been htsbly successful in promoting load by Socal over 

, many yearS; that soCaf bas a higher degree of satura.tion of gas usage " '. 
for cooking, hea.ting, water heating, and clotbes drying than ott1e: 
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ut11it,ies in the country; that t,his expertise and long hiStory or 
success when turned to producing a conservation program sbould produce 
eq1l8l success; that the statf used outc!ated COIIlpariSOns with the level 
or conservation programs for PG&E and Southern Caluorm

a 
Edison 

Company (Ec1ison); that 'bot.h Edison and PCi&E have sharply increased 
their forecast or expenses for conservation programs; tba:t SoCal' S 

eonservation program will directly reflect the level or expendi tux-eS 

authorized in this proceeding. 
SoCal points out that star! witness Copeland agreed that if 

i 1;$ conservation programs ach1eve a ).l3 percent. reduct.'5.on in f'i::r:m 

'USage in 1976, i ts est.~ated expense 'Would be a good. investment. 
Mr. Shea 'testif'ied that his original sales. estimate :rocused 

on the objectives or promoting conservation of' energy and of' supplying 
information to Socal's customers on the erricienc.y or gas appliances 

and that the :-evised program eliminated the latter program and 

increased the conservation 'budget.; t.bat. SoCal revised its estimates 
'because subseq,uent to the preparation of' t.he original. estimate the 
company became aware or a rurther deteriorat,ion in the gas supply 
sit.uation 'because t.he Pan .Alberta project was abOrted and it became 
apparent that other gas supply projects were not g~ to be carried 
out to meet "tne expected delivery dates to southern Calif'orn1a.; that 
elements in SoCal' s planning were cut-t.ing down load to push 'back 

the posSibility of' .firm curtailment, continuing wi t.h ef'f'OrtS to 

bring in new supplies, and planning hOW 'to carry out firm eurt,.9.ilment. 
if' it. 'became necessary to d~ SO; t,bat. he was aware or and discount,ed 

public crit,icism concerning the ratepayer's bearing the burden 
. of paying for Socal's advertising expenses but he was more 1mpre

ss
ed 

by the fact, that t.hey did not represent a high percentage of' 
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SoCal's customers;, that the expanded home insulation progr.m expenses 
were anticipated to be below the line; that SoCal was helping ~o 'train 
equipment supplier salescen and the general public to more 
efficiently utilize equipment; that SoCal was giving awards in 
recognition of improved gas efficiency and was disseminating rese~eh 
information about more efficient t)1?es of equipment; tbae Socal was , 
subsidizi~ manUfacturers and the promotion of cew, more efficient 
types of gas using equipment and pilotless equipmene!/ to reduce usage; 
that subsidies were necessary beeause manufacturers would ~ot voluntzr-
11y go into the res~arch or installa~ion of such facilities due to the 
extreme competitiveness of the market; tha~ a continuation of SoCal' s 
conservation program would increase £il:m conservacion co 2!>,330 Il-c£ in 

1977 by earryi'O& forward current programs and eliminating pilot usage 
on appliances; that new housing is required to have insulation 
installed; that there are approximately 1 .. 1 million older homes which, 
could be insulated wi~hin SoCal's service area both through, its own 
progr am and those of other eompanies ~ the largest of which 
~re those being earried ou't by Sears, Roebuek and Co. and 
!.:O::ltgot:oery \'!ard and Co.; that for a typical home of: 1, lOO 'to 
1,300 square feet, the cost would range from $185 to $225 and tha~ 
savings of approximately 13.8 Mcf per yeu per bouse could 'be obtained, 
representing approxtmately 20 percent of the gas being supplied to the 
house; that the cost of such insulation could be amortized tbrough gas 
savings in approx~tely II to 12 years at current rates; and that 
significant gas conservation could be realized by using 'automatic 
controls on thermostats which reduce temperatures when not needed for 
comfort control., by an overall reduction in heating temperatures, by 
increase in cooling temperatures, and by water control deY1ees on new 
types of showerheads to reduce 'the amount or hot. water required. 

11 Senate Bill 1521' mandates pilotless new equipment in 1977. 
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Mr. Copeland t S testimony points out that the amount 
estimated by SoCa.l is equal 'to the $S,746,000 authorized in D.S3160 
with increases for wages and materials, reduced by transf'ers to other 

more appropriate accounts. Mr. Copeland's original estimate was 
$3,43;,000 less than SoCal t S estimate, excluding a $173,000 wage 
adjustment- Mr. Copeland testi!ieci that his estimat.e allOWS SoCal 
a reasonable allowance to in£o~ the public of energy conservat.ion 
needs, reasons for the rate hike, changes in billing praet.ices and in 
meter reading schedules, or procedures to follow in case of emergend..e3; 
that the intent of the star! estimate is to exclude expenses used for 
solicitation or new customers or or maintaining SoCal t S market statUS; 
that the dwindling supply or gas from present sources is or grave 
concern; and that the utility be discouraged from actively soliciting 

, . 

new customers until new sourceS or supply are found which will 
guarantee existing and potential customers wi t.h 'an adequate gas 

supply-
The starr argues that ll.or. Shea's estimate was exactly the 

same as the amount disallowed by Mr. Cope~and and was submitted as a 
voluntary load reduction plan; that the plan. i~el!' was elicited 
through cross-examination or rtJ.X". Shea; that SoCal failed to su'bmi t 
any evidence to support :1.t.S content.ions; t.hat the claitled reduction 

or :3 .13 percent in firm load !rom advert.ising is based upon a 
midpoint between twO curves shown in Exhibit 64 which would not be 

achieved until July 1, 1975; that one or the curves depicted is a 
product.. saturation curve for rive household appliances; 'that 
Mr. Copeland testified that there was no relat:1.onsbip between a past 

sales program for household appliances and an energy reduction 
compa.ign; that Mr. Shea·s testimony that COllStant reiteration or 

conservation messages was necessary to acbieve its goal and the 
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failure to utilize repetitive communications would dilute the entire 
program was not supported by a s\l%'Vey, Exhibit 23, performed by 
SoCal's consultant, the Marylander Marketing Research, Inc. (MMR); 

that the MMR study indicates that the opposite is true tor 
saturation in advertis:{:ng; and that Mr. Shea contends that be did not 
rely on the MMR study. 

LA. argues that SoCal' s program is neither fiscally prudent 
nor related to conservatiou; that the conservation unit was fOrmel:'ly 
responsible for encouraging ebe profligate use of g46. IA sugges1:s 
that if SoCal was interested in conservation, it would immediately 
end preferential air cond1t10nicg rates,~1 would stop promotte8 
gas air conditioning through advertisements on their 'truc~ and would 
stop free-footage allowances for s~mming pools.2! LA objected 
to SoCa,l' s conserva1:ion advertisi~ of $3,030,000 including $340,000 
to manufacturers, distributors, anq dealers and $407,000 for .American 

10{ 
Gas Association (AGA) publ1eiey.-

The preliminary MMR seudy points out that the thrust of 
SoCal f s advertising campaign was aimed ae areas where ~he poeene1al 
gas savings were marginal and indicatea that SoCal' s message was 
recognized and responded to by its beeter educated and ~e affluent 
customers. Neither the MMR study nor any of the witocS9CS could 
quantify the effect on demand of SoCal's advertising program. 

!he areas of greatest potential reduct!ou in firm demand 
are in space and water heating and in eltminating pilot lights. Space 
heating represents 4pproxtmately half of the residential load and 
ceiling insulation of older buildings could reouee the ~pace heating 

!! 0.85354 term1na~ed air conditioning 4iscounes. 
11 SoCal also gives free-footage allowances for space heating, 

cooking, water beating~ air conditioning equipment, garbage 
inc1nerators~ gas refrigeraeors (which are not currently 
m4rketed) and'91othes dryers. 

10/ Expenses included in Administrative and General Expenses. 
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load by approximately 20 percent. Reduction in heating temperature 
settings and increased cooltng temperature settings, retrofitting of 
appliances to eliminate pilot lights, and reduction in the temperature 
of hot water could result in major reductions in gas usage which 

would be reflected in customer bills. 
Some of the criticisms of Socal's program raised by the 

staff and lA are valid. There is a fine line be~een promotion and 
conservation. Facets of soCal' s program cross into:> promotional 
activities,. and this 'f1J8.y be necessary. Tbe4:e eho'.lld be a revamping 
of conservation activities to reach all segccnts of Scca.1 t s custome:s. 
SoC41 should try limited experiments using d~fferzat ~~thods eo 
reach its customers, possibly through direct contacts rather than 
through eeditional advertising, aed should measure the effectiveness 
of its programs. !he expenses for an augmented heme insulation 

program should be a part of sales expenses. 
Socal shculd report in detail its aetivi.ties in sales 

expenses and conservation programs contained in a~~inistrative and 
general expenses as a par~ of the reporting mechanism in C.98S4. 
!he Commission's Conservation !eam should review these reports 
and advise SoCal and this Commission of its objections to any 
aspect of the program. The cost benefit expressed as dollars per 
ilcf of reduced usage should be showc. for a.ll program elements. The 

free-footage incentives for nonessential gas·uses which were not. 
mentioned in the lifeline legislation~ i.e., for clothes dryers, 
air conditioning equipment, garbage incineration, sw.;"ll'd.ng pool 
heaters, and ~as refrigerators will be eliminated. ~c '~ll make the 
same kind of adjustment for other eas and electric ut1liti~s ~t the 

earliest opportunity. 
It appears that SoCal is meeting its 1976 average £i~ usage 

goals. We will adopt $7,244,000 for SoCal's sales expenses to assist 
SoCal in meeting and exceeding its conservation goal and 'to meet the 
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other informational requirements described by Mr. Copeland. We 
expect the changes in emphasis described. above both in sales and 
in administrative general expenses. soCal should phase out 
industrial or cooperative advertising support when specific 
imp:l:ovem.ents are required by law:p c. g.:p for the inSulation of 
new buildines , but it should continue to promote insulation of 
existing buildin;s. !his amount i~eludes $2,500,000 for advertisine 

expenses. 
Our staff analysiS of the SoCal conservation pro~am 

filed on YJarch 3l, 1970 indicates that a substantial redirection 
in conservation programs is beinz accomplished. SoCal is. placed 
on notice that the Commission expects a continued ~pansion of 
efforts in conservation. Concurrently, any efforts to adv1se the 
pu'blic relative to, SoCal' s supply plans should be undertaken in . 
such a manner so as not to confuse the public about the need to 
conserve and detract from conservation efforts. Payments to the 
AGA should be examined and conservation expenditur~s carefully 
accounted for separately. AGA expendi~res are hereinafter disc~ss~ 
and appropriately adj,usted. 

In su'bseCluent proceedinZs, a more detailed analysiS will 
be undertaken and SoC31' s rate of return will be adjusted, up't'1ar<i 
er c.O~~lard,. as 'the evidence indicates. In connection wi1:h the 
filinz of its 1977 conservation proerams, soCal shall clearly de~il 
its various.conservation advertising expenses. ' 
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SoCal shall perform follo~-up studies to determine the 
effectiveness of its conservation prozrams and shall inform the 

Commission of the results. Included shall be an assessment of 
the degree and effectiveness of efforts to distribute information 
and to market: conservation hardware7 ~1ith estwtes o~ cost 
effectiveness and resulting energy savinzs. Justification sl~ll 
be provided for relative emphasis among media for information 
transfer, amon8 efforts direeted toward behavior change as compared 
with hardware, and among various hardware options promoted. 

SoCal should also take the initiative to develop and 1:>rinz 
be~ore the Commission proerams of incentives, ineludinz. but not 
limited tosu"osidies, lO'V1-interest loans and modified rates 7 for 
inducinz conservation-oriented behavior and investment by end users. 

the Energy Conservation Team shall review these programs 
and advise the Commission of any action 'Vlhich would be appropriate. 

i. Administrative and General (A&G) Exeenses 
In addition to the effect on pensions and benefits 

associated with the wage increase there is a $635,000 difference 
between SoCal and the staff resultine, from SoCa1' s adopting the 
azsregate cost method for fundine its pension fund. 'X'.-lC staff 
con:cnds that SoCal should have continued utiliz,ing the modified 

szgrezate cost fundinz method., which ~s been used since 1954, and 
'ct'lZt the additional cost of SoCal' s ~tclu.ne its funding met~od 
should be disallowed. SoCal eontends that it eould. not afford to 
wait and see if the Int&nal Revenue Service (IRS) would disallO't'l the 
modified aszresate cost £undinS method ~1hich could lead to a 
disqualification of its pension plan because it is required to use a 

recognized .actuarial tect'lnique7 one of which is the azsrezate co~~ 
method; that the cbange was made effective January 1, 1975 and was ':'0. 

onzoinz cost 'i)einz currently experienced by SoCal; that SoCal changed 
its fu~ding method as a result of the 1974 Pension Refor= Aet; and 
tbat the new fund1nz method is· specifically approvecl in the Act:.. 
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The authorized A&G expense includes pension funds and 
benefits related to authorized wage levels. We do not concur with 

the staff adjustment of $636,000. SoCal has adequate reason to ~ 
concerned with the validity of its continuing to use its ole 
funding method under the Pension Reform Act of 1974. 

SoCal witnesses were unfamiliar with much of the detail and 
methods used in preparing their original esticaees and testimony 
on ~o:rtior~ of A&G expenses.. '!hey subsequently pr~pared revised or 
~dditional exhibits to %ef16ct changed circ~tances, to more 
zdequately explain the basis of their estimates, and to correct 
errors in the original'estimates. 

The staff witness relied primarily on verbal in£ormati~ 
requests and ow:;:.s unable to determine the basis of the eotllpany's 
estimates in several impe.rtar..t areas.. He was not familiar with 
some of the uneerlying allocations bet'tt,een accounts. He testified 
about protracted delays in SoCal's supplying ~nswers and of lack 
of specific ans\l'e:rs to his rectt:es:s in several ar~s. 

'Hritten data requests and ans'i1erS would have limited the 
arBUmcnt on whether the problem was So~l' s failure to supply 
~nfo~tion or was due to the witness· lack of understaneing. 

en mimeo .. pages 20 and 21 of D.S::160 there is a discussio::. 
of SvC~l's public relat:ions programs, of its legislative a.dV'ocacy, c~ 
=i,:I:S cx?e:l.c1itures for social objectives, and of Califomia Asse:il:>ly 
Resolution HR 56 dzted l'JB.Y 22, 1972 u::ging this Commission to ~intain 
do'ttmward pressure on the oV'erall level of adV'ertising expenditures, to 
examine and to require the utility 'Co demonstrate, ,-:i.thin zuideli:v!s: 
swsUlntial benefits to the' ratepayers for allcwed expenses. "i;e 
sta'l:c=d that SoCal L"l..'ls the burden of proof in justifying any portion o~ 
its %eCJ.uest for a rate increase; 'that it should be explicit in 
exp1aininZ the need for each of its puolic relations programs and of 
showinZ 'beeefits for the ratepayer as well as £o~ th~ enbauceme::.t of 
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its cor~orate ~ge; and that Commission staff est~tes should 
be based upon greater familiarity with st>ecific prog:'sms. We 
authorized $650,000 for advertising concerning gas safety and the 
gas supply situation and suggested that an infoxomation program 
focusing on the cost impact of redueed gas supplies might have a 

salutary effeet on SoCal' s e:tlergy eO'llServation program.. In 
analyzing this record we find that neither Socal nor the staff 
adequately considered these admonitions. 

SoCa1 requests that $2,987,000 of' public relations 

department expenses and $991,000 of institutional advertisfng 
should ~e eharged to o?erating expenses and bonle by the ratepaye%'. 
With respect to institutional advertising, we are of the opinion that 
these expenses should more properly be borne by the investors than 
rate?ayers. Our policy is clearly set forth in D.84902 of 
September 16, 1975, on Pacific Gas and Electrie Coc.pany's A.52279, 

52280, and 52281. 
With regard to public relatio'CS, SoCal's witness, 

Mr. Riffel, prepared an estimate of $2,987,000, almost double that 
authorized in 1974. SoCal has actually gone .so far as to request: 
over one and one-half times the public relations funds allowed PG&E 
in its last rate case ~hen SoCal's revenues a~e only 4S percent as 
~eat. '!he staff, relying principally on levels previously authorized. 

recommended $1,895,000. 
LA contends tbat the rationale for SoC31' s publie relations 

aetiv~ti~s, ~rimarily the increase in inStitutional ad~ertising, was 
Mr. Riffel's testimony that SoCal as 'Well as beinS in the gas business 
was in the information business.. !A alleges that SoCal has not 
justified any publie relations expense and that no allowance should be 
permitted; that the staff erred. in ma.1d.ng any allowance for SoCal; and 
tha~ the staff has been taken in by the claicl that public relations is 
related to energy supply acquisitions which include high-priced ptlblic 
relations const.;l~ntsengaged in endeavors all ove% the world .. 
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We note that some of SoC31 t s proposed public relations 

activities bear a strong resemblance to toe institutional edvertising 
~osts that we have eliminated as a part of the <:.llowed cost of service. 
We also note that certain of soCal t s proposed expenses in this area 
are similar to those disallowed PG&E in D. 36281, 3:ld we have therefore 

eliminated scholarships and facility and supply site tours,. 
We eor~cur with l.A' s assessment that Socal has not ~j.ly 

justified it£ public relations expenses and their benefit to the 
ratepayer. Given the. size of the company and our limited. information 
on its p'!'ograms, we cannot make a finding of reasonableness for 'a.r..y 

amount exceeding $780,000. 
In future proceedings :i:o.volving this and other utilities, 

W~ sha.ll cx?eet the utility to justify) and our staff to verify, 
pUblic relations costs in detail and to supply for the record 

~~o~~tion on each aspect of the u~ility's public relations 
?rogratl$ so tr.at we may make judgments regarding the r~sonablenes$ 
of each activity and of appropriate allowances. Failure by tile 

utility to fully detail and justify its programs may result in 

disallowance of all public relations ~penditures. 

\ 
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SoCal estimated $4, $02,000 for research and developmen't (R&D) 

projeet.S in 1976. The ataft's es't:1Jns.'t.e or S2,087,000lV is $2,415,000 
below SoCal' s es'tima'te. In P.83l60 mimeo. pages 23 t.hrough 25 
and 75 t.hrough 77 we pointed out t.hat R&D activities are a 
discre'tionar,y area; 'that SoCal's customers and society would 
benefit fr~ having more efficient, more pollution-tree gas 
conSuming a.ppliances and processes; tbat to the extent that more 
efficient appliances are developed and marke'ted, more e!!ic1en~ uses 
01: gas energy are realized, there 'Will be savings or gas; tMt with 
such savings the requirements for expensive n6'ol( sources or gas supply 
'Would be lessened and the average cost or gas in the SoCal gas pool 
might 'be reduced; that SoCal' s intenouptiblo customers would 'benefit 

to the extent that. tirm gas savings were u't1l1zed to meet 
1n'terrup'tible loads; and that this £act.or should be considered in rate 
<ies1gn. We noted objections 'to some or the new R&D projects devo'ted 
to developing new uses for natural gas rather than for cOMerv~tion 
and we ordered SoCal to keep the s'ta!'! fully 1n!ormed, in advance, or 

11/ The staf'! wit.ness increased h1s estimate by $100,000 above t.ha:t 
. shown in Exhibit 69. 

" 
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contemplated new R&D projects and of updated information on current 
R&D projects. SoCal bas complied with that oreer and the staff 

reviewed the filings. 
The staff argues that SoCal should analyze Comm1ssl.on 

decisions encouraging R&D programs; that, we encourage innovat,ive 
R&D programs, not 4 continuation of projects which are ucr.aic both 
in need a.nd des 19n; that SoCal' s witness, Mr. Davi:;, st~ted that he 

sees the goal of SoCal' s R&D prograI:l; to be the sar:a as tbe R&D program 
of -the American Gas Association (At:;A); that review of the present AGA 
program in Reference Item U shows that one of the main, 1£ not the 
overriding, pt2:'pose . of too AGA pX'ogram is pe~tration and mainten.a.tlCe 
of market; that SoCal sought to clothe all of its R&D activities 1n 
the rhetoric of conservation and pollution ab.:tement; that Mr. Shea 
discontinued the CONCERN program. as 4 sales activity but that 
$125,000 allocated to a similar R&D program was continued 
under a new name; and that the s'to££ wit,ness anelyzed the 
projects individually and tested thee utilizing the following 
tests: 

.. 

(a). Is the project for basic development of 
4 principle which will reduce gas 
eonsumpeion or reduce pollution? . . 

(b) Does the project help develop new 
sources of gas supply? 
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(c) Does the project result in better 
instrumentation or operation 
thereby redueing operating costs? 

(d) At a time when there i5 not 
sufficient gas available in the 
near future for its customers, ~ 
program should be undertaken which 
would result in additional.gas 
usage. 

(e) Any program undertaken must be 
cost effective. 

M:r. Davis described the SoCal R&D projects listed in 

Exhibit 20:. indicated when the results of the project might be 
marketed, listed cosponsors of various projects, deseribed the energy 
savings to, be achieved from the various residential, commercial, and 
~ial projects, and the pollution abatement sou~ from some of 
the p«>g;cams. Be indicated that many of these programs would not get 
off the ground if SoCal did not back them. In the area of instrumenta
tion development, he described research which had various potential 
uses in SoCal's operations and the development of instrumentation for 

coal gasification plant controls. 
SoCal'soperations ~provement projects include development 

of a silent pavement breaker which would benefit 'both equipment 
operators and the public in general, a leak p1npointer, a pipe locator 

permitting closer and more accurate location of 'buried pipes, and 

investigation of emergency shut-down systeos. !he improved leak 
detection and pipe location tools could bring about savings in 
excavation costs needed to make repairs by SoCal and other ut11it:ies. 
SoCal is continuing its re.search in coal gasification and in develop
ment of low Btu fuel which would have industrial applications. 
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The stat! 'Witness did not agree that some or the projects , 
would resul't in energy savings. He testified that SoCal was developing 
products where there would. be no gas available, or that interruptions 
o! gas service would be unacceptable if the product. development 
was sueecss!'ul due to declining gas supplies, 0:"' that some projects 
would promote usage in new' areas. 

The adopted results reflect a $250,000 reduction in SoCal's 
estimate ror R&D expenditures for the test year. The redue-t.ions are 
in the areas of additional expenses above the authorized amortization 
for the Target fuel cell, elimination or research tor inter.=edi&te 
power genera.tion, and a cutback in new air eond1t:.ioning applicatioXlS. 
We have eliminated t?e ~ir eondi t.ioning d1seount 1"rom SoCal 9 s rates. 
Development or new equipment which reduces gas use for the replaeement 
air eonc!i tioning market should continue to be pursued. SoCal should 
discontinue any promotional activities to encourage the development 
of new air eondi tiOlling loads. . It would. be preferable to utilize 
natural ventilation eonoined with insulation wherever possible rather 
than promoting air conditioning applications. 

SoCal has budgeted $1,025,000 for applied industrial ROO 
projects. In addition, it has budgeted $500,000 for research in low 
Btu fuel for industrial applications; it has budgeted $350,000 for 

. , 

HYGAS coal gasification whieh will benefit industrial customers; and 
it has budgeted $500,000 for instrumentation development, a portion 
of which will 'be for coal gasification. SoCal should continue to 
evaluate the potential of developing fuel from marsh vegetation and 
the capcU%"i.ug of gas from organ1c waste disposal sites. SoCal should 
consider future projects suggested by the staff ev.aluation of its 
conservation program in C .. 9642 in platming future R&D programs. 
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SoCal should continue to supply the staff with data on 

existing and proposed R&D proj eets on January 15th of each year 
and should indicate whether the activities would assist in its 
conservation efforts, in environmental improvement, in pollution. 
control, and in improving its operations. The d.at:a should include 
information reearding the engineering feasibility, cost-benefit 
ratio, and other potential benefits for each net~ project. The staff 
should evaluate the R&D projects and prepare a m~randum to the . 
Commission with its preliminary rec~endation on the reasonableness 
of the RW projects for ratema'king purposes. Staff evall.:3tion of the 
reasonableness of the R&D projects should be judged by the guidelines 

listed below: 
1. The projeet should support the R5D objectives' 

of Socal and the Commission. SoCal must comply 
with the then existing envirotmlental regulations. 

2. The proj ect should lead to environmental improvement 
and/or inereased safety. 

3. the project should support the Commission' s 
conservation objectives and promote c~c=vation 
by efficient resource use, and by reducins 
and/or shifting system load. 

4. The project should help to dev~lo? 'O~ rescurees 
and/ or processes and to advanc~ ·su~Z·2.y tec!':tloloZY· 

5. 'the pJ:'oj eet should help to lJnpJ:'ove o?erating 
efficiency. 

6. SoCal's priority setting process shculd minimize 
~pense on those concepts which have a low 
probaoility of success. 

SoCal should provide the staff with an update each June lS~h. 
The report should include the expenditures incurred for each projec~ 
and any cbanees made eo the orig1:c.al R&D prozrams included in the 

January lSth filing. 
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SoCal's estimate includes $70,000 for AGA dues, $407,000 for 

ACA advertis:(ng, $341,000 for AGA research and communications, 
$2l,000 for Pacific Coast Gas Association (pCGA) dues> $21,000 for 
National Petroleum Council dues, $15,000 :Cor Merchants and 
l"'dlnuf'acturers Association dues, and payments to taxpayers associations 
and to nonutility related organizations. 

Staff financial witnesses were critical of SoCal for not 
using the most economical, reasonable air transportation available 
and for faulty recordkeepin8, e.g., salaries of ecploye~ enzaged in 
G'EDA activities, not on Socal' s payroll, were reported. in General 
Order No. 77-H filinzs but their expenses were not. 

'l'he staff recolllDlends that "Where a FtC subsidiary is 
financed by rates established by this Commission that the expenses 
associated ~lith their activities be reported.. 't·le eoncur .. 

The staff eneineering witness reeotmllencis disal10TNance of 
$SO,OOO contributed to noout1l1ty related orsanizations, of 
expenditures. for legislative advocacy, and $149,000 o~ the AGA 
contrioution. He was unable to determine whether a portion of 
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the $340,000 AGA contribution purportedly for research and developoent 
included comzunications expenditures. He recommended the AGA 
disallowance based on either past historical allocations or on the 
ground that a.substantial portion or AGk's research and development 
programs was ~ed at increas1~ the gas industry·S position in the 

tlarket or in creating new markets. 
SoCal contends that the AGA and PCGA provide a forum through 

working committees, conferences, and conventions where each se~ent or 
the illdustry can contribute 'to the knowledge or the others;, t~t 
through mutual sharing or ixU'ormation SoCal' s operations would. be 

. . 

more efricient and its ratepayers would benefit from improvee service 
and performance of its employees; that its eoploY'ees wish to provide 
t~emselves ~th periodic refresher courseS on current utility 
problems but that such courses are not ava1la'ble throUgh schools 
but oru.y through the workshops and conf'erences of AGA and PCGA-; and 
that the pote:l.tial benel"i ts to SoCal and i'tS customers far outw'eigh 
the costs. SoCal also argues that its use or a private plane is 
necessary for its executives to' reach remote places and to effectively 
utilize their valuable time; that it uses commuter air lineS for 
Ca11f'ornia. flights; and t.hat its executives needed the spa.ce in 
fi:-st-class flights t.o work on long fligh1:s. 

'LA. argiles for total disallowance of all R&D, public rela1:ions, 
~n' organization QeQbership expenses; of expenditures for clubs, for 
sporttns events, for a Dis~cyland party for ecployees, for 1:ravel 
expenses in excess or t.he daily allowance allowed state employees, 
and !or f'ir5t-clas,s ai:- travel; :f'or the use o:f' a private plane by 

SoCal; for the expenses associated with the attendance of 32 SoCal 
employees and one of their consultants at a peGP.. co~vent1on in 
Ha"i1aii; and tor ~ount.s spent for leg:i.slative advocacy. We have 
consio<:red this ar8"Jment in ou: reduction of SoCal '$ AU; expenses. 
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There is validity to SoCal's argument concerning the 
functions of the AGA and PCCA. However, an examination of Reference 
Items U and V indicates that a s~bstantial portion of the AGA's 
activities are for developing new ma%kets and of expanding gas usage. 
AGA research is also directed at c~e:rvat1on goals, development of 
more efficient gas using ~uipment, pollution controls, exploration 
activities, and develop1~ new sources of fuels. The record clearly 
demonstrates that reeordkeeping activities separating utility and 
nonut111ty related functions need improvement, i.e., there are insutlcCS 

where there is no' salary allocation commensurate with the defr&yi~g of 
travel expenses for nonutil1ty related ac'Civities. We also concur 
with the staff financial examiner's recommendation that scbeduled 
first-class air travel not be utilized at the ratepayers' expense, 
except those flights of more than three hours' duration. It is 
reasonable to reduce SoCal's estimates by $350,000 related toAGA 
and PCGA expendieu:es, the amounts contributed to nonutility and 
nonchar1'Cable organizations, and the reduction in oeher miscellaneous 
expenses described above. 

SoCal's estimate for outside services for 1976 was 
$3,256,000 which includes charges by Pte of $1,840,000 for legal 
services and $1,400,000 for tax audit and gas supply finance 
serviees. 12! Pte allocates expenses of ies personnel who are engaged 
in work for SoCal, for its own operations, and for its other subs1di .. 
aries. The 1976 allocation to Socal was 75 percent of the estimated 
expenditures of the legal department, the tax department, and the 
audit department, and 80 percent of gas supply finance charges. The 

~I A $300,000 duplication in expenses which should have been 
eliminated was not made by SoCal in Exhibit 69'. 
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staff et>gioeer reeommended & $1.000.000 &djustme11t to $2.256.000 for 
tbese allocations. A staff financial witness reeOrm:,lendecl eba.t SO 
percent of the YLC billings or $1.628.000 be disallowed. SoCal.'s . 
witness did not make any analysis of the services assertedly performed 
by PLC for SoCal or attempt to determine whether the charge was 
reasonable. A stat! !1nanc1al WitnoSs discovered that SoCal 
had 'been charging all vacation and nonbillable hours of PLC's legal 
department to SoCal and after discussion with PI..C attorney's, was 
informed that future allocatiOns would be made on & p~o rata work 

activity basis. The staff wit-o.ess testified that legal expenses for 

projects such as Western LNC, Pacific Alaska. LNG, the coal gasifica
tion project, the. Gas Arctic project, and Indonesia LNG, were charged 
to SoCal and that these expenses sbould be charged to the affiliates 
responsible for the projects. The staff witness reviewed time sheet 
allocations from SoCal ts legal deputment and prepared EXhibit 63, the 

time sheets of Pte attorneys and law clerks for December 1974. No 
time sheets were kept by the otber pte, departments allocating charges 

to SoCal. 
The $3,256,000 sought by SoCal for outside serviCes 

includes allocations from PLC of $2,710~OOO and $546~OOO for fees 
to outside consultants. The state of the record does not support 
the billings from PI.C; and for purposes of this decision, we will 
adopt the recommendation of the Finance and Accounts Division that 
50 percent of these billings be disallowed. We are reducing the 
~3.256,000ofSoCal'S estimate for olltside services by 50 percent of 
the billings from Ptc, which reduction is $1,355,000, to allow only 

that portion of time spent on utility business in expenses. 
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The burden of proof of proving the reasonableness of 
affiliated transactions rests squarely on SoCal. It has not borne 
that burden in this proceeding. If soCal d.esires to continue this 
type of working relationship with its parent~ adequate time, payroll, 
and expense records should be kept for all of the services performed 
where sllocations are made to soCal or PLS or to entities financed by 
rates established by this Commission, e.g., the GEOA adjustment. 
These records should not only specify service to SoCal but should 
indicate the nature and identity of the work performed (e.g., legal 
services for settlement of particular vehicular accident claimS, or 

for right-of-way acquisitions). 
The staff's estimate of A&G salaries and office supplies 

and expenses is $1,408,000 l?wer than that of SoC8.1's estilnate. !he 
staff noted large increases which were not explained in the record. 
The staff witness also cOU\pared executive salaries to other utilities 
and found the percentage of higher paid employees is higher for , 

SoCal than other utilities in California. 
We have reviewed these items and will adopt a $634,000 . 

adjustment downward for A&G salaries and for office supplies and 

expenses. 
A&G expense transferred credits are capitalized. The 

adopted plant in service estimate incorporates most of the s~ff 
adjustments. !he estimated staff A&G expense transferred credit is 

reasonable. 
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Taxes Other than Income 
Adopeed ad valorem t3Xe.S renece the staff as-expected 

treaemeue of HR, ehe staff treatmeUt of capiealizatioU of ad valorem 
ealCeS ou nouoperative coustructiou work i1:> progress, and au adjusemeut: 
eo capitalized payroll and betlefits cousisteut: "'ith the adjus=>eut: to 

payroll and be'Oefits expenses. 
SoCal's estimate of it.s average 1975-1976 ad valorem tax 

assessmeut: rate of $12.35 exceeds ehe 8taff's es"t.S.matA> by $0.20. The 
1975-1976 rate used in the adopted tax comput:4tioU is $l2 .23. SoCal' s 
estimate of an ad valorem tax rate of $12.76 for the 1976-1977 eax 

ye8% does not give adequat.e consideratioU to the tax limit~ion 
prov1sious of Senate :&i11 90. 'I'be correspotlditlg staff estimate of 
$12.30 appears to be overly conservative. 'I'be average raU . 
uti1izc~ herein ~or SoCal·s 1976-1977 ad valor~ taXes is 

$12.60. 
Adopted payroll taxes reflect t.he use of the higher 

estimated staff estimate for state _ploylllCut: iuSurat><:e and 
inclusion of payroll ealCeS baSed upon ehe payroll levels i<>Corporaeed 

in the adopted amounts shown 1:11 Table 1. 

Income Taxes Differences in operating revenues. operatiDg expe1lSes~ 
payroll eaxes, and in the plant baSe for the computation of ad valorem 

taxes all effect the itlCome tax estimate-
, Both,SoCal and the staff used accelerated depreciatio~ 

followitlg the double deelinitlg balance method or the 150 perceut: 
deelit\1.tlg ba.latlCe method baSed upon Iuternal Rev"""" SerVice (IRS) 

guidelineS, i<>Cludi'o& the lower limits or sborter lives available 
under the asset depreciation ra<>ge system for el1$i1>le properd..,s i~ 
esdmatitlg income t<Ut depredation, and j:>c].ude N1 alJ,oWan<:e for a 
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five-year amortization of $1,619,000 tn California Corporation 
Franchise Taxes (CCFT) less Federal Income Tax (,FIT) effects through 
1976. SoCS1 was authorized to switch from paying CCFI' on 'taxable 
income for a prior year to a current basis. An. ad valorem eax 
amortization previously authorized ~as fully exti%lgu1s~d at the end 
of 1974 and is not reflected in either of the estimates or in the 
adopted results. this methodology is reasonable. 

!he differences between the company and staff estimates for 

the optional repa:Lr allowance (ORA) flow from the staff using a 
three-year average compared to Socal's use of its test year estimate. 
Tbe staff brief stated that the ORA Q:eatment followed in D .. 84569 
dated June 17, 1975 in A.55676 should be followed. We will adopt 

SoCal's flow-through estimate for the ORA.' 
However, the $5,100,000 deduction in gross revenue impact 

computed for D.84569 in the A .. 55.s76 PGA was made for calendar year 
1975 and since SoCal's rates were reducecl correspOndingly, 1t is now 
necessary to restore that deGuction so ebat SoCal is not eon~1nU411y 
penalized by that amount. For that reason, $5,100,000 is added to the 
:revenue requirement authorized here, for rate design purposes. 

The staff did not include any amount for .amortization of 
tARGET (fuel cell) payments. We are putting soCal on not1=e that 
additional eomoi~~n~s for the TARGET program will not be recognized 
for ra temaking purposes, absent a compelling sb.owitlg based on changed 
circu:nstances to justify continuation of this program.. However, since 
we authorized the .amortization of earlier expenditures for T);SGE'! to 
achieve a normalized level for such expenditures» it 'WOuld not be 
appropriate to disallow the authorized amount during the amortization 

period 'Which includes the test year. 
The methodology followed by the staff in deriving the taX 

deduction for long-term interest was consistent with ~t adopted in 

D.83l60. We will adopt this staff approach modified to reflect 
updated interest rates for new long-t~ debt issues, which are 
discussed in the rate of return section of this decision. '!he short ... 
term interest deduction assum~s a 7.25 percent rate (~e June 7, 1976 
rate) and reflects adjustments to short-term borrowing. resulting 
from SOCal's accelerated ?rocessing of its receipts. 
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In a s\6-pple:ment to our recent PC&E rate decision we 
expressed our concern aver the :-easonableness of taxes.· (D.86360 
dated September 1, 1976 in A .. 55509.) We have this s.a=e concern 
in regard to SoCal and expect SoCal and the suff to explore thin 
tax field in deee.il in SoCal's next ra.te ease in which ea.xes are 

AIl1tJsue .. 

Investment Tax Credit ~ITC~ 
PLe filed with IRS, on behalf of SoCal, its election to 

flow through the six percent additional lIe permitted by the Tax .. 
Reduction Aet of 1975 (TRA) ratably over the useful life of the 
qcalified ~roperty as a reduction in its cost of service of $295,000 
.:lnnU.'llly. SoCal esti:e:ltes its !.TC, including i-::s usc of Option II in 

the TR.A., will be ,$3,270,000 for 1976. The revised staff cstlmaee of 

SoC:ll's ITC tax deduction is $4,339,.000 .. 131 The staff used a five-yC3% 
.lv<:ragc flow-through. The staff also proposes a $3.,832,000 rate base 

reduction, 80 percent of the additional six percent credit which was 

not £low~ through at the end of 1976. 
Both SoCal and the staff arc~using a five-year average 

flow-through of the four percent ITC ~~thorized by prior legislation 
3nd of the ten percent ITC on transmission and storage facilities 
presently authorized. 

SoCal contends that the staff treatment results in a f.lstcr 
tl13n r~table flow-through which would result in ies loss of the 
addition3.l credit to SoCal under Section 46 (f) of the Internal RCV'en~e 
Cod~; tha~ ~uthorization of revenues on the stafi basis would be 
b~s~d on .l hypothetical level of income not realized due to the loss 
of the extra lIC; tMt. a rate base reduction would result in a 
reduction of the revenues it needs and is entitled to; that these 
effects would impact negatively on its eash flow; that the staff 
't':i~ncs!Z indicated th.at SoC:z.l would lO$e the credit if his treatment 
W3S followc~; and that the Commission must act prudently to avoid 
SoCalfs loss of the additional credit. . 

13/ . Sec EXhibit 89. 
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'Ihe staff argues ~ha.e since the staff method was followed. 

in D.8S354 at the request of SoCal~ SoCal's rates were set on a basis 
other than Option Ii; that for purposes of, calculating tax expense in 

setting'rates D.8S354 iA a final order within the meaning of the '!RA; 
that congress cannot'regulate activities reserved ,to the states; that 
SoCal was imprude'C.~ in sPonsoring the ITC legislation; and that it 
risked losing its eligibility in eleeti~ Option II and in restricting 
the Commission's ability to- meet SoCal' s t>.eeds. The staff concluded 
that SoCal' s imprudence, coupled wieb the acknowledged reduction in 
risk and financing requirements, might also be considered in detei-mi'n-

ing rate of return. 
IA argues that proper ratemaking treatment of ItC will not 

result in a. disallowance of benefits to SoCal; that even if SoCal 
loses the benefits of IIC such,loss will be caused by the ~prudeDCe 
of SoCal and must be borne by it not by its ratepayers; ehat SoCal 
proposes a $29$,000 reduction in rates whereas its actual revenue . 
requirements decrease by $7,026,000; and that the Commission sbould 
adopt the $-7,026,000 reduction or set rates on a no~izaeion basis 
including a $295,000 reduction in revenue requirements and rate of 
return reduction of 0.35 percent, due to SoCal' s impruclence in failing 
to elect flow-through and in g1vi'OS consideration to. the following 

statements filed in SoCal'$ brief iu A.S5444: f~ cash flow 
generated by the raeable flow-ebrough method will reduce SoCal'S 
external f inanc ing requirements and will ~e an·- actual and favor able 
effect on SoCal' s eost of money. tt And ''SoCal r s election will haVe a: 
posieive impact on its bond. ratings a.nd cost of debt and·· eq\1iey 

capital." . 

, 
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Several 01" the parties referred to tbeir ~ents on the 

ITC issue in C. 9915, the investigation on t.he Commission's own motion 

into the !TC provisions o! the 1975 TRA and to arguments riled in 
A.55676 and rela'l;e<i ma'l;'l;ers. We c11spose<i o! 'l;he 1975 "Oreatmell'l; o! 
ITC in D.85627 dat.ed March >0, 1976 where we reduced SoCal' s rate 

or return 1:>y 0.25 percent.. 
LA rurt.ber argues· that the sta!£ estimat.e 01" So Cal , s total 

ITC income tax sav1ngs 01" $ll, 54S, 000 should. 'be recognized in 1"ull 
for ra'temaking purposes; t.hat. the rive-year (1972-l976) averaging 
met.bod used for caleulatitlg t.he ITC under the 1971 taX law and for 
'l;ransmissiO~ !aeili'l;ies under 'l;he TRA is ~o'l; reasonable or juS'l;1!ie<i; 

and 'that. i! a £1 ve-year average is used, it. should include both 
past. and future years, e. g., fer So Cal , s test. year 1972 t.he yearS 

1971 to 1975 were used. 
SD joined in LA'S recommendat.ion and character1zed the 

choice or Option II as a £orced contribution o! capital by the 
ratepayer to. the utility eompanyW citing City and County or 
San FranciSco v Public Utilities Commission, (197l) 6 Cal 3d ll9 

at 129· The starf witness testified that there were large year-to-

year vari.at.ioXlS i~ ~ew plant. add1 t.ioXlS. There was a large :i~erease 
in plant expenditures in 1976 compared to prior years· A major 
port.:iO~ o! t.he 1976 plant. a.d.c11t.ioXlS are relat.e<i 'to t.he COXlSt.1'Ilct.;'o~ 
o! facilities neceSsary to opera~e HR. SoCal witnesses ~e$ti£ied 
that in the 1"uture . SocaJ. planned to lease rather than purchaSe 

additional gas storage fieldS. 

w SD's reply brier in A.55676, et al., re!ers to ratepayer 
contribution to SDG&E· 
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The timing and cost impact of the storage leasillg pol:Ley is 
not'readily discernible at this time. It should result in a lower 
level of plant expenditures. 

The five-year averaging method for the classes of plant 
agreed to by SoCal and the staff is reasonable for test year 1976. 
We will utilize ratable flow-through for the additional six percent 
ITC on distribution plant in computing SoCal's'FIT. The above~tioned 
arguments will be considered in our determination of the reasonable 
rate of ret~ for SoCal and PIS. We will not adopt a rate base 

" at!justment related to the rxc. ' . , 

The differential in the additional ITC on distribution ana 
miscellaneous plant between ratable flow-through used in calculating 
adopted taxes and full flow-through is $3.20l~~000. ~e revenue 
requirement for this tax differential is $6,884:.000 .. 
Reaeguisition of Debt . ' 

SoCal and PLS real1zea gains through reae~i5itiOn or their 
. debt at dueounted market prices for sinking fund purposes. The 

utilities did not pay any income tax on these gains as they utiliZed 
,the prOVision of the Internal Revenue Code allowing an offset of the 

gain (IDI), against depreciable property, wbich in turn reduces ~be 
depreCiable property basis for co~puting income tax depreciation. 
SoCa1 and the staff treated the gain as a belot-7 the line transfer to 
surplus, but did not increase tax expense. This issue was before the 
Commission in the recent PG&E rate ease (0.86281) where we recognized 
the anticipated gain on reacquired bonds in 1976, as deferred income 
and interest-free capital to be amortized over the remaining life of 
the individual bond issues affeeted by sinking fund retirements. We 
adopt the same methodology in this proceeding. A further discussion 
of this issue is contained in the rate of return portion of this 
decision. 

" 
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Depreciation Expense 

SoCal original~y proposed changed lives and revised 
assUmptions in calculating depreciation expense based upon a study of 
:It:s properties made by a consuld.ng firm. l'bis st~y resulted in a 
decrease in the weighted average plant life and an increase in depreci
ation expense. SoCal eonsioered a reduction in lives due to lesser 
economic life caused by reduced gas supplies. The sta££ dis~greedwith 
the latter contention and recO,QCended t~t cistribution main lives be 
decreased from SoCal's earlier 44-year est~te to 42 years rather 
than to the 40 years proposed by SoCal, agreed with SoCaJ.' s reduction 
of service life for services from 33 to 30 years, and recommended 
that salvage values be increased for certain c.lasses of plaut. The 

staff witness used his judgment in estimating changed distribution . 
facility lives giving consideration to tbe increasing proportion of 
plastic pipe, with a shorter life than steel pipe, being used by 
SoCal. SoCal agreed to these changes. Distribution mains and 
services account for over half of SoCal's plant investment. 

LA. contends that the staff witnesses' judgment absent: a 

mathematical study is invalid; that SoCal' s capital reduction program 
will increase plant lives; and that no change in depreciation rates 18 
warranted • 

. The evidence supports the use. or the st,a£!, s estil:lated plant 
lives applied to the depreciable plant in the adopted rate base in 
calculating depreciation expense. 
Rate Base 

The adopted rate base incorporates the HR and capitalized. 
wage adjustments,. and. the staff tta.nsfer of .AY; expeuses to capital. 
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Other star! ra.te base adjustments reduce plant in se%""lice 
by $1,410,000. A starr engineer adopted the recommendations or a star! 
accounting witness wh~ recommended tba't: (a) $776,000 in gaillS from' 
the sale of operating racili ties should 'be used to offset the 
investment in a. new centralized tacili ty; t.hree items Or property be 
t.ransrerred trom operating to nonoperating property, inclucling a . 
$72,000 property used as a rod and ~ club by approxima'tely ten 
percent or SoCal's ~ployees, an $SS,OOO facility, and a $117,000 
property; (c) transfer or compressor station spare parts tram plant 
to ma:t.erials and supplies; and (d) disallowance or interest during 
construction of contract retention tees that ~epresen1: C01l$tx'UCt1on 

eo~ts not yet supplied by Socal .. 
The staf'! accountant did not quarrel with SoCal' s accounting 

treatment in (a) 'but distinguishes between flowing a nonoperational 
gain to shareholders when an operating system is disposed or through 
sale or cond~tion and the replacement or like facilities. He testi
fied that SoCal reduced the tax basis of the new facility rather ~ban 
report a gain. SoCal argues that reduction of the gain was arbitrary; 
that the starf witness testified that the transaetionwould require a 
CommiSSion resolution or a change in the Uniform System of ACCOWl~:S; 
that the rod and gun club was SocaJ.'s largest employee acti~ty 
organization; that its investment was for t.he health and. welf'are of 
its employees and is properly includable in ra.te base; that the staff' 
Witness was not aware that the $$S,OOO facility is still being 
used; and that it conCU%"$ with the remaining staff' recommendations. 

Allor the starf adjustments except for the deletion of the 
. still operat.i ve property are reasonable. Therefore, we adopt a 
$1, >22,000 plant adjustment and an increase or $244,000 in material 
and supplies. 
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The net revenues derived from 'tbe adopted summary o~ 
earnings at presen't rates, sbown in Table l~ of $45~292~OOO 
yield a rate or return on the adopted rate base or 4_91 
percent which is unJus't and unreasonable. SoCal' S Det revenues at 

proposed rates would be $117,2S3~OOO 304 would yield a rate of re~urn 
of 12.33 percent which is excessive. 
Pacific, LightinS Service Company Results of Opera~ion 

The adopted treatment of differences ,in estimates for PLS' 
cost of service para.llels the treatment afford~d SoCal £0:' s:i.m~la.r 

issues. Table 2 shows SoCal' s and the staff's esti:mates of, PIS' ' 
cost of service and the adopted cost of service at the 8.50 percent 
rate of return authorized in D.83l60. , 

Adopted production expense is based on the staff's N 
estimate and SoCal's estimate of California and offsbore purchases. 
Exchange deliveries 'are affected· by the higher adopted level of: 
igniter gas deliveries. 

M.t.C expeuses . (collSisting of franchise taxes charged to PLS) 

, reflec't adopted sales at the 8.50 percent rate of return au'thoriz~d 
in D.83160 .. 

SoCal's ·estimate of ad valor~ tax rates for PLS ar~ $ll.~5 
for 1975-1976 and $11.92 for 1976-1977. The corresponeing'sZ4f£ 
estimat~s are $11.30 and $11.67. We have used rates of $11.40 and' 
$11.83. 
Rate Bt!se 

The staff adjustment of $95,000 in plant for interest 
during construction is reasonable. 

SoCal . estimated PIS' working cash allowance in rate base a~ 
the $878,000 amount authorized in D.83l60. The corresponding staff 

. estimate of $442,000 is based on a st4ff lead-lag study.. The adopted 
~lorki'DS east?- allowance of $432 p 000 is based on the staff lead~ lag 
study applied to t~ adopted results. PLS' working cash allowa:cce 
sh.ould reflect ehatlged eonditions. The end of year earnings filil'lg 
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.. . 

Table 2 

PACIFIC LIGHTING ~CE COOANY 

Rcmll te or Operatio%l8 Under Present Rate8 
'1'$et X"ar 12,76 

.. . : 
: SoCsl : Stat! 

.. .. .. . 
: 
.. .. 

: ________ ~I~t~em~ ________ ~:~~~.~6~9~&~'~1 ___ :~~==.~~~&~9~2-~l ___ :~M~oE~~~ ____ : 

(Dollare in ~ts8%ld.!) 

. Oporat1ng Revenuee S185,690 Sl88,927 $l91,0)6 

O~rAting ~~es 
Production $151,687 $l5:;,SZ $155,;21 
Ad.min. & General l55 l45 1;3 

, Taxes Other the.r. Ineomo 5,llO 4,887 ;,000 
Income :raxes 2.~ 4,,215 4,206 
Depreciation 6:t~1 6~~1 6 .. 2!:1 

~tal $166,429 Sl69,,711 $171,S2l 

. Net Income $ 19,261 $ 19.216 $ 19,21; 

~te BMe 
Pl811t ill Service $260,012 S259,~17 $25",17 
Working ~h 878 442 1.,1 
Other (~~~2) <2!!:22z) C34!'2S3) 

total $226,597 $226,066 $226,065 

:Rate ot P.eturn 8.50% 8.50% 8 .. ~ 
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for PLS should con~ain an adjusement to reflect a recomputation of 
working cash based upon a lead-lag study And recorded experience for 
the year. 

A staff finenci~l wiencss tcs~ificcl that PlS' rate base 
~rroneo~sly includee interes: bea=~s projects (LNG ship~) la~e 
transactions, and miscellaneous work orders) between January 1972 
and April 1974 which increased PLS and cost of service to SoCal by 
$390,06~. Since this transaction has no cffe~t on the r:t~pay2r, 
th~re is no compelling reason to correct it ae this t~e; h~wC\·cr, 
:E~t" ... re tr.:!.::.sactions of this nature should be reviewed. 
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The adopted gross o?erati~g revenues for PLS which ar~ 
incorporated in SoCal's production expenses are $191,036,000 ~t 
the e.~o percent rate of return authorized ,in D~83160, ~n~ $194,0'7,000 
at. the 8.8 percent rate of return D.utho:"izec. herein. 

B.. P..A TE OF RETURN 
In de~er=ining the app~opriate ~ate of return in this 

proceedi~g, the Commission ~uzt balance the interest~ o£ SoCal·s 
cu~t.omers and those of the investors furnishing the !u.~ds necessary 
to meet the public utility service needs of SoCal and ?LS. The 
financial requirements tor the integrated operations of SoCal ~~d 
PLS, designed to meet tho needs of SoCal's custo~ers, are a,~ropriate:y 
t~eated as a single e~tity, FLU, 

We strive to give the customers the lowest. rate practicable 
a.."'ld at the same t.i:le to provide SoCal ~.aJi th the funds necessa..ry 
to construct the PLU syste: ar~ to proviae SoCal' s customers with 
reasonable service. 

All of the common stock of SoCal a:ld PLS is own~d. by ?LC. 
So Cal , the Commission staff, and LA ascribed PLC's preferred stock 
to the PLU capital structure. T'.o.e fu."1ds derived from the preferred ' 
issu,es have been utilized for the same utility purposes So Cal or 
p~S could have utilized had they issued preferred stock in their 
own names .. 

SoCal and PLS are constitutionally entitled to an 
opportunity to recover their operating costs and to earn a reasonable 
~turn on ~hat portion or the ?LU system which is lawf~lly devo~d 
to public use. The rate of return on rate base provides for the 
payment of interest on debt, dividenes on preferred stock,. and 
earnings on COmMon eqUity. A company's earn1:gs level should be 
suffieient to permit it to attract capital on reasonable teres ~"1d 
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to adequately compensate its investors. Aftzr considering all of 
the evidence, the Commission concludes that a rate of return of 
8.8 percent is fair and reasonable for SoCal and PLS. We will 
no~ proceed to consi~er the evidence ~hich assisted us in arriving 
at the rate of return we judge to be fa.ir and, reasonable .. 

Testimony and exhibits concerning the £air rate of return 
for the PLU system were presented for SoCal by witness .jensen 'Who 
recommended a 10.25 percent rate of return and by rebuttal <r.dtness 
French~l! who testified that the 10.25 percent rate of return' 
approximates a fair rate of retu-~ from the investor's vi~~oi~t ~nd 
that the Commission should authorize a rate of return of not less thAn 
9.6 p~cent in order that nu be. assured of being able to continue 
to furnish adequate service and to undertake necessary'expansion 
without jeopardizing its financi&.l standing; by Com:nission staff 
'tt-.'itncss Scheibe. 'Who recotmllended a rate of return between 8.85 and 
9 .. 15 percent; and by witness Kroman for the city of Los Angeles who 
recOt'lrllended a rate of return of 8.90 percent or of 8.75 percent if 
!DI gains were used to reduce debe expense. 16 ! 

15/ - ScCal states that its decision to present Mr. Freneh, a market 
expert from Argus Research Corporation (Ar8';s), was reinforced 
by the CommiSSion's criticism of the lack of market price 
~viGence in D.~902 (PG&E). 
He recommended a reduction in rate of return if the Commission 
utilized SoCalts ratable flow-through treatment of its 
additional I!C ,eo give recognition to PLUts increased cash 
flo1i1, decreased outside financing, and increased. interest 
coverage. 
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SoCal conte~ds ~ha~ the rate of return for itself and 
for PLS must be at a level which will ena~le them to maintain their 
credit ratings, to attract capital on favorable terms so that the 
PLU sys~ems can be expanded to meet the energy needs. of SoCal 9 S 

customers, and to provide investors \<lith an adequate return. SoCal 
points out that there is no signi~icant di!£erence between the PLU 
capital st~cture developed by it, by the Commission starr, and oy 
LA; but tha~ significant differences exist between the embedded costs 
of debt and in the rate of earnings to be allowed on co~on equity. 
$oCal states that long-term debt assumptions should be based on 
ecticated debt costs a~ the time a decision is reach~d in this 
proceeding which reflects differences in terms, average life of th~ 
7arious issues, the total cost to the issuer, and the type of 
utility .. 
T~s~imony of Mr. Jensen 

~:. Jensen cites Supreme Court decisions establishing the 
principle that rates should be sufficient to permit the company to 
earn a return on its property equivalent to returns generally being 
earned by other similarly situated companies. He states that rates 
should be adequate to allow earnings which will maintain the 
finanCial integrity of PLU and enable FLU to maintain its credit and 
attract capital; that in evaluating these principles it is necessary 
to consider each company whose rates are under review in the light 
of prevailing economic conditions in general and in the region where 
that cocp~~y is located; tha~ factors such as comparative risk, 
inflation, cost of capital, regulatory lag, conservation~ service 
area, quality of service, cmd size are all 'important cmd' have been 
considered in his recommendation; that he has m~de an extensive 
comparative analysis of various utilities relative t~ ret~ of 
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equity and total ea~ital, market value to book value relationships, 
institutional holdings, operating ratios,. and size; and that he 
inve$tiga~ed returns for 30 industrial groups, money ~ket oovemc~t~ 
of selected short-term rates, capital market rates for Aa and A 
rated utility bonds (on a newly issued and on a distributed basis), 
~~d credit rating changes. 

Mr. Jensen compared FLU to 15 natural gas distribution 
companies, 15 integr~ted natural gas holding comp~~y systeos, 10 
straight electric utility companies, and major California utilities. 
He considered the change in emphasis from So Cal , s competition 'With 
electric utilities to the current emphasis on conservation. 

~~. Jensen concluded that on the basis of size and compara
bility of operations that the most meaningful comparisons are between 
PLU, the five largest natural gas distribution co=panies, and ten 
electric companies, which are tabulated below: 

: 
Item 

Ca.:eital Ra.tios 

Debt 
Pre!'c::-red. Stock 
Common Equity 

Debt 
?re£er:-e<! Stock 
Common EcrJ.ity 

Total Capital 
Time, Interest 

Earned. 

Pro-tax 
J'.!'ter-tax 

: 
: . . 

Five Large5~ Caz 
D1:5tri"bution 

Com~"Jie$ 

1967-7l 

51..1% 
2.6 

43-S 

1,262-74 

5.6% 
1..0 

14.1 

9.0% 

1974-

6.8% 
5.0 

13.0 

9.2% 

: . . 
: 

Ten 
Electric 
Com2anie:5 

1967-7l 

·55.;% 
8.7 

>5.8 

126e-74 

5.8% 
5.2 

12.5 

8.1% 

1274. 

7.1% 
6.3 

11.4 

8 .. 4'-tt 

· -· · : 

Paci1'1.c 
Ligh.t.i:le; 

Uti1itl SZster.l 
1967-7l 

49.7/0 
::.2.7 
>7.6 

19,.68-74. !274 

6.S~ 
5.5 
9.4 -
7 .. 3% 

: . . 
: 
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~:. Jensen testified that cocpared to in~ustry group 
ave~ages u~ilities ~ank near the bottom on return on total capital 
and on ret~r.n on common equity; that over the foreseeable future 
utilities Will require unp~ecedented amounts of new c3pital and ~~ll 
be in direct cocpetition with all industrial sectors for the investor's 
dollar; that in the past there was a trade-off in tr.at utili~ies had 
lower risks and greater predictability or operations than industry 
but that more recently the utility industry has experienced 
considerable supply problems; that while supply cost increases have 
been mitigated somewhat by fuel acjustcent and purchased gas adjus~
~ent clauses these merely offset soce cost elements b~t do ~othinz 
to improve the overall supply availability; that increased costs of 
capital and of operation caused oy inflation and regulatory delays 
have contributed to instability in earnings; and thus the trade-crf 
that investors formerly accepted is no longer viable and. investment 
is likely to continue to go to other sectors unless utility earnings 
~~d outlook are i~proved. 

He testified that institutional investors are no~ overly 
enthusiastic a'bout pte; that i'uture sales of PtC stock are likely 
to result in dilution of stockholder equity and that if this situa
tion continued future financing,plans of FLC's subsidiaries could 
be in jeopardy; that FLU has not been able to achieve the level of 
earnings contemplated in Commission rate orders; that investors h~ve 
generally not recognized the merit of re~latory support of supply 
programs, such as GEDA; and that one of the rating services has 
derated SoCal's bond rating from AA to A. 

The record shows' that the recent ea..-nings o! PLC's non
util~ty operations have been negligible. This fact could infl~ence 
the investment choice of some institutional and of some noninstitu
tional investors. SoCal's earnings stability should be improved by the 
rate spread and PGA revisions adopted in this decision which sho~d 
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serve to' lessen the risk assumed by investers in securities er PlU 
and. er PLC. 

Since 1970, the PLU financing mix has shifted from predomi-
nantly internal financing (depreciatien accruals) to' predO'minantly 
external financing. PLU's debt ratiO' increased frO'm 43.5 percent in 
1967 to a 55.2 percent peak (with PtC prefe~red stock allO'cated 
to' PLU) in 1973. Mr. Jensen estimates a de'bt ratio O'f ,1.7 percent 
at the end of 1976 and a 35:6, ratiO' O'f new internal to external 
financing, excluding any consideratiO'n O'f ITC. 

Increases in the wei~~ted average cO'st of debt and the 
amount of debt have exerted upward pressure on PLU's revenue 
requirements. These increases coupled with past increases in FLU's . ' 

debt ratios have decreased the times interest coverage en its debt. 
Mr. Jensen seeks to reverse the decline in times interest earned !roI:l 
the, 2.43 times interest coverage set forth in D.S3160 to 2 .. 7l fer 1976 .. 

" PLU's earned times interest coverage is higherrer the 
five-year period from 1970 to 1974 inclusive than the cO'verages o~ 
the ten largest gas and ten combination .gas and electric company 
groups used by Mr. Scheibe. Table 20-U or Mr. Jensen's Exhibit 3-3 
shows'that PLU's pre-tax times interest coverage of 2.9 is higher than 

the coverage of ten electric companies (2.4 times) and 'below that 
or the five largest gas distribution cocpanies. of the 15 largest 
gas distribution companies, and of the ten combination companies 
().5 times, ).3 times, and 3.6 times, respectively). 

Mr. Jensen estimated that in 1975 PLU would issue 
$60,000,000 of new debentures ($35,'000,000 had been issued at. the time 
he testified), make a $13,000,000 sinking rund deposit, increase 
common equity by $15,000,000, and decrease short-~rm debt., by $3$.3 
million; and that in 1976, FLU would issue $80,000,000 or new mertgage 
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bonds, make a $13,000,000 in sinking fund deposit, and decrease 
short-term debt by $24.7 million (see second revision of Table 22 

in Exhibit 3-2). 

Table 3 contains the cap!tal ratios, cost rateS, and 
weighted cost used in the rate of return deter.minations fo~ PLu 
adopted in D.77975 £or test year 1970, in D.$0430 for test year 
19721 j.n D.S3160 'for test year 1974., a.."ld SoCal's revised esti=late 
for 1976. The table also includes times interest earned data. 
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TABLE 3 
PACIFIC I.IGH'l'D& U'I'Jl.I'l'Y SYSTEM 

~te o~ Zaminc:s on CaP'!. t~ -- "" ....--.- .--~ 

: : Cap1.t.aJ. : CO:;t. : Return . .. 
: Item : RAtios : Rates : Com-oonents : 

Reouested - Test Year 1976 

Debt: 

tong Term 50.~ 7.32% 3.7:6 
Short Term .s 7.72 .06 

Total "5l.7 7."j2 ;'.78 

Pret'e:-red ·Stock 10.7 5·47 .59 
Common Equity :27•6 lS .. 6L. 2·~ 

Total Capi t8J. 100.0 lO.25 

Ti:nes Interest Earned 2 .. 71' 

Dec:~.:!:ion No .. ~160 - Test Year 1214 
De'Qt: 

Lor..g Term ;0.0 6.;0 :';.25 

Short Term 2.~ 10.00 .22 
Total 52.5 6.67 3·50 

Pre~erred Stock 12.5 5.47 .68 
Common E<;.li ty 22.0 12 .. :;S l4..~2 

Total Capital 100 .. 0' 8.;0 

Times Intere5t ~ed 2.43 

Ded.z~on No .. ' BOl.20 - Tezt Year 1972 
Deb~: 

Long Term 46 .. 2 ;.S2 2 .. 69 
Short Term 3 .. 8 5.50 .:?l --
Total 50·0 ,.80 2.90 

Pretened Stock 10.7 4.83 .52 
Cot:ll:\On FqJ.i ty 29.~ ll.65 4.~ 

Total Capital 100.0 8 .. 00 

Times Intere5t Earned 2.76 

R;::..ci~ion No. 2W~ - Test Year 1270 

Debt: 
Long Term 50·0 4.;6 2.7) 

Short Term -
Total 50·0 4.5() 2.7,) 

Pre£erred. Stock 12.0 4·83 .. 5$ 

Common Ec!uity l§ .. O ll.6S J:..~' 

Total Capital '-00.0 '7.75 

Time, Interest Earned -74- 2.84. 
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The Chairman of the Board of PLC, Mr. Miller, reviewed 
D.83160 during the period that SoCal was assembling its sh~~ng fo: 
this proceeding and eonc1uded that under the eircumseance~ it was 
imperative that S~l seek a substantially,higecr level of return 
tban had been sought or obtained including a 15 percent return on 
equity. Mr. Miller was concerned at the downware drift in PLC's 
stock pr.iee below book value and he felt that a better return v.as 
ne~ded to Q.;lke PLC's stock :lo:e attractive ::0 lDeet the large 
capital requirements tl13t its gas supply projects will need 
('IR 362 ff). 

Pr~or to that revi~J rates of return in the range of 13 to 
15 p~.eent were being considered by SoC31. Ee~ed on FLU's cr~gi~l 
c:lpital ::;tructure, a rc':urn of 15 percent on eC!uity tcgether with 
the other elements resulted in an overall r~te of return request of 
10.25. S0C31's new financing requirements and cost of embedded debt 
eeclined due to the cancellation of its plans to acquire ~ $cco~d 
stcr~g~ faeility in 1976, due to the capital li:!l:i.tation pI"ogra~, .and 
due to changes in the bond market. There was 3~SO a sharp decline 
in the prime ra~e during this period. ~. Jensen anticipated tbz~ 
SoCal would have an' additional $5.7 million available through the 
additional !TC at the end of 1976 as result of the!RA~ SoCsl 
rc~sed its n~~ financing requizements downward but kept its 
requested rate of return of 10.25 constant. This resulted in 
successive increases in its estimated re~rn on eommon equity to 
15.58 pe:'cent and to 15.64 percen:. 

Mr. Jensen justified the i~crease in the common equity 
:eturn as a recognition of stataments by Commissioners that it woule 
beap?ropri~te to give recognition to S~l's conservation effo:ts 
inestab1isbing its rate of return. 
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Under SoCal' s rate proposal, the results of conservation 
in firm usage would be additional sales to interruptible customers 
at lower eom:nodity rates. '!he rate authorized herein, giving 
consideration to lower residential lifeline rates and to the increa$e 
in, level of research and development activities which ere focused at 
p:ovicing addieional quantities of gas to interruptible. customers, 
will, :u:.rrow the differential in unit rates and gain public support to 
promote eonservatio:l.'. 
Testimony of Mr. Scheibe 

~. Scheibe's study of the cost of capital end rate of 
return showed changes in interest rates and debt: issues; changes in 
PLU's capital structure and financing; earnings rates on average 
total capital and on average net plant investment; revenues, expenses, 
and net income; per customer net investment, revenues, e!l\.-penses, and 
net operating income; and nominal interest paid by m.ajor california 
utilities. He compared PLU to ten gas companies,.!Z/ ten combinat:ion 
g~s and electric eompan1es,18/ and PG&E. 

Mr .. Scheibe testified that rate of return is an expressio:l 
0;;: the capital cost of a utility including debt, preferred, and con:::non 
equi~y; that the final determination of a rate of return is on 

1:£/ 

Both on a combined basis and on a split basis showing five gas 
holding companies and five gas distributing compardes. 
Bot~ on a combined basis and on a split basis showing the five 
la=gest and the next five largest companies. 
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the basis of judgment, not on ehe basis of any formula, or 
on any 3veraging of comparative earnings; . that his recOllmlenda-
tion fc~ an individ~l.utility gives considcr.~tion to the 
~cqui~ements of that utility and to its customers; t~tthere arc 
three ~jor primary areas ~n a rate ease a:d a major secondary area; 
that the primary areas are rate base, revenues and expenses,. and 

. , 
ra te of return, and the secondary a~ea is rate sp:ead.; tha t 'in Vi~1 
of the continuing inflaeione~y trends which are high even though they 
have subsided fr~ toeir peaks it is difficult to hold GG~ rat~s 
even t-ri.th the most stringent allowances in the a'bove-mentioned 

. primary areas and tbere is a need to determine in greater detail 
tb3t each customer group receives fair treatment. 

·Y...r. Scheibe recommended a range in the overall :::~tc of 
return between 8·.85 percent ar..d 9 .. 15 pe=cent :-esultiog in a rate on 
co:.lmon equity between 12.15 percent to 12 .. 94 percent. His reco:rnnen
dacicn at the lower end of the common equity range is 0.2 pe:cent . 
~E:::'~~ that authorized in D.a3160~ the return on common equiey .:t 
the ~op of his ~ange is 4.S percent above tbat last autho=ized. H~ 

noted the higher equity ratio in this proceeding compared to 1974. 
His recommended allowance for debt cost of 7.15 percent is 10 .. 34 
,ereent higher than the allowance in D.83160. Re gave consideration 
to 15 statistical f~ctors and 15 nonstatistical factors in making 
his recommendation on return on common equity. He testified that 
FLU has not been having any difficulty in meeting its indenture 
coverage due in part to its maint·enance of a balanced capital st:,:uctu':'e 
on ~n overall utility basis; that while coverage to maintain a bond 
rating is impo~tant it must be considered a second3':'y factor because 
if the trade-off in cost to the ratepayer becomes too great, a rigid 
coverage requirement cannot be :naintaine<:I,. and maintenance of a rigid 
~ebt coverage may not be necessary a~ the rating agencies themselves 
say that security ratings are not a precise science because there 
are so many variables; that the range of return should give an interest 
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coverage of 2.4 to 2.5 times after taxes and approximately 3 to 3.1 
times before taxes; that the need for funds for gas utilities has 
been less than for combination utilities but is still substantial, 
tnat SoCal's slower relative customer growth places it in a relatively 
better financial position; that while SoCal is concerned with huge 
exploration and development programs for new gas supplies, there have 
been no 3bsolute determinations of the manner in which such costs 
will be handled but that all proposals indicate that the company's 
customers will be required to finance such programs to a great 
extent; that while risk increases because of gas supply ~equ1rements 
it will be covered by additional payments from SoCal' s customers and 
therefore no additional return requirement is appropriate for 
exploration costs. . . 

Mr. Scheibe testified that attrition affecting SoCal's 
equity earnings is caused by'tbe addition of plant at higber cost 
per' unit of additional revenues, the increase of expenses at a 

faster rate than corresponding revenues, and the increase of fixed 
charges, primarily interest costs, whicb may be partially offset 
(between rate hearings) by tax savings; that the rate of return is 
an allowance for the capital needs of a company for debt, preferred, 
and common equity and should not be a catch-all for every possible 
adjusemcnt; that expected nQar-term rapid changes in expenses or 
plant, the so-called operational attrition, either absolutely known 

or reasonably assurec, should be handled by means of specifically 
stated attrition allowances or offsets or by use of a sufficiently 
advanced rate year;191 but that such attrition sbould not be justifi
cation for excessive allowances to avoid f~t~e rate cases. 

12/ The January 1, 1977 offset authorized herein offsets tbe remaining 
revenue requirement for ~ 
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Mr,_ Scheibe testified that he had always give:,~, considera:;.on 
to below-the-line income in his rate of return recommendations, 
,incl~ding income resulting from the discount on reacquired bonds, 
e.g. he discussed 1DI in three earlier rate cases commencing in 
1970 :r.n~i"olving !:he PLU group; t~'la: oe:::er income includes all such 
income not merely ID1; that the other major source of below-the-line 
income is the allowance during construction (ADC) , or capiealiied 
interect; that the Commission g~ve recognition to toI income in 
D.83160 where we stated "These debt iss'lJes ~ere autho:rized by t:h~ 
Cc~ssion and the interest payments on that debt are l~wful obliga
tions ?f PLS" and SoCal. We will not a<ljus: the debt expense of, ,PLU 
in t~is clecision because of the gains realized on the reacquiree clc~:.'~ , 
tl::et he recon:met:.ded a lower allowance for eq~ity in PC;&E's A.53J.:!.8 
th.:;n in its prior rate case and one of his relevant cons~Ge::a.t!.cm::; 
was that while he regarded other income as less solid and more 
volatile than operating income, even cliscounting it considerably 
will still indicate the possibility of a utility's realizing a 
higher rather than a ,lower return; that sicce th~s ir.c~we is ~once~h 
irLcome care must be taken that i1: n01: be given the undue emphasis 
which, in other jurisdictions, has resulted in some utilities bei'O,g 
in a cash poor position and a loss of bond ra1:ings; that the amount 
of FLU's IDI income is not of a magnitude to ~ke this a likely 
possibility; that an alternate treaecent of IDI woulebe to spread 
the discount over the average remaining life of the issue or spre~din8 
it over the life of theoretical replacement bonds; that had be made 
such an adjustment it would have been no greater) if as great, a~ 
the consideration he gave to othe~ i~come in his rate of return 
recommendation; that another alternative would be to treat the ,dis
counts as a reduction in rate base; that the effect on earnings of 
a rate bas,e adjustment would be approximately one-twelfth of the r:lf;e 
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base adjustment and even if these earnings were discounted drasti
cally, his consideration would be greater thsn to be derived by a 
r~te b~se reduction; that rate of return rnther than 3 rate base 
adjus~ent would be appropriate because the plant inves:ment 
would not change; and that in the event au adjustment is ~de to 
the debt interest rate (as was don~ by Mr. Kroman) or to rate b~se 
thet his equity return shoulc be adjust2d upward by at least enough 
to offset the deduction in the interest rate or in ~ate base, ~~d 
that this consideration of other income applies to all ine~ not 
sit:1ply to IDI. 

In making his recOm:tendation, y~. Scheibe S.,,'Q'c ~cl.lside::t~.-:::i.G";l 

to the ~tate of the economy, to the high le',el of unetll?loyme:l.t, and 
0: ~he need to moderate the recovery and avoid another boom and 
bust period througb the exercise of restraint in price and wage 
actions.. He was influenced by and quoted Arthur 3urns, Che.irmo.n 
of the Feder~l Reserve Board, by Mr. Rees, Director of the Council 
on wage and Price Stability, ar,d by a st:atemene of President Ford 
thae UIt is esseneial, particularly at this eime, ehat all segments 
of ehe economy, industry, and labor exercise restraint in their 
wage and price actions." He testified tbae these are compelling 
reasons for conservative earnings recommendations in utili1:Y rate 
cases; that he was not primarily concerned with tae market; that the 
Commission could not influence the market any more tban R:~~ Cc~~te 
could in:luence the tides; that while many utilities are s~lling 
below book valce, over half of the industrials ar~ ~lso selling 
below book value and the Commission cannot base its ,decision on 
market prices or ateempt to set a rate of return high enough to 
attempt to bring 3 utility's market price up to book value; t~t pte's 
tJl.:lrket price was affected adversely by its nonutility ea~t).ings; .anG 
that it was tru~ that utility ris~ have increased but industrials 
heve also become more risky. 
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'!be st:aff brief no:es t:hat: Mr. Jensen adm!tted that SoCal 
has had no problem whatever with indenture restrictions because of 
interest cove::age. '!he staff argues that SoCal' s decline in interest 
coverage has been no grea~er than that of comparable comPanies and 
thus it is. in no worse competitive condit:ion than it was five years 
ago; that the arrest in the decline of int:crcst coverage is a 
positive factor in evaluat:ing FLU's financial condition; that the 
utility's contribution to PLC's financial condition was far better 
than that of the nonut:ility ac'Civities. 

~. Scheibe testified that he did not give any consideration 
to the effect of the increase in I!e from four to t:en percent in his 
:atc of return determinat:ion because he t:hought: that tbe eu~rent 
~gnitude of the additional credit is minor and should not a~£ect 

t 

the allowance on rate of return, but: that the amount of additional 
ITC could become a significant fac'Cor in the future. 

SoCal estimates the total PLU capitalization at: 
$1,229,400,000 at the end of 1976 including appro,,;imately $626,.100,000 
in long-term debt and $9,.600,000 in short-term debt. Mt'. Scb.c1be 
estimates that the PLU long-t:erm debt would equal $631,108,000 
representing 51.5 percent of FLUfs capitalization at the end of 1976. 
Ihis would equate to a total capitalization of approximately 
$l,22'5,OOO,OOO. SoCal's revised estimates of additional I~C amounts 
to $2,060,000 in 1975 and $3,.270,000,000 in 1976. Th~s soCalfs 
need for new capit:sl through the end of 1976· is reduced by approximate
ly $5.1 million, approximately 0.4 percent of FLU's capitalization, 
because of the availability of additional IlC not yet flowed through 
to its customers. We will give this reduction'in SoCal's financing 
requirements consideration in establishing the adopted rate of 

return. 
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The following tabulation'shows ~. Scheibe's determination 
of 'PI,U's capitalization and earnings requirement on common within 
his recommended range of rate of return of 8.85 percent to 9.15 
percent: 

.. .. : : ~~ Reouirea.ent - Common: · · Capital · Item · . Rate3 · · Ratio~ 
. :12 .. l :12.U~ :12.~ :12.9L.~: 

.. · . Weighted Co~ Total~ . .. .. : .. .. 

Long-term Debt 5l.5~ 7.l5% 3.68t:h 3.~ ,.~ 3·~ 
Pre!'erred Steele lO.e $.47 .59 .59 .59 .59 
Common Equ.ity 27~Z l:.~ 4.68- ~~1§' 4 .. SS 

TotsJ." lOO .. O',Z S.S5~ 8.95% , 9.0~ 9.l~ 
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Testimony of Mr. Kroman 
Mr. Kroman reviewed Mr. Jensen's testimony and exhibits 

and concluded that Mr. Jensen's approach resulted in an invalid 
conclusion in regard to the return on common equity. 

He testified that SoCal overstated its estimated embedded 
interest cost by assuming a higher level of interest rates for new 
long-term debt than is sup~ted by recent experience; that SoCal's 
IDI gains varied from $250,000 to $500,000 per year between 1960 
and 1966 a~d subsequently increased to an excess of $2 million 
annually to $3,090,000 for 1975 estimated and $2,806,000 for 1976 
estimated; that if the $2,806,000 is deducted from PLU's interest 
charges, the adjusted embedded cost of debt would be reduced f~am 
7.26 percent to 6 .. 81 percent; that if the !DI,realized from 1952 to 
1976 of approxitnately $25,200,000 were amortized over 25 years the 
annual amor.tization would be approximately $1,007,000 and if this 
amount were averaged with the estimated 1976 discount of $2,806,000, 
the adjusted embedded cost would be 6.96 percent. He rec~ends 
utilization of the latter procedure for reducing FLU's cost of debt. 

He testified that the New York Public Service Commission, 
the Nevada Public Service Commission, and the FPC had reduced 
embedded cost of debt by annual IDI savings; that a 1970 FPC decision 
states " ••• the discounts on repurchased debt under consideration 
here represent a savings which is virtually automatic. Columbia is 
required to repurchase its debentures for sinking fund purchases. 
So long as interest rates continue above the levels of the early 
1950' s, such repurchases will continue to be !!lade a.t discounts each 
year •. Unless amortization of these amounts is required, the cumulative 
effect will be to add sums to retained earnings, with no benefit to 
consumers. Yet consumers will continue to pay the cost of debt, 
including n~ debt issued at higher rates to replace that retired." 
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(Re: Manufacturers Light and H~at Company (1970) 84 PUR 3d 519); 
tha~ the FPC has established accounting pro¢edures for premi~, 
discoun~s, ~nd expenses related to issuance of long-term debt 
and for gains and losses ~elated to refunding a~d reaequisitio~ 
of long-term debt t~ allow accounting for them on a current basis 
when a regulatory agency having rate jurisdiction over the utility 
does not re~ui=e amortization of the gains and losses and applie~ 
them to embedded debt cost in dete=~ning the rate of r~tu:n for 
rate setting purposes. He did not make a c~lculation'based on 
the remaining life of reacqui:ed FLU securities. 

He contends that l~. Jensen predicates his rcqcested 
allo~~ance for common cq,t.:tity at least in part u?On Qn abno~"'Q.llj.y 
high interest rate and on abnormally low stock p=ices; that ~:. Jcr.s~n 
t<.'roce in the context of a prime interest rate in the range of 12 
to J.2-1/2 percent; that at the time he prepared his testimony the 
prim~ rate was 7-1/2 percent and might drop further; that to the 
extent t~e' Co~ssion relieQ on the prime ra:c in ~etting t~e 
allowance on common equity for The Pacific Telephone and Tel~gra?h 
Company in D.8316Z dated September 19, 1972 in A.S3587 that: logic 
wou~d require a significant reduetion in the allowance for c~on 
~qu:tty earnings; that just as interest rates have drlJ!ll3tically 
fallen,since the preparation of Mr. Jensen's testiQony utility co~n 
stock p=ices have risen; that the chart used by y~. Jensen in suppor: 
of his equity reql.lest on Chart K and Table 24 of Exhibit 3 is based 
on utility common stocK prices as of the end of June 1974 when 
the Dow Jc,nes utility stock i:ldex stood at 68.22, virtlJally the 
lowest level since 1967; tha-t the ind~x has subsequently recovered 
to approximately 80;20/ that Mr. Jensen developed a relatively high 

2:2./ The index was at 85.95 at the close on Juce 23, 1976. 
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return on equity during a period of severely depressed prices and 
if Mr. Jensen's method is used with the D~ Jones utility aver2gc 
at 80, the indicated equity return falls to about 12.95 pe~cent at 

a ms.rket to book ratio of 1.00. He further contends that Mr. Jensen 
failed to develop objective independent data on a reasonable level 
o~ interest coverage as a basis for his re~uested rate of return 
figure; that he is not suzgesting that tbe fair rate of return should 
be b3sed solely upon a p:edetermi~ed level of interest coverage but 
if an 3ccquate level of interest coverage is as important as 
Mr_ Jensen suggests ~hen an attempt sh~ld be ~de to establish that 
level for use as an independent input in the process of arri~ng 
at the figure to be used fo. the fair rate of return r~the~ tr~~ 
working bac~Nards from the recommended rate of return. 

Mr. Kroman prepared comparisons of w~t he believed to 
be a representative cross-section of privately owned public ut!.liti/~s 
"ihof:~C service areas are in the western region of :he Unite-.i States 
show:tng that,PLU's capitalization increased by approximately half 
of the increase experienced by the other western utilities' from 
1970 to 1973' and testified tba~ the increase in PLU's capitalization 
frO'Q. 1973 to year end 1976 will be far below the recent experie!lC~ 
of the western area utilities. He contends that there is an erroneocc 
implication given in Mr. Jensen's presentation that the FLU utiliti~s 

are unique in their need to obtain external financing. 
Mr. Kroman contends that Mr. Jensen r s principal basis fc~ 

comparative earnings ineludes five gas distribution systems which 
arc for the most part merely conglomerations of individual gas 
~istribution companies, some of which r~ve annual revenues as small 
as one to three percent of SoCal' s revenues ;21/ that none of ~be 

21/ The five all operate under several regulatory j.urisdictions. 
There was a considerable diff~rence in return be~ween tbe multi
ple sUbsidiaries of several of the companies listed. 
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five companies serve in the western area of the United States; and 
~hat Mr. Jensen did not present any evidence other than a ge~ral 
statement of other comparative factors. 

!1:'. KI'oman testified that he attempted to determin~ a 
proper level of interest coverage independent of the rate of 
return; that such coverage multiplied bj the appropriate weighted 
debt cost will provide one indication of the reasonable rate of 
return; that the increasing importance attached by investors, 
rating ~sencies, ana regulatory bodies to the level of interest 
ccverage requires that the probl~m be examined more closely tb~n 
he~etofore in rate of return studies; that a secone ~pproQc~ would 
b~ to make an ineependent derivation of a i.easo~ble ~etu=n on 
eOmQ~ equity weighted by the percentage of eocmon equity i~ the 
capital structure, to add the equity cost to the weighted cost c£ 
c~bt and the weig~ted cost of preferred stock to pro~Jide a rate of 
re~u~n which should be reasonably close to re~urns derived by oti~r 
methods used; that if a utility's outstanding sen~or debt is rated 
Aa or A consideration should be given to attempt to prevent these 
ratings from falling below A because of the unusually high spread 
in cost betwe€n A and Baa debe tssues and because oz the more 
limited ~rket for lower rated issues; that based o~ his 3nMlyzis 
a pro fcrtta zf:er tax coverage of approxic3tely 2.4 times after 
tax or abol.:t three times before taxes provides a rational basis for . 
eevelopieg a fair and reasonable rate of' re~u:n; that he had give~ 
~eeo~ition to an inverse relationship between return on equity 
and the equity ratio for FLU which Mr. Jensen had ignored, although 
Mr. Jensen bad utilized such a rela.tionship in an earlier proceeding; 
that his adjustment of the 12.35 percent allowance on e~uity 
authorized in D.83l60, with a 35 percent equity ratiO, to the 37.5 
p~~cent equity ratio he developed for FLU in this proceeding results 
in a reduction on equity to approximately 11.8 percen::; that. the 
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1973 raturn on average common equity of 17 western utilities 
~dj~sted to ~ 37.5 percent equity ratio for 'Che year 1973 is 11.22 
percent; that the median return on cocmon equity authorized for 
telephone, electric, and gas utiliti~ decisions printed in Public 
Utilities Reports (PUR) is 11.91 percent, adjusted to a 37.5 percent 
equity ratio, for companies o~..rating in jurisdictions using 
o~igina1 cost rate bases, and an 11.55 percent median for all 
companies. 

Mr. Kroman testified that each million dollars of additional 
cash flow resulting from retained lIe would reduce Socal's require
ments for new debt on the open market at prevailing interest rates 
by a million dollars, and that SoCal t s embedded debt cost and rate 
of return should be reduced by 0.0035 percentage points per million 
dollars of additional IIC. This adjustment 1\o1ould equate to 
approximately 0.02 percent on rate of return, for approximately 
$5,000,000 of lIe retained at the end of 1976. 

Mr. Kroman also called the Com'ltission' s attention to several 
risk reducing factors in that SoCal's claims of favorable impact 
or. its bond ratings) cost of debt and equity capital, and inter~'t 
coverage resultiug from its retention of ITC would work toward a 
kower rate of return. Mr. Kroman stated that while he was unable 
~o quantify the favorable impacts, and did not consider them in his 
rate of return. recommendation, these effects logically requ:tre a 
reduction in the rate of return requirement. We ~~ve considered these 
risk redUCing factors in our determination of a reasonable rate of 
return for SoCal. 
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The summation of Mr. Krooan's recommendation for an 8.75 

p~=cent r~~e of return deducting IDI from t~e cos~ of ' embedded 
debt is tnbulated below together with times inte~est data: 

Item -
Debt: 
!.':"efe:rred Stock 
Common Ect'-lity 

'!ot~l 

Times Interest Earned 

Capital Cost 
Ratios ?~tes 

51.01-
ll.5 
37.5 

100.0% 

6. 96i.e/ 
5 .. 47 

12.j,,9 

Rett:rn 
Components 

3.55% 
.63 

4.57 

8.75% 

2.46 

a/ Embedded d~ot cos= reduced by ave=age 
- of 25-year ID: amortization ~nd ~976 !DI. 

His corresponding reco~ndation on rate 
u~djustcd embedded debt cost is tabulated be1~·: 

of return ~sing ~n 

Capital Cost 
1.t~ RatiOS ~tes 

Debt 
?:efen-ed Stock 
COUlQ.on Equity 

Total 

TL~s Interest Earned 

51.0% 
11.5 
37 .. 5 

100.0% 
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7.26% 
5.47 

12'.19 

Ret'.lrtJ. 
Co~.?'!')r.e.:"l.ts 

3 .. 701-
.63 

4.57 

8.90"-
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Rebuttal Testimony 
y~. French- partially supported the recommendation of 

y~. Jensen for a 10.25 percent rate of retu:n. He felt thAt 
adoption of M~. Jensen's recommendation would result in a fair rate of 
return and that a ra'te of return of 9. 6 perc~t, whicb would yield 
l4 percent on equity was the minimum necessary from an informed 
investor's point of view. 

Mr.. ~rench testified concerning the greater risk in l~rge 
electric and gas utilities compared with past periods and of tae 
risk to the investor related to the securing of additional sup~lie$ 
of gas by SoCal; that if SoCal is largely unsuccessful it will 
experience a very substantial shrinkage in its basic business; ~b~t 
if it is successful, the investor faces the financial risks that 
~ccompany the financing of the projects needed to bring gas to 
$outhern California; that while projects may be financed outside of 
the PLU syst~, the ultimate credit behind most of the projects 
is Socal's; that suppliers of capital going into new supply projects, 
obviously will closely evaluate the ability of Socal to continue 
to function as a he~lthy financial entity; that in addition to 
expenditures for long-term projects to secure a. gas supply, SoCal 
bes normal construction rectuirements which will require it to ret,;,rn 
to the financial markets annually for additional outside capital 
and investors recognize that this financing will be needed despi:e 
th~ existence of a shrinking basic gas business; that this causes 
t~e= to increase their return requirements for investing in FLU; 
that investors currently perceive a significant political-regulatory 
risk in investments in california utilities and the actions that this 
Co~~ssion t~kes in the near terc will have an impact on investors' 
perceptions of this risk; however" the impact will not be fully 
reflected overnight; that investors are also somewhat apprehensive 
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~oncerning possible action by the california legislature or by 
voters in statewide referenda which may affect their interests 
adversely; that irrespective of the ultimate impact of the 
Commission's current activities related to rate design and rate 
structure, the near term impact of this activity on investor risk 
perception is to increase it; that the fact tba~ PLU ,serves a large 
urban service area is also a risk enhancing factor rather than a 
risk reducing factor as alleged by Mr. Scheibe; that investors do 
not generally compare PLC closely with tbe western regional utilities 
selected by Mr. Kroman because FtC is not direct~y comparable to 
this group of companies and investors do not consider ~bem :0 be 
so (e.g., the majority of these utilities are telephone utiliti~s 
and four or five electric companies whose prinCipal energy require
ments are supplied by hydropower); that be considered FLU to be 

comparable to large gas distribution systems and the typical large 
electric and gas companies and that it is to these groups of 
companies that investorc generally look when evaluating ?LU for 
investment purposes; that the electric utilities will generally 
experience rising energy sales in the cOming years compared to 
PLU where declining sales are expected; that the most optimistic 
forecast one could reasonably make for SoCal would be that its 
energy sales slide would be halted; that the typical large utility 
is financing a grOWing business wbile PLU is required to finance a 
basic business that is shrinking; that if PLU is allowed to earn 
a minimum return on equity of 14 percent some ~provement in 
market performance of its common stoek~/would undoubtedly 'reSUlt; 
that while he would not expect it to permit tbe utility to issue 

22/ Mr. French did not distinguish between SoCal and PLS common 
- stock, which is owned by PLC, .end FLe's own common stock. 
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new shares without dilution in the near term it should even~ually 
lead to significent improvement in utility ~rket to, book ratio to 
enable it to at least keep its per share dilution to modest propor
tions upon the sale of new common stock; ~nd that a 14 percent 
earnings level would enable PLU to achieve af:cr tax times interes~ 
coverage of 2.55 which should reaso~bly assure PLO's ability to 
issue additional debt securities withou: risking further downgrading 
of its creeit standing by the rating agencies or by investors in 
general_ 

Mt.Sehcibe testified th~t he read Argus' reports to inv~s
:o~s when possible and was impressed with them particular!1 
bec~use there is far less equivocatio~ than is often found in s~ch 
advice~ but be pointed out total misses in Argu$' predictions o~ 
~n upturn in 1974 stock prices~ of an increase in 1974 a~d 1975 
housing starts, and in its recommendations for certain stocks; that 
Mr. French attempted to attribute the sins of PLC ~o FLO and pointeG 
out. $0!Ile of the risk factors ignored by l"J%'". Frenel'l, ~:ticularly 
the poor performance of PLC' s nonutili~y ope:"ations; t!1.at Mr. F:ene~'l 

did not consider the reactions of the consuming public to 
continually escalating costs; that this Commission ~de a stat~nt 
regarding the nature and weight to be given the recommendations 
of strictly investment oriented witnesses in D.67Z69 dated 
;une 11) 1964 in C.7409 (Re Pacific Tel. & Tel.) i.e., 

fl. _ .. that respondent's present e:1:rnings are t'.t.ot 
excessive and should be higher; tha~ respondent's 
common stock is not an attractive investment 
either for their own portfolios or for t:ust ' 
accounts under ~heir directions; that respondent 
plays an important ~ole in the economic growth of 
California; and that under respondent's present 
earnings it would be difficult to ~ispose of 
debentures at favorable ra~es and, should the 
Commission establish a l~Her rate of return, 
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respondent would be put in the position of baving 
to dispose of its debentures at very high rates" 
if indeed, it could find interested buyers in the 
market place. ••• We must also note that 
without exception these witnesses expressed the 
investor viewpoint as it relates to respondent's 
earnings and to the extent that the Commission must, 
in determ1n1~ rate of return, equate the interest 
of respondent s ratepayers with those of its 
investors, these wienesses have contributed toward 
informing the Commission of the interest of 
rcsponden:'s investors. The common thread running 
through all of these witnesses' testimony is the 
urging that respondent should be allowed either 
higher earnings or that its rates should not be 
reauced. We can accept as self-evident that the 
investor interests lie in the direction of higher 
earnings anG it certainly is respondent's pre
rogative to advance such interests through the 
urgings of these witnesses. However, the public 
interest ~oes beyond merely satisfying the 
investors interests in higher earnings even 
though from the viewpoint of the investor such 
higher earnings are variously characterized- as 
reasonable or 'optimal-." 
Mr. F:=ench attacked Mr. Kroman' s testimony in a number of 

respects. Mr. 1<roman in turn submitted surrebuttal testimony, 
together with updated and new studies wbich cbellenged 
~~. French's arguments on risk or on quality of investment in 
compar1n~ the ratings of pte to the Dow Jones lS utilities by 
Moody's ,..1,/ by the Standard and Poors Stock Guide, and. by Va.lue Line 
in its Safety and Beta ratings, and by his 1973 and 1974 studies 
of earnings on equity which show that the median of Forbes' 
Indu$t~ia1s and of the ~d~n earnings of Fortune's 500 largest 

23/ - There is a minor exception in the difference between the ~dian 
investment grade of MOody's 24 utilities which is between A -_ 
and A- compared to- ptC's A-. 
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industrials, 50 largest banks, 50 largest diversified - financial, 
SO 'largest reeailing, and 50 largest transportation cOtllpen1es are 
far below SoC31' s request. 

-y~. Kroman testified t~~t he ini:ially did not use 1974 
data because the information was not available and that he would 
not base his'recocmeneation on a year in which the econ~y was in 
the depths of a recession. 

Mr. Kroman's updatee ~ listings of return on cOttmOn 
equity showed an increase in the ~dian to 12.41 percent edju&~ed 
to a 37.5 percent equity ratio and an average return of 12'.20 percent. 
Y~. !<roman testified that if he followed Y..r. F~ench' s advice and 
cAcJ_\.~ded telephone companies, the aver:1ge wouJ.<! be :ee,uceo! from 
12.20 -percent to 12.02 percent and tbe median we1.l1d be :::educcc ~:,o:n 

:i.2.41 percent to 12 .10 percent. He conclUlied t~t these figures 
s~pport his recommendation for a 12.19 percent return on equity. 

Mr. Kroman testified that his most recent data shO'W'ed 
utility times :'nterest cover.;:ge far lower tb~n :he minimum 2'.55 
times interest coverage recommended by Mr. French, ~~~t P.LS ea~ 
maintain its A rating with an abnormally low coverAge because of 
its cost-of-service tariff, and Mr. French did not :ake this into 
account .. 

~". French's testimony is characearizcd by the 
staff a..""I.d by 1.A as consist:ing minly of gc.~era.lizations end 
conclusions regarding the utility ind~stry which were not supported 
by any studies, or statistics, or charts. 'I'b.e staff points out 
:b"'t one of the few specifice mentioned by Mr. French, that indus
tri.~!.s earned 15 percent on equity in 1973, differs from Mr .. Jensen's 
fi·gure of 12.3 percent; that V.r. French indicated that be bad volumes 
of mate:ial with him in support of his conclusions but none of it 
w3s ever introduced into evidence; that be ignored the effect on 
PLC's earnings caused by its nonutility operations; that V:. Frecch 
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is not a specialist in the na~ural gas industry nor has he been 
the analyst directly analyzing PLU a~ any ~ime; ~hat ~:. French 
had previously testified on behal! of PLC at Securi~ies and ~ehange 
Commission hearings in support of PLe·s diversification prograo, 
which he admitted had turned out ~~ortunately. 
O-:her Parties 

The cities of Camarillo and SD supported LAWs 
recommendation on rate of re~urn but presented no evidence. SD 
recommends the 8.75 as being the highes~ which should be allowed. 
Ado~ted Rate of Return ........ 

We again note, as we have in D.85354 t.hat "SoCaJ. anc. 
PLS have and will continue to require outside financing for a large 
proportion o! their capital needs and the' potential or achieving a 

reasonaole rate of return is necessary to attract this capital at 
reasonable costs. 
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We will adopt a rate of return slightly lower than the lower 
end of the range recommended by Mr. Scheibe and sl::'ghtly above that 
recommended by Mr. Kroman, and THe will adjust Mr. Scheibe's . .' 

recommend~ . capital structure for the 1976 test year by transferring 
from. retained earnings to deferred income the estimated IDI·. of 
$2,3l0,OOO. We consider these gains to be interest-free capital 
which shall be amortized over the remaining life of the individuzl 
bond issues affected by sinking fund retirements. Similar ratemaking 
treatment will be eiven to any such gains realized in the future. 

As we observed in D. G6281, there is no basis for continuine 
to consider these gains as non-ope=stinZ income. !heir realization 
stems from money market conditions rather than management's business 
acumen. Furthermore, the high interest rates responsible for the 
gains are part of the embedded cost of debt paid by ratepayers; 
therefore, the benefit of such ga~ should be shared by ratepayers. 

Iv'.II'" Scheibe estiml tes that the three issues of PLU debt 
totaling $110,000,000 will be issued between October 1975 aud 

'Oc:ober 1976. PLS issued $25,000,000 of debt in October 1975 at 9.45 
percent and SoCal issued $50,000,000 of debt 1:1 May 1976 at 9.2G 
pe:rccnt. v1e ~n.ll assume SoCal will issue the remaining $3$~OOO,OOO .a: 
9.26 percent in arriving at au overa.ll cost of debt of 7.20 percent. 
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'rae adopted cost rates and capital ratios result: in an. 

ove=all rate 0: return of 8.8 percent and a re:urn on common equity 
of 12 ?e~cent. The application of an 8.S percent rate of 
::-etum on the ?tU rate base wo\!ld provide inte:-est coverage before 
taxes on income 3.23 times and after taxes of Z. 37 times .. 

In-reaching ~t return we are recognizing not only the 
reduction in SOCal's embedded debt cost because of the additional 
six percent.I1C on distribution ylant, amounting to approximately 
$3.3 million. tole are also mit'l.dful of the benefits described by 
SoCal' $ Mr. Goodenow who stated that because of SoCal's election 
of Option II, cash flow would be maximized, interest coverage 
increased and the financial requirements in'constructing faciliti~s 
~nd acquiring gas supplies relieved. 

In addition, as we noted at page 59 above, SoCal' s brief 
:i,n A.5S444 described certain benefits which would result from its 
~lection of Option II. All of these benefits reduce SoCal's risk. 

In D.SG281 issued August 24, 1976,we adopted a rate of 
return of. 9.20 percent for PGSE (a flow-through utility) equat~~ 
to a !2.S3 percent return on equity with an equity capital of abou: 
37 p~cG'O.t. In doing so we noted that: it has been our experience 
~hat investors expeethigher returns on equity from flow-through 
~~ilities and that on a comparable risk basis PG&E is entitled to 3 

hi3her r~.te of ~turn than a company which. does not flow-through its 
tax savings. The following table shows the adopted rate: of return 
cOQ.putation: 
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Item -
Long-te::m. Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Una:nortized Gains 

on Reacq~ired Bonds 
Co:mnon Equity 

Total 

PACIFIC LIGHTING UTILITY 
Adopted Rate of Return 

captial 
Ratios 

51.57. 
10 .. 8 

.2 
37.5 

100.0% 

C. RATE DESIGN 

Cost 
R.a~io$ 

7.20% 
5.47 

12 .. 0 

Rettn'n 
Components 

3.711. 
.59 

The staff's lifeline rate design, 1ncor~orated in the 
st~ff's Exhibits 45 and 45-2 w~s u~ili~ed when we authorized ~ 
partial ge'ller.ol rate increase in D.a:5354. Socal requests that its 
r:.l te design be adopted in this final decision. However, SoCa1 . 
indicated tl12t if the Commission should continue the rate structure 
authorized in D .. ~5354 that it concurs with the suff that 60 therms 
per month for lifeline use rather than 75 th~ per ~onth bc adopted 
for zeneral service customers. 

The following tabulation summarizes SoCal's rate proposal 
:;cr gen<;ral natural gas service under Schedules G-l to G .. 5: 
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'-J 
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Per Meter Per Month 
Monthly CustQc'ler Charge· 

Use ~~1ve Months 
~ _Jlso, TU 

~ G-l--g~ p-~ -u--4 . 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

o - 500 
501 - 2,00:> 

2,001 - 4,()(X) 
4,001 - 12,0J0 
Over - 12,000 

Maximum One Month 
Use. TU 

16f.. or less 
161 through 666 
661 through l,JJ2 

I,))) through 4,000 
Qver 4,(XX) 

$. ).80 
4.19 
4.91 
6.'.2 

19.85 

gOO'inOdUy Charge (Addit.ive to Mont.hly Cust.~. Chargel 

Regu1 a£.y§.2 

$ 3.9) 
4.59 
5.92 
8.6) 

15.45 

$ 4.1) 
5.01 
1.05 

"11.40 
20.30 

POI' thel~al unit ••••••••••• ,............................... ll.O¢ 

Air Conditioning Use 

Applicable to 5) the~al units per rated ton. 
Hay through October billing periods only, per unit ••••••••• 9.3¢ 

$ 4.48 
5

0

.79 
8.54 

14.61 
26.25 

.This is also tho minimum charge. For "space heating only" cust..cxr.ers, " 
the monthl)' customer charge is lUultiplied by 2 d1)ring the six "wint.er" 
billing months trovernber-Apd1 J and there i~ no monthly cust.QrOOr charge 
in the other months. 

Q-5 

$ 5.92 
7.61 

11.08 
18.81 
)).10 

»> ...... 
Vttt 

~'I 
Vt~ 

Qi 
............ 
flo oNe 
* . 

e 



SoCal proposes establishment of service charges for 
general service customers in each of its five rate zones. SoCal 
wculd esteblish five use bands governed either by 12 months of c~~
lative gas use or by use in a maxi~um month. ~ne proposecl monthly 
customer service charge would increase with increased Use in 
successive band levels. Socal contends that the service charge 
would o~ly defray customer charges and would not include any consuop
tion. SoCal proposes' a uniforc commodity cba:ge for all general 
service consumption of 11 cents per therm, except for a 9.3 cents 
?er therm charge applicable to 53 therms per rated ton of air 
conditioning cape city during the co~ling period of ~~y Zhro~gh 
October. SoCal es~imates that app~oximately 19- percen: of its cus
tocers would be billed under band 1, the lowest use ba~d, and 72 
percent of its customers would be billed under band 2. SoCal pro?oses 
to bill new customers under use band 2 until 12 monthly billings 
de~o~strate that the service charge should be dropped to band 1. 
SoC31 would immediately move the customer to ~ higher use band if 
~se during any month exceeded the monzhly limit for band 2. 

SoCal contends that its proposals would recover a higher 
proportion of its f~xed charges in its monthly customer charges, 
co~~=ed to present rates, which would lessen the impact of .even~e 
loss flowing from further curtailments of interruptible s~:es in 
future years. SoCal propo~es to simplify its interruptible rate 
schedules, to maintain a declining block rate schedule for r~gular 
interruptible customers, and to maintain adifferent~l commodity 
charge varying with the priorities of· its regular interru?tible 
customers. SoCal proposes tba: ignit~r gas service sup?lied for 
c:ility electric generation be sold at a premium compared to other 
gas service supplied to electric utilities. Igniter service bas 
a higher priority than any other interruptible use. 
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All of SoCal f s proposed ~nthly cust"mer charges for fin:1 
general service exceed the minimum charge in SoCal's present rates, 
as defined herein, which includes two tberms of US.ilgc, and they also 
exceed the lower service charges including no consUQption 
authorized in D.85397. SOCal's proposed ~atcs ~re incompatible 
witl" l:!.feline principles ~cause la:oger resiclential customers wocj.e 

not be entitled to the lower lifeline rate fer a portion of thelr 
us~ge an& all general service customers would receive increases 
i~ life~ine rates before the required 25 percent =ate differenti:l 
l'l-=.rl occurred. 

The contention of SoCal and CMA that SoCal r s revenues 
and earnings would decline to a greater extent ~der the staff's 
pro?osed rate design than under Socal's declining ?riority rela~d 
=at~s is .correc~. 

D.86087 in C.998S da~ed July 13, 1976 sets forth, on ~ 
inter~ basis, lifeline volumes nacessary to supply the miD~rm:m 
energy needs of average residential users for cooking, water heating, 
an:! space heating, by season and by climatic. zones on an indivieuc.~ 
basis, on metered units of t:ulti-t..:n.it complexes, an on unmete:ed 
units of multi-ut.it complexes. 
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CMA argues ~hat Commission tmplementation of broad social 
pclicy is icproper whcT.e such action requires it to- abandon i~s 
regulatory responsibilities in the establishment of just anQ 
reasonable rates; that such rates must be set and alloeeted to the, 
various customer classes on the basis of cos~-of-service; that 
the staff has incorrectly concluded that tbe Commission has rejected 
cost-of-service in the setting of rates; that the extreme pe~k-oay 
method most accurately reflectc cost incurrenees among the v~rious 
classes of customers se~ved by SoCal; that the rates proposed by 
the staff for lifeline usage are not compensa~ory on any ~lloc~tion 
basis; that the cost of providing 75 therms, excluding return and 
taxes, is greater than the billing for that se~vice ~: staff proposed 
r~tes uneer either the b~se scpply and load equation method, the 
cC'::'nc~~de:l.t extreme peak-day method, or the anr-uel ave::age-d4,. 
methed; and that rates proposed by SoC31 and the staff which fail 
to ~ke any contribution to return necessitating increased rates 
t~ otber custo~r classes in order to :ake up the revence deficit 
not only fail ~o meet the test of being just and ~e~sonable but 
create an unlawful discrimination affecting SoCal's other customers; 
that sucb discrimination exceeds the limits of the Commissio~'s 
disc~ction to make economic classifications and set rates besed 
tbereon; tb~t even if these rates were lawful they are certainly 
not p:udent and in the best interests of SoCal or its ratepayers; 
t~at the lifeline quantity proposed by the seaff is ~oth too la~gc 
ace applicable to too many customers due to the f~ilure to set up 
.a Gefinition of residential customers. CYA ~ecomme~ds that life
line be offered on a separate schedule on a voluntary b~sis and that 
the rate £0: USAge above lifeline have a very steep inverSion stmilar 
to the structuring of Sorval's terminated G-10 seheeule so that a 
customer would find it less expensive to purchase quantities above 
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the lifeline amount under the normal general service schedule, a~d 
that the revenue deficit created by lifeline rates b~ absorbed 
by other th~n lifeline firm general service eustomers to better 
maintain existing class relationships and h~lp focus customer 
attention on the cost of usage above lifeline. 

CMA bel~eves that all customers would ~ot receive the 
same conservation signal unde~ th~ seaff proposal no~ does it 
believe :hat it is particul~rly eesirable that they receive tbe 
same signal; that the ~~gnitude of the conservation signal received 
by various customer classes should be proportional to the cost of 
~e=ving those classes. 

CMA co~tends that value 0= ~erviee consiaer~tio~s ~~~ 
~nap?ropriately used by staff to justify increesed interruptible 
rates; that in D.55614 dated September 24, 1957 in PG&E's A.3866S 
th~ Cocm5.ssion refused to increase gas costs due to competitive·· 
factors (an increase in fuel oil costs) but spread the rate inc:ease 
on Q cost basis, which includ~e ~n increase in the inte~ptibl~ 
rate, that in A.3866S ellA argued that a fuel oil cost escalator 
is a cQmpetitive factor to enable the utility to market its gas 
and that the ~rket value ~eucept ,=epresents a ceiling on a price, 
not a floor; and ~~a~ the Commission refused to raise ~he ceiling 
on PG&E's fuel oil escalation clQusc to place all of the increase 
on PG&E's interruptible customers. 

We again note that we have never adopted any given 
eoct allo~tion method for Socal. !:1e base supply ~ne 
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load equation method,which SoCal contends is tbe best allocatio~ 
method for its operations, contains allocations of purchased gas 
on a d~nd ~nd on a commcdity basis. This me=ely represents 4 

formalistic restatement of the charges included in Socal's purchased 
gas expenses. SoCal's potential demands a~e far in excess of the 
quantities its suppliers can meet. They are not stlpplying co:l:z-acti:d 
quantities. SoCal would buy quantities in excess of eon=rac: 
quantities if they. were available from its out-of-state suppliers. 
There might have been a true demand cost at the time PLU executed 
the· contracts, but at this time all purch~.sed gas costs .ere in 
eS$~nee commodity costs with the exception of pc~king g3$· p~cb~s¢~ 
from ~lifornia suppliers. 

The General Services Administrat~on (GSA) contends that 
the Commission's clear intent to provide a ~ster-metered military 
ho~~ing with a quid pro quo in rates is evidenced by the langcage 
in D.83160 where we noted that there is a cost: differential adv~neage 
to large master-meter customers supplying a number of cousing units 
because most of their. consumption is purchased at the tail block rate; 
that if SoCal were to own and operate a system which provides a 
mete: for eacb separate housing unit, the average bill per unit would 
be h~gher; and that this differential in cost per housing unit would 
offset or exceed the cost of operating and maintaining a private 
distribu~ion system. CSA contends that the p~pose of the lifeline 
cOl:cept is to help- the poor or small volume users and. to promote 
con~ervation; that in this sense lifeline is the ant~thesis of cost 
relate~ pricing; that lifeline is an income distribution method 
rather than a pricing system; that the Commission could restrict 
rec~very of lifeline sale deficits to the residential class only 0: 
to all classes of customers; and that if the Commission· rest:icted 
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recovery to the residential class, it has the option of extendin& 
the besic £l~t lifeline charge to all lifeline billing units or coul~ 
restrict that rate to those demands not surpassing tbe besic lifeline 
entitlement by disqualifying the customer for any lifeline benefits 
if'his monthly consumption exceeded tbe lifeline entitl~nt. 

GSA raises questions concerning the adequacy of the life
line volumes and requests an in-depth study 1 which was carried out 
in C.9988,. GSA recommends that the extra costs of p~oviding 
resid~ntial lifeline benefits fall on large volume residential 
u~ers only because spreading the surcharge over all billing could 
res~lt in lowering residential bills which could frus:rste eonS~=W3-
tion effo~ts. GSA proposes that separate schedules by custo::ter 
CleS$ification be utilized in lieu of an outmoded all purpose schee~!e 
c~ncept. GSA requests that master-metered ~ilitary housing be 
nfforded the same rate treatment proposed by staff for multi-£a~ily 
dwellings. GSA recommends that since interruptible sales do not 
satisfy the function they once performed, there is no r~son to 
artificially restrain prices from floating to a true ~rket or replace
ment cost price; that after stripping away the sophistry of alloca
tion it is r~cognized that interruptible volumes do.in faet use eapac
ity, and therefore should make a certain eontribution to fixed costs; 
And that equity as well as the economics of the gas industry dictate 
t~at interruptible volumes be priced at a true cost reflecting 
present'market conditions. 
tB - SeCalDispute 

LB showed the difference between the demand-commodity 
rela:ionships under which it purchases gas at wholesale vis-a-vis 
SoCal r s other wholesale customer, SDG&E. LB supplies a much greater 
proportion of its total gas deliveries witb its own supplies compared 
to SDG&E. LB pays higher demand and total costs per Mef than does 
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SDG&E. LB's witnesses testified that an analysis either on a cost
of-service basis or on a comparative basis with SDC&E shows that it 
is entitled eo a lesser increase in rates. 

LB also seeks a finding that there was a deficiency of gas 
deliveries by SoCal to LS as a prelude to negotiations between LB 
and SoCal to establish an appropriate amount of'compensation. 

SoCal a.rgues that LB is attempting to interpret the SoCal
LB service agreement phrase "shall not exceed the equivalent: of 
42,500 Mcf per day" to mean "shall equal the equivalent of 42,500 Mef 
per day" and that,La attempts to reinforce this ineerpretation by 
reference to an entirely separate section of the service agreement 
which pr~vides for ~keup volumes arising due to an entirely 
different reason, an oversupply of L3's own source of gas; that, 

deliveries of makeup gas were made in 1971-1972 and 1972-l973 strictly 
on a best-efforts basis in order to treat LS equitably with SDG&E; 
that during those periods SoCal was delivering to SDG&E in excess 
of a 100 percent load factor; that in no manner do tbese best-effort 
deliveries to L& support the contention that SoCal was under an 
obliga.tion to make such deliveries; that LS's a~gument that it was 
not until 1974 that SoCal stated that it was not obligated to 
deliver the annual contract amount refers to its letter of October 16, 
1974 which was written during the time consideration was being given 
to the appropriateness of continuing the SDG&E "floor" in Phase II 
of A.53797; and that in light of SoCal's position in A.53797, which 
was subsequently supported by D.84512, and the worsening gas supply 
situation, it denied LE's request for a'credit related to 
alleged deficient deli~eries for the prior contract year. SoCal 
claims there is no basis for !.S's claim for indemnity for failure. 
to meet an obligation that never existed and that LB's rates"should 
reflect the system average increase. 
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CMA concurs with SoCal ~hat no reduction in a G-60 rate 
ic justified. ~ argues that a reduction in system load facto~24/ 
does not necessarily indicate that a reduction in the demand chars~ 
is justified; that. it is necessary to look at the cause of LE's 
reduced load factor) whicb is going down due to parity treatment 
of interruptible curtailment accompanied by increased firm require
ments; that the demand cha~ge which La pays is related to its right 
to demancl gas on peak-days to sup~ly its firm load; that L3's right 
is not diminished by incerrupcible curtailment and consequently the 
charge is still justified; that LE's daily contract demand amount 
is ruuch hizher than its contract a~ount while for SDG&E the ~o ~~c 
the ~ame, which means that LB can de~nd relatively g=~ate= v~lumcc 
of g~s to meet its peak requirements and this is a further i11us
tr~tion of its lower load factor; that La can expect to receivc 
a higher proportion of its annual- contract amount than can SDG&E; 
and that given the parity treatment of interruptible delivcrie~ to' 
LB and SDG&E this indicates that L~ has a greater o?erall hig~e!. 
priority of service on its system than does SDG&E and LE's rates 
$hould reflect these differences. 

LB contendstbat its load factor is not a functioa of the 
demand charge in the G-60 schedule and tba~ La's demand charges 
are based entirely on its level of se:vice. La's estimated ann~l 
load factor is 48.5 percent compared to SDG&E's 72.9 percent ann~l 
load factor. 

~/ The ratio of average daily demand during a year and the 
contract oemand. 
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Section II.~ of tbe SoCal-LB serVice agreement provides 
for firm parity in the event of a gas sllpply shortage.. '!his 
provision has never been implemented. Section II .. C of the contrQct 
provides in part: 

"1. ••• It is the general intent that curtailment 
by Buyer of gas for resale to steam plants 
shall be ~ntegrated with curr.~ilment of sales 
of Seller ~ncl its affiliatc251 to steam plants 
and other large interruptible customers ...... 

"2. Deliveries of gas to Buyer hereunder for 
resale to interruptible industrial and commer
cial cust~ers othe: than steam electric 
generating stations shall be integr~tee with 
delivery and curtailme:l.t of SolS to simil.3r 
interruptible industrial and cor:c:nercial cust~e:z 
of Seller and its said affiliate on a voluoetrie 
basis ••• 

"3. Curtail:ncnt of interruptible se'l.-vice by 
Buyer hereunder shall be effective only during 
such time as Buyer shall be receiving some 
natural gas hereunder from Seller." 

LB has not contended th.: t there was a period of time dl.:.X'ing 
which it received no, gas from SoCal. In tbe event that 13 procu:es 
large addi~ional inerements of supply and is in a position to mee: 
all of its demands during a portion of the year without reliance 
on SoCal) it wO"'.ld be undesir2ble to afford tB. the opportunity to 
deliver volumes above that which it could deliver by reason of the 
interruptible parity prOvisions of its contrac~ and to rely ,on 
SoCal f~r seasonal or peak demands. Section II.C.~ should be 
deleted from ~be contract. 

!he daily contract demand set forth in SoCal's gas service 
agreement with LE was increased frOtl 42,500 Mcf to- 72,000 Mef 

25/ Southern Counties Gas Company which was merged with socal • 
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between December 1, 1969 and December 1, 1975. The original contr~ct 
executed in lS6l provided for 50,000 Mcf per day. Section I of the 
current contract states in part: 

"A.26/ Daily Contract Demand .and Annual Contract Quantity. 
The daily contract demand delivery rate shall be a 
maximum of 72,000 Mcf per day com:cncing with the 
first day of December 1975, and deliveries during the 
contract year December 1 through the succeeding 
November 30 (t ar.rLual contract quantity t) shall no: 
exceed the equivalent of 42 ,500 Mcf per day taken 
each day of the contract yea:... . 

* * * 
"D. All of Seller's obligations to sell and deliver 
gas hereunder shall be subject to ••• , the av~i13ble 
natural gas supply, and such other limitation$ 
as are set forth in this a8reem~nt. However, Seller 
now believes that it is in a position to ma.ke delivery 
of tbe quantities of gas called for hereunder and 
expects to keep itself in such position during the 
te:."UI. hereof ••• 

* * * 
"F. If during the contract year December 1, 1975 
through November 30, 1976, Buyer is required to 
reduce its receipts from Seller below its annual 
contract quantity in order to maintain parity of 
curtai'~ent with the gas syst~ of Seller and its 
affiliate, and solely to the extent that such reduction 
in receipts is occasioned by a temporary excess of 
local own source gas available to Buyer, Buyer shall 
have the right to take deferred delivery of such 
volumes in excess of its annual contract quantity 
3t the regular commodity rate then in effect at any 
time mutually agreeable to the parties within the 
contract year following such reduction in receipts." 

26/ Prior amendments bad a similar text but different daily 
contract demands and different dates. 
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Cost allocation may have b~en a major considera~ion in the negotia
~ions leadin~ to the drafting of the SoCal-LB service agreeoent 
but the Commission was subse~uently requested to and authorized 
increases in LB's rates to yield the same percentage increase in 
revenues to L3 as to SoCal. Even if the original rates represented 
the application of an adOpted cost allocation method~ authorizatio:n 
of rate increases on an average percentage increase basis constitutes 
a d~parture fro:n that cost allocation m.ethod. !.B desi:'ee t:he 
~ulti?le commodity rates in the past so that it could wheel gas 
through its system to Edison at a profit. The usefulness of this 
rate. st:-ucture to LB went out with ~he decline in gas availabl.e 
for ::esaJ.e to Edison. 

In the cont:ext of declining gas supplies the pcralle~ 
cur~ailment of LB and Socal assumes a domi~nt role in the service 
agrce~ent. The annual contract quantity is for all practical 
pu=poses a ceiling on SoCal's commitment to sup?ly gas to LS on a 
firm 03si5 in conjunction ~;ith LB' s 0't\"U gas supply. S~:' is 
providing gas for interruptible uses under pa::'allel curtail:nent 
provisions. 

LB's annua.l load factor of 48.9 percent requires SoCal 
to p::ovide a greater relative peaking and seasonal load to LB 

compared to SOO&;, with an annu.;:l load of 72.9 percent, for e.ileh 

Mef of contract demand. There are expenses incurred by SoCal in 

meeting these demands which should be reflected in rates. LB should 
not receive a lesser relative increase in rates than SDG&E. 
Discussion 

The following actions taken in D .. S5354 and D.8539i, beseo 
on the rate design criteria set forth in D.S5354, are just ~nd 
:easonable and should be retained in the rates authorized herein: 
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(I) .All commodity billings should be made on 
a therm basis; 

(2) Schedule G-IO should be terminated; 
(3) 'I'b.ere should be a single commodity rate 

for gas engine service; 
(4) The rate forms for 18 and SDG&E should'be 

continued in effect; and 
(5) Air conditioning discounts should be 

terminated. 
The refund proVision set forth tn Section E.5 of the 

Preliminary Statement should be canceled as of the date the new 
rates go into effect since it applied only to the interim rates. 
This section states: 

flEeS .. Refunds of Interim Rate Increases 
ftInterim increases in rates should be 

subject to refund to the customers on a like 
basis plus 7 percent interest, to the extent that: 

(1) The subsequent total relief 
authorized is less than $M 39,323 or 

(2) If subsequent restructuring of rates 
results in some customers' intertm 
rates being higher than subsequent rates." 

The total revenue increase above present rates authorized. 
in this application is. $69,590,000 or 8.3 percent. The rates ~ 
authorized in this decision increase SoCal's revenues by $17~993,OOO 
above present rates, or 1.7 percent. 

The rates authorized in Appendix A incorporate all changes 
in SOCal's rates from those at present rates to the effective date 
of this decision. The partial rate relief of $39~323,OOO authorized 
in De85397, which includes the increase authorized in D.8388l, are 
~t additive to the increase authorized herein, but are included~ 
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The partial rate relief of $39~323~000 effectively becomes 
$51,597,000 when related to the volumes adopted in this decision, to 
zoning changes, to establishment of master-metered lifeline 
schedules and to changes in lifeline quantities. ($17,993,000 + . I 
$5l,S97~000 - $69,590,000.) 

Socal originally proposed that changes in GEDA or in its 
PGA made during the processing of this application would not be 
considered in the determination of its revenue requirement~ but that 
any such changes be made additive to the revenue requirement at the 
adopted rates. However, the $5,100,000 PGA adjustment related to 
Socal's prior treatment of its ORA oceurred after this application 
'\.;as filed and is not incorporated in the Summaries of Earnings 
Tables 1 and l-A. Since the application was filed, PGA procedure 
revisions make it impractica.l to n~ restore the $5,lOO~000 in the 
form of a PGA adjustment. The PGA revis10~s inelude elimination of 
lifeline quantities from PGA increases and changes in the amount of 
gas included in the lifeline exemption, and will be affected by our 
adoption of new master-metered lifeline schedules. The total 
revenue increase of $69,590,000 authorized in this application, and 1 
shown in Table 4, is the sum of the $64,490,000 shown in Table l-A 
pl~s the re~toration of the $5>100,000 disallow~ce ordered in 

D.84569. 
We are authoriztng establishment of GM and GMS schedules 

to permit an extension of the lifeline discount to multiple 
residential units. It is not appropriate to apply Section E.5.2. of 
SoCal's p:eliminary statement in this situation. Customers 
receiving service under GM and GMS schedules are new customers 
under these schedules. 
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SoCa1 proposed redefining ''a'' customers, cba'ogiug the 
accumulated. ''H'' customer billing limit from 11 to 20 therms, and 
making zoning changes.. These cb.a.nges are reaSOtl3ble and should be 
adopted. Refunds should be made to customers in rezoned areas 
pursuant to Section E.S.2 .. of D.85397. The annual impact of rezordIlg 
cba:cges increases SoCal' s revenue requirement by $284,000 .. 

The rates adopted herein in Appendix A will confom to the 
specifications of D.86087, Orcler1ng Paragraphs 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

The BR offset filing should be filed at the earliest 
possible time, nO'later than December 1, 1976 to permit an adequate 
review. 

The staff rate design gives consideration to the lifeline 
concept. It containsan inverted rate structure in which consumption 
above the lifeline quantity is prieed at higher unit commodity c::harges 
than is consumption below the lifeline quantity.' 'rile staff recommends 
an ultimate rate design which would equalize the 'commodity rates for 
all retail serviee classes with the commodity rate under the general 
service schedules for consumption in exeess of the lifeline quantity. 
Table 4 contains the summary of authorized increases for test year 
1976. There is no increase for consumption under the lifeline 
quantities. The charge to .a residential customer in SoCal's Sched1lle 
G-l Zone 1 with a consumption of 100 therras per month during the 
heating season would decrease from. $15 ... 81 to $15.66, a decrease of 
0.9 percent.. The comparable cbange for a residential customer 'With a 
consumption of 200 tb.erms per month during the heating season would 
be from $30.0l to $29.86" a decrease of 0.5 percent .. 

In addition to the above changes in rate ~es:r.gn we will 
adopt the lifeline rates set forth in D.86087 and we shall increase 
rates by increasing tail 'blocks only, except for wholesale customers. 
After. j,nereasing wholesale rates by the syste:n aVe%'age percentage 
increase, we shall increase the'lowest tail bloek (interruptible or 
fi%m classes) until it is at the level of the next lowest tail 
block, then inereas~ those tail blocks until they are at the level 
of the next lowest tail block and so forth until tail blocks are 
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elim:i1l8ted. As a practical matter, the rate increase authorized in 

this decision is not sufficient to el:im:!nate all tail blocks. 1'his 
procedure conforms to our rate treatment: of PG&E 1n D.84902 dated 
Sepe~er 16, 1975 in A.54279, and D'.86281 dated August 24, 1976 in 
A. 55509, wherein we increased tail blocks to the extent possible 
to equalize and/or eliminate them. 

In an earlier SoCal offset rate increase proceeding we 
spread the increase to the wholesale customers by the system avera.ge 
increase per them and to the other classes of service on a uniform 
cents-per-therm basis, excluding lifeline quantities. (D. 86048' 
dated J'une 29, 1976 in A.56540.) In this decision we shall mOdify 
that rate design to conform to the rate design authorized for PG&E. 
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: 

SOU'rHERN CALIFORN"".J..A GAS COV:;A.~ 

S~ of Authorized Increase$ 
Test Yea:: 1976 

Rev. : 
: Adopted . .. Alltho:r1zed !I 

: Ad~ted . Sales : Incree.se . 
: . · . · 
:Avg~ Rev. :Avg. Rev. · · . After : A..~er · .. · : Se.1ec : l":res~t : Amount :?er-: Cen':s : Inc • Ce::ts :Ir.c. Ce:ts: 

Cla.ss of Se~""ice . .. 

General Service 
Lif'el1lle 
Nonlife1~e 

Subtotal 

Ga.s Er.gine 
RegUlar Interr. ~ 
Steam PlnJJ Elect. 
Who1esal :b 

Subtotal 

Other Opr. Re'l. 
:'ota.l Rev. 

MMef :Rates !w"$ : !>!$ :cent:PerY.cf: Per Mcf :Per Them 
0 

$ 5,967sJ l.~ 173,548 $316,843 3.4¢ 186.0¢ 
267,t228 287 .. 5l~o _..2z806 3.4 ~.7 111·2 
440,7'% 604,383 l5,773 .2.6 3.6 l40.7 

7,l42 6,343 1,646 25.9 23·0 lll.9 
198,365 157,085 1~3,600 27.8 22·.0 101.2 
18,3ll ll,813 3,668 31~1 20.0 84 .. 5 
7frzm 5~09J. 42~3 8 .. 3 6.1 80.2 

74 ,366 83 ,7l7 69,590 0 8.3 9 .. 3 l22.0 

N.A. 2 z472 59,;¢! N.A. d1h,l92 

!I Include:. of:f':e'c restoring ORA. disallowa.nce 
in D.84569. 

"EI !ncludes igniter gas .. 

£I D.83881 in A.55117 a.warded an offset increase 
effective 1/1/75 00 8. ,ercentage-of-revenlle 
'basi: to a.ll. classes, :prior to esta."ol1sl':lment 
or lifeline level:::. Tbl!' $5,967,000 is ;.;he test 
year revenue e~:ect of the increase authorized 
~ D.83881. 

~ !~ 64,490 al.':.thorized incres.se - ~e.'ble l-A, 
plu.: 1>1$ 5,100 c1u.e to restoration or :i?GA 
ORA. disallowanee, see text tor .exp~tia:.. 

-ll1.-

17.67¢ 
··10.62 
l3.41 

10.60 
9 .. 59 
8.01 
7 .. 60 

11.65 
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TASLE 5 

y •• i' . MS : · . · : Mth :P.ev. at : I~ree.se : · . · . 
: Sales :DeCi~:1:e.t Dee~o:c.: ~/Zn ;Y:p~cen't : 

Class1~ication Vol'lJ::)e :Re.te ... l :- Rate :I!\e'ret".tL : Inerea. .. ;e: 

General Service 
Lifeline l, 826, 887 322,810 
Noc.-Litel1c.e 
0-1 tbru G-5 
~a11 :Bloel'.s 897,645 98,298 2,449 

Other 1,901,169 200,148 

Gas Eng1ne (G-45) 75,348 7,966 562 

Regular Interruptible 
(0-50, 5OT, & 53~) 2,092,75l 199,742 l5,602 

Utility Electric 
(0-58) 193,181 l5,344 1,440 

Wholesale 
(0-60 & 61) 841,595 63,996 2,001 

Due to Rotmding PAtes ~ ~2 
Tote.l 1,828,576 908,307 22,052 

(Red. Figure) 

11 Does not incluee GEDA a~~ PGA 1ncreases to 
10/1/76. 

g/ Increasee rates ~ue to this decioion only. 
Does not include interim increases. 

11 Based on ~resent reVenues at 8/1/76 rates 
includ1tlg interim and eJ.1 GEnA and PeA 
incr~8Ses to lO/1/76 • 

... l1la-

0.273 2 40 . '" 

0 .. 746 7.05 

0.746 7 .. 81 

0.145 9.38 

3.l4 

2.~ 
1. . 
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D. MODIFICATIONS 'XO PURCHASED GAS ADJiJS'lnN! CLAUSE 
SoCal witness Stanley testified that he deducted Socal's 

ORA from taxable income in 1976; that this treat::ment is a full flow
through of the benefit to its ratepayers; that the Commission 
reduced SoCal's 1975 gas offset request in D.84569 dated June 17, 1975 
in A.55676 by $5,100,000, SoCal' s est:i:cated 1975 ORA; that if the 
Commission doe~ not allow it to collect the full offset, it will suffer 
a double deduction for the ORA. As mentioned, since rates determined 

, . 

herein are based· on a revenue requirement increased by $5,100,000 no 
PGA revision is necessary. 

D.86048 dated June 29, 1976 in A.56540 modified SoCal' s 
PGA to include the following provision: 

"The semi-annual April and· OCtober revision of the 
PGA shall include 'an adjustment to offset any over
or under-collection of gas costs for the $ix~onth 
period ending three months prior to the requested 
effective date of the new PGA." 

Prior to the issuance of D. 86048 SoCal bad to absorl> all of the 
downside risk relating to recovery of offset revenues in the PGA, 
i.e., if differences in the gas mix and pricing from that predicted 
occurred and th~re was a revenue deficiency in the authorized offset 
SoCal absorbed that deficiency. If there was a surplus of revenue 
realized from the PGA, SoCal was obligated to refund the over
collection, with interest. 'l'he new adjustment account of accumula.ted 
over- or undercollections from SoCalt~ PGA is in keepi~g with the 
energy eost adjustment clause adopted. in D.85731 dated April 27, 1976 
in c. 988~·, the Commission.' s inves tiga tion into electric utili ey fuel 
adjustment tariff provisions. 
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5oCal's PeA coneains a provision that ":EGA increases are 
subject to refund and reduction if .•• (3) 'che enc! of yetJr tempe=s:u:-e 
cdjusted rate of return exc~eds the authorized rate of ret~n up 
to the amount of the authorized increase, ••. " Ey~ibit 36 shows 
that there would be a difference in r<:v~nues of $28,939,000 at 
present rates between a hot year and a cold ye~r and that this 
over~ll increase would be decreased to $!6,204,000 at SoCal's p=oposec! 
rates. Toe revenue shift between ~ hot and a cold year for general 
service schedules .is $ge~lS9,OOO at present rates and $105,59l,000 
at SoCal's proposed rates. The mzjor revenue shift results from 
changes in firm use, related to temperature differences, whi~h 
results :!on either more or less gas being av~ilable for ~aj.e to 
SoCal's regular. interruptible (including utility electric generation) 
s.nd to its wholesale customers for their interruptible uses. 
Interruptible and wholesale eeliveries are sole at !ow2r uni~ co~ts 
::h;;.:r.l. gCT.:E:=al service. l'his situation wil: continue 31though. the 
cliffere:ltial ~lot!lcl. be :reduced. . If there ~'i'3S a eolde:r than nOn:u!l 
year, SoCal's revenues under its present en~ proposee rates would 
increase both on a gross and a net basis and would result in en 
inere~sed rate of retu-~. The above quoted.teriff provision wculd 
prc·.,:tec for refucds O:l. an :1verage tettperature year bc'lGiz.. Se~l ::.:; 
£,aeed with the possibility that d\lring an actual hot year its 
reve:l~es would decline and its rate of return would drop below 
that authorized due to increased sales to interru~tible and wholes~le 
Cl.:sto:c.ers at lower commodity rates, aDd 50<=31 wot!ld be faced with the 
possibility of having to make refunds when its reve:1!eS are adj~ted 
on an average temperature year basis. 
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SoCsl should not: have eo pay rC£\%:lds due to its earning 
.Q. rete of return in e::cess of that authorized.. In fact its xetul.'"n 
is ~elow that autho~ized. The t~pexature related shif: of gas 
from custom~s cover~d under the lifeline exemption to fnterrupeible, 
and wholesale customers would be relatively small eaopared to the 
shift of gas from fir:n eU$tome:s using amounts above lifeline 
~~ntities. Tne magnituee of the revenue shi:ts und changes in rate 
of return related to- the PGA are declining. Ccntinuetion of tbe 
temp~r~ture adjusted rate of return clause is inconsistent with our 
trea~~nt of the electric utility energy cost adjustment ¢la~ a~ci 
1:h;;'~ p::ovision s1wuld be deleted ~rom ~he PGA. 
Other Matters 

Exhibit 94 shows Socalfs estimate of increas~d costs 
associated with recent expansion of regulatory report;~c re~uir~ents 
r~lated to the FPC end-use ?=iority sy$t~, to C .. 9~42, to ~~?Orts 
su??11ed ~o the Energy Resources Conscrvatio~ an~ D~lC~O~~~t 
Comniosion, and to repor~s to t!:lC 7.ecl.cral Energy J.Y..mi~.::'st:::,e.tion. 
These estimates were- $147,000 in 1974, $509,000 ill 19i5, and $252,000 
in 1976. ScCal anticip.;;.tes th.o.t further expansion of its ::epcrting 
~ctivities may be r.ecessary~ Socal's witness testif1ec t~~ many Qf 
these T.equ~sts ~over the same general area of i:lClUi~l b':lt e:lch scc::tS 
to' have a slight twist of its ~~ requiring a totally e!ffere~t 
program. He expressed the desire ~bat the involved ag~neies 8et 
together to avoid unnecessary overlapping in info~tion gatherir.g_ 
We concur _ Our staff should consult with other affected gOW~rtn::le:l:: 
agencies to standardize data requests in area.s of :nutu31 concern. 

, . 
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In the event that SoCal is successful in obtaining 
additional gas supplies for electric generation purposes to mitigate 
adverse air pollution effects t~ese additional volumes of gas sho~ld 
be priced outside of the normal rate schedules on an incremental 
cost basis including transportation charges, taxes, and the cost 
of gas. 
Findings of Fact 

1. SoCal originally re~uested a general increase in rates 
of $151,450,000 above the rates in effect on October 1, 1974. During 
the course of t~e proceeding Socal modified its exhibits to show 
that an increase of $11S,609,000 would yield the 10.25 percent 
ret'.tX'n on rate base re~uested .. 

2. !t is reasonable to adopt the staff's ~ and EP gas supply 
csti~tesandSoCalts C31iforni~ and offshore gas supply estimates .. 

3. The adopted estimates in Tables 1 and 2 of operating 
revenues, operating expenses, and rate bases of Soca.l and PLS fo~ 
1976 test year sales of 744,366 ~cf are appropriate· to determine 
SoC.s1' s gross revenue deficiency under present rates. Present rates 
as defined for purposes of this order are those effective as of 
October 1, 1974, excluding that portion of the rates relating to GEDA 
charges of 0.061 cents per therm, and including the November 1, 1974 
0-61 and December 1, 1974 C-60 wholesale gas service agreement 
adjustmen.ts between. SoC31, SDG&E, and U. Except for the $5,100,000 
reduction of Socal' s offset i'O. D. 84569, • all other ra,te changes which 
have occurred since tha t date should not be utilized in the revenue 
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deficiency determinat1on7 including the reduction ordered in D.86l18 .. 
TabJ.c I incluQcs the expenses aetributab1c to the HR. Storage :::'ield 
and SoCal's rate base 7 including interest during construction du=ing 
test year 1976 attributable to HR, on an as expected basis. 

4. An allowance of $7,244,000 for SoCal' s 1.976 sales expense 
is rcesonab1e for conservation programs; this amount includes 
$2,500,000 for advertising expense. In AOC expenses, $7CO,OOO 
is a reasonable allowance for public relations activities including 
safety information. SoCnl should test the efficiency of its 
co~sc-~ation programs and of its programs to inform ehepUblic of 
the cos: impact of new sources of energy to maximize the :1Jnpact of 
its programs within its bu~set. 

5. Socal' s earnings under present r~tes from its operati~ 
dur~ne the 1976 test year prod~ced a rate of return of 5.62 perccn~ 
on a =ate case of $921,933,000 .. 

6. A rate of re~urn 0: S.8 percent for "the l'LU system is 
just and reasonable to arrest So cal r s erosion of e:.rnir.gs and to 
~teri~lly im?rove its financial perforcanee, to enhance its ability 
to raise additional capital required for financing i~s continu~ng 
c~nstruction programs, (whi~h ere required to provide peaking and 
$e~son loed requirements), to provide better i~estor acceptance 
of SoCo.l f sand PLS' s securities, and to reduce the risk of deratir-.g 
SOC31's and PLS's securities. A corresponding return on common 
equity under the adjusted capital structure would be 12.0 percent. 
I"c.iz ::ate of return determination is based upon irlputing PLC 
pref~rred stock to PLU and the use of end-of-year capital ratios. 
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7. !he ITC treatment adopted for computation of income .taxes 

~nd i~ the rate of return determination is reasonable. 
S. A fixed rate of return of 8.8 percent on its rate base 

of $225,941,000 is reasonable for PLS for application in its eost 
of ser¥iee tariff. 

S. Tae rates and charges authorized herein are just and 
reasonable and present rates and charges, insofar as they differ 
therefrom, are,. for the future, u~jt:~t and unreasonable. 

10. Socal is entitled to an increase of $69,590,000 in gross 
annual revenue to raise its test year rate of return from the 
present 5.62 percent to the 8. S percent found reasonable. This 
increase includes the restoration of the $5,100,000 deleted 
from Socal' s PGA increase in D. 84569. 

11. All classes of service, excluding service provided under 
lifeline, should bear a portion of the required revenue increase. 
Table 4 of the foregoing opinion shows the amount of,increase 
authorized herein,. by class of service. The rates authorized by 

this Commission, set forth in Appendix A hereto" reflect a £air 
snd reasonable apportionment of the authorized increase to the various 
cl:lsses of se:vice. !he rates contained in Appendix A incorporate 
the net authorized changes in SoCa1 t s rates from those .ineluded a~ 
pA:esen<: rates to October 1, 1976, includ.ing the effect of the partial 
rate relief of $39,323·,000 authorized in D.85397, which includes 
the increase authorized in D.83SS1. The partial rate relief of 
$39,~23,OOO effectively becomes $51,597,000 when related to the 
volumes cccer>ted herein; consequently, tl'le additional increase 
aut~crize~ by this decision is reduced oy $51,597,000. 

I 

12. This decision ~11 increase revenues by approximately 
$17,.9S3,.OOO. 
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13.. We will fully implement rates based on the lifeline 
crit,eria in D.SGOS7 at this time. 

14.. New multiple residential schedules GM and GMS should be, 
authorized to extend lifeline benefits. 

15. SoCal should vigorously pursue its insulation program. 
P.evenues received by SoCal through its insuLation program should 
be included in other operating revenues. 

16. So031 should be autho=ized to· make an offset filing to 

include the full effect of HR in its operating plant as of 
January' 1, 1977, providing that its filing is made on or before 
December 1, 1976. 

17. The reduction in SoCal's rates to deduct the 1975 ORA 
allowance should be rescinded. 

18:.. Refunds should be made to customers in rezoned areas 
p~rsuant to Section E.5(2) of D.85397. 

19. In the event that Socal is successful in obtaining 
additional gas sup~lies for electric generation purposes to mitigate 
adverse air pollution effects these additional volumes of gas 

should be priced outside of the nonc.a.l rate schedules. 

20. !f SoCal and/or PLS sell gas transmission facilities 
to Sohio, So~l, and/or PIS should provide sufficient information 
to the Commission to ascertain whether or not a rate adj us-=ment is 
necessary. 
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21. SoCal should report in detail on its conservation program 
as par~ of the reporting mechanism in C.9C34. The Corcmissioc.' s 
conservation team should revi~l those reports and advise SoCal 
of its objections to any aspect of the program. The cost benefit 

relationships should be shown for all pro3%"am elements. SoCal 
should phase out industri~l or cooperative a~vertising support. 

22. SoCal should be guided by our comments and guidelines 
concerning its own R&D program and of the AGA R&D program i~ supports. 
SoCal should cO:l.sider future proj ects suggested by the staff 
~valuation of its conservation program in C.9642 in planning future 
R&D programs. SoCal should continue to sup?ly the staff with data 

on existing and proposed R&D projects and shoul~ indicate whether 
the activities would assist in its conservation efforts!J in its 
environmental efforts!J or in improving its operations. The staff's 
evaluation of these current and proposed projects should be performed 
a~d the staff should prepare a memorandum to the Commission with its 
preliminary recommendation of the RSD projects for ratemaIdng purposes .. 
SoCal should be advised of the result of such evaluation. 

23.. U; should receive a system averaze increase in rates. 
Section II.e.3 should ~e deleted from the SoCal-13 service azrecm~t. 

24.. If SoCal de::;ires to continue to receive lezal services, 
tax audit services, and gas supply finance services for PLC, it 
shoul~ keep, adequate time, payroll!J and expense records for all the 
services performed where allocations are made to SoCal or PIS, or to 
entities financed by rates established. by tbis Commission, e.g., 
the GEDA adjustments. These rec~rds should not only specify service 
to So~ 1 but should indica te the nature and identity of the work 
performed. 

25. The free footaze incentives for nonessential gas uses 
which were not mentioned in the lifeline lezislation, i.e .. , for 
elothes dryers, air .. conditionin,z equipment, garbage incinerators, 
and 8as refrigerators, should be eliminated. 
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26. When the activity of a PLC subsidiary is financed by 
rates established by this Commission expenses associated with such 
activity should be reported to the Commission. 

The COmmission concludes that the application should be 
granted to the extent set forth in the following o~der and in all 
other respects denied .. 

ORDER 
--~ ... ......... 

IT IS: ORDERED that: 
1. Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) is author-ized to 

file the revised tariff schedules with changes in rates, charges, 
and conditions as set forth in Appendix A attached hereto, and 
concu~rently to cancel its present schedules for gas service. Such 
filing shall comply with General Order No. 96-A. The effective date 
of the new and revised tariff sheets shall be one day after'the date of 
filing. The n~~ and revised schedules shall apply only to service 
rendered on and' after the effective date tbereof. 

2.. SoC:11 shall: 
4. Vigorously pursue its insulation program. Net 

revenues after expenses received by it through 
its insulation program shall be included in other 
operating revenues. 

b. Be authorized to make an offset filing to 
include the full effect of Honor Rancho 1n 
its operating plant as of J'an'U8.ry l~ 1977, 
providing that its filing is made on or before 
December 1, 1976, 
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c.. Price outside of the normal rate scbedules 
additional volumes of gas for electric 
generation purposes eo mitigate adverse 
air pollution effects .. 

d.. Provide the Commission with sufficient 
information to ascertain whether a rate 
adjustment is necessary in the event SoCal 
and/or Pacific Lighting Service Company sell 
gas transmission facilities to Sohio 
'I'ratlS~rtat:f.on Company of California. .. 

e.. Report in detail on its conservation program 
as part of the reporting mechanism in case 
No.. 9884.. The cost benefit relationships 
shall be shown for all program elements. 
SoCal shall phase out industr:£.al or cooperative 
advertising support. The Commission's 
conservation team shall review those 
reports and adVise the Commission and SoCal 
of its objections to any aspect of the 
conservation program. 

f.. If it desires to continue to receive legal 
services, tax audit services, and gas supply 
finance services from Pacific Lighting 
Corporation., keep a.dequate t:lme, payroll, and 
expense records for all other services performed 
~here allocations are made to SoCal or Pacific 
Lighting Service Company or to entities financed 
by rates established. by this Com.ission, e.g. 9 

the gas exploration and development adjustment .. 
These records shall not only specify service 
to SoCal but shall indicate the nature and 
identity of the work performed. 

g. Report expenses associated with the activity 
of a PacifiC Lighting Corporation subsidiary 
when such act:1.viey is £:!Daneed by rates 
established. by this. Commission. 
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3. ~Tew multiple residential schedules Q,z and GMS are authorized 
to extend lifeline benefits .. 

4. n'le modifications to the purchased zas adjustment clause set 
forth in t~~s decision are adopted. 

5. SoCal shall be guided by our comments and zuidelines 
concerning its own research and develo?ment programs and of the 
American Gas Association' s re$earch and development programs it 
supports. SoC31 shall consider future proj ects suszested ~y the 
staff evaluation of it~ conse:vation program. in ~se No. 9642 
in planning future research and development programs.. SoCal shall 
continue to supply the staff with data on existing and proposed 
res~rcb. and development proj ects and shall indicate whether the 
activities would assist in its conservation efforts, in its 
environmental efforts, or in improving its operations .. , The staff's 
evaluation of those current and proposed ?rojects S11311 be 9~formed 
anci the staff shall prepare a memorandum to the Corcmis~ion o;·,::..th its 
preliminary recommendation of the R&D projects for ratem3king ~pose~ 
SoCal shall also be advised of the result 'of such eval~tion .. 

G. SoCal shall cancel Section E.S of the preliminary statement 
i~ its tariffs effective tne date that the rates in Appendix A are, 
effective. 

7 .' Refunds shall be made to customers in rezoned areas 
pursuant to the preliminary s~tement provision in (Section E.S(2)) 
authorized in D.CSS97. 

:. The free footage incentives for nonessential gas uses 
which were not mentioned in ~he lifeline leZislation, 'i.e .. , for 
clothes dryers, air-conditioning equipment, zarbaze incinerators, 
and zas refrieera~ors, shall be elf=inated.. Within thirty days of, 
the effective c!ate of this orcler SoCa1 shall file revised tariff 
pazes eliminatin~ these free footage all~Aances. 
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9.. The city of Lone Beach shall receive a system a.verage 
increase in rates. Section II.C.3 shall be deleted from the 
SoCal-Long Be3ch service agreement. 

The effect~~e date of this order is the date her~ 
Dated at Sp.n Fnmr:t¥o )I California, this .... ~-.;.. ......... _ 

day of NOVEMB£Q ' 1976. 

< g:,?~g an.' « .. ...> 
" ~esJ..Q.eut 

.. ..;'>1/ J ",1.-." ~I 

\, It ..... '* ..... ~ "" IIr' ~ ....... ~~., 

" ".-.....,. '. 
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RATES 

0-2 
L'1fel'1ne Non-L1!'el'1:oe L1fe11ne Non-L1%'el~ne 

Mo. Cbsrge 
First 30 the~ 
Next 45 therms 
Next 925 ther::ls 
OVer 1,000 therms 

$ 3 .. 13226 
12 .. 782,i 
11.76o! 
11.760f. 

N.A. 

0-3 

$ 3.17870 $ 3.17870 
13.031~ 13.031f. 
12.172~ 12 .. l"72t 
J2.172! 14.614i 

N.A. 13 .. ~ 

G-4 
Lifeline Nonlifeline Lifeline Non-Litel1."le 

Mo. Charge 
First 30 therms 
Next 45 therms 
Next 925 'tberma 
Over 1,000 the:n:s 

Mo. Charge 
First 30 ther::ls 
!Vext 45 therms 
Next 925 therms 
Over 1,000 ther.cs 

$ 4 .. 19873 
16.0~ 
13.59 
13·5 

N.A. 

$ 3 .. 30431 $ 3.30431 
14 .. 463~ 14.4631 
13.112i 13,.ll2~ 
13·lJ2i 15.5541 

~.~. 13·69~ 

N.A ... Not a)tpl1ee.'ble 8.1; lit'e11ne e.llowaneez do not 
enter the ov~r 1,000 therms block. 

1·99 e~/br or less 
2.00 - 2.49 cf/hr 
2·50.. 2.99 ct/hr 
3.00 - 3.99 ct/br 
4~oo - 4.9,9 et/hr 
5 .. 00" 7.49 ct/hr 
7·50; - 10.00 et/hr 
Ea.. ct /br over 10 ct Ibr 

G-30 
~ Charge per lemp 

per month) 

$1.88 
2·27 
2.71 
3,.19 
3·77 
4·57 
5.70 
0 .. 69 

Mo. DeI:le,nd Cbg. per Y..c:t or De.1J.:y Contract 
Dem8J'.la. 

Commodity Charge per 1.Ul1t shown . 
Ylin1.l:m.t:l s.xmual charge tor additional 

:pea.k:Ulg aemand 
Addit1oMlpee.k1ng,demand: gas -
co~od1ty charge 

All 'I.1Sage, ~ tberm - 13. 698i 

All usage, per million :Btu - 136.9~ 

c-Oo G-61 - -
$ 3 .. 0186 $ 2.2317 

9· 721~ per tberm 97 • 65~ per MMStu 

$205,000 $317,000 

117 .42~ pe:- 1OOt1l. 
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APPENDIX B 

Rate &$ or October 1, 1976 

RATES 

G-1 G-2 
Lit'e11ne NOtl-L11'eline Lifeline NOn-Li1'eli~ 

Mo. Cho.rge $ 3.13226 $ 3 .. 13226 $ 3.17870 $ 3.17870 
First 30 theZOlM 12 .. 782¢ 12' .. 782¢ 13.031¢ l3.03l¢ 
Next 45 tberms 1l.760¢ ll.7€I:J¢ 12.172¢ 12.172¢ 
Next 925 the~ 14.202¢ l4.614¢ 
Over 1,000 therms 13.58 ¢ .. - 13.58"¢ 

G-3 G-4 
L1te11ne N':I'll-Li:t'eline Lifeline Non-L1!~line 

Mo. Charge $ 3.21949 $ 3.21949 $ 3 .. 30431 $ 3.30431 
First 30 therms 13.562¢ l3.562¢ 14.~3¢ 14.463¢ 
Next . 45 tb.erm:; 12 .. 599¢ 12 .. 599¢ 13 .. 112¢ l3~1l2¢ 
Next 925 therms 15.Ql.l¢ l5 .. 554¢ 
OVer 1,000 ther.ms 13.58 ¢ --- 13.58 ¢ 

Lifeline 
G-Z 
Non-Lit'eline 

lv'1O. Charge $ 4 .. 19873 $ 4.19873 
First 30 therms 16.018¢ 16.Ol8¢ 
Next 45 therms l3.596¢ 13.596¢ 
Next 925 thenns 16 .. 038¢ 
Over l,ooo therms -- l3.58 ¢ 

G .. 30 . G-45z G-50z G-5O!z and G-53T 
{~...tl.re:e per le.mp 

1.99 ct/hr or less 
2.00.. 2 .. 49 er/hr 
2 .. 50.. 2.99' et/hr 
3 .. 00.. 3.99 et/hr 
4.00 - .k. S9 c1/hr 
5 .. 00·.. 1.49'·er/hr 
1.50' - 10.00 c't/hr 
Ea. •. cr/'nr over 10· c!/hr 

per month) 

$1 .. 85 
2.23 
2.67 
3 .. 14 
3.71 
4.50 
5.61 
0.68 

All usage" per t.herm .. 12.894¢ 

All usage, :per million Btu .. l28 .. 94¢ 
c;..6o G-61 - -

Y.o.. Demand. Cbe. per '}I.er ot:. Daily COntract. 
Demacd $ 2.7624 

Commodity Charee per unit 3nown 9 .. 565¢ per t.hem 
~lin1mu.'n. .llr.mml charge rClr tl.d~tio=al. . 

pea!dn{; clemaJl~ $l90,OOO ~,OOO 
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APPENDIX C ' 

Authorized increase - cee ~able lMA 
ORA restoration trom PGA 

~otal 8utborized increase over lO/1/74 
see ':rable 4 

Effect of increases author1zee in D.8S354 
and D.85397, effective 1/1/75 ane 1/27/76 

Net revenue increase of this decision 

Adjustme~t Due ~o Changes In Rate Design Since 
10/1 74 Necessa To Achi~/e Zoe $17 ? Net Revenue Increase 

Adjust~ent l-restores loss due to rezoning 
Adjustment 2-restores loss due to ~$ d1se~~t 
Adjustment 3-restores loss due to D.86087 

lifeline levels 

Increase for rate design ,urposes only 

'(Ree. Figure) 

!'£ 
64,490 
5.100 

(51,527) 
l7,993 

284 
210 

3,565 
22,052 



_. and the. q,ucztion o~ how the COTl"~":'Ii~zion should dcal with 

the di::ercni cztimatcz insctting rate:. The possibility 
, ./ 

tbat gas ..... 111 become .:abunda:-:tly o.vai1a~::'c 0:- 1:-: :ho::-t zUl'Ply 

due to conditions oUt~1de the cont::-o1 of the utility 0:-

or,the utility) 1: well sc::-ved by whatever :hort-tcr~ 

gain: occur if the adopted c:ti~atc: prove to be zignif-

iCtt,ntly erroneous. Under prczent pricing form,,;.laz: an 

erroneous estimate can involve o.n enormous :::U;:'l 0: r.loncy 

fa:- r.lore than 1s involved in 0.11 other izz'Ucs combined. 

d.ro.tt oi'inio::': 10 'I.msnt!.sfOlctO:-y on cavernl c:-uc1c.l 1esuc: 

incluG,1ng ?otc~t1o.1 phanto~ t."lXCS, p:-omot1onal advertising, 

~ublic relation:. 1\0 have ::lodified t~ll.t d:-aft to make 

a~juot~ento to::- unjuotifie~ pro~otionnl ex?~nCituro5 and 

to, take into account the effect 0: t~x ~r!v!lcgez on the 

'r-13k experienced by tn,e compa.ny an~ on 1 t3 a~;>:-o;>riate > 

rnte or return. The net errect or thetc a~ju5tment3 iz 

to ~educe ~bc ~evenuo 1nc:-ea:e :rom a ~~Op08~~ ~21.1 ~11l10n 

to $18 ~il11on •. ~bv!ouzlY, tbie belated method 0: op1n1on-

writing ia:un3at~~:actory. We are ~1gning th1e only .beca~oe 

it 13 le~c obJcc~1ona~le in !.t5 :-cnult!5 than tbe original 

l'"ev1~ion. ~:e hope a.ll pnrt1c!5 will 'be b~tte:- ~ervo<1 in t!'lc 

tuture by a ~ull, nnalyt1cal eonaide~at!.¢n otthe 1snu~3 

we have :r.ent1onc~. 



Decision No. 86595. 
A.5534S 

COMMISSIONER VERNON L .. STURGEON, Dissenting 

The 8.8% ra~e of return and the resul~an~ 

12.00% return on equity adopted by the majority are grossly 

inadequate. It is· apparent that they are inadequate for 

~he simple reason ~hat a ra~e of return of 8.8% in 1976 

test year results ~n a return on equity lower than the 12.35% 

return adopted by this Commission in SoCal's 1974 general 

rate case (D.8S160). Gas supply risks alone in test year 

1976 are su'bs~an~ially greater ~han similar risks ill year 

1974. Certainly the need to attract substantial sums of 

capital in 1976 is crucial and will continue in that state 

as domestic supplies diminish. A 12.00% return on equity,. 

not having been found adequate in 1974, cannot by any measure 

become adequate in 1976. 

On page 96 of the decision reference is made to 

the recen~ PG&E decision which reads as fOllows: 

""In D.86281 issued August 24, 1976, we 
adopted a rate of return of 9.20 percent 
for PG&E (a flow-through utility) equating 
to a l2 .. 8S·:percent re~urn on equity with 
an equity capital of about 37 percent. In 
doing so we noted ~hat it has been our 
experience that investors expect higher 
returns in equity from flow-through utilities 
and that on acompar&ble risk basiS PG&E 
is enti~led to a higher rate of return than 
& company which does not flow-through its 
tax savings." . 



.... ,. e 
j'f.' 

Tha:t statement clearly infers that SoCal is 

not a flow-through utility. The fact is that it is' such a 

utility. It is a flow-through utility with the exception 

of the 6% additional investment credit allowed by the Tax 

Reduction Act of 1975. This additional IIC amounts to 

$3,000,000 whereas the so-called flow-through IIC amounts to 

about $11,000,000. 

Even if we accept arguendo the majority's 

reasoning that SoCal not being a flow-through utility, is 

less risky and therefore investors will expect a smaller 

return on equity, such reasoning is specious because PG&E . . 
is a combination utility whose risks are i\finitely smaller. 

Conclusion: 

The rate of return and the return on equity 

adopted herein is only attained by inaccurately characterizing 

SoCal as a non-flow-through utility and improperly comparing 

its risks with those of a" combination utility. 

In general t~rms no one is served \~he customer 

or the utility) by a rate,:of return and return on equity which 

will not provide adequate funds for debt and preferred stock 

and does not allow earnings for common stock equity sufficient 

to pl'oduce retained earnings for suitable dividend.s. 
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In the case of a gas utility ~he problems are 

compounded by reasons of the diminishing supply of domestic 

gas. SoCal must be allowed earnings to attract sufficient 

capital which it will be required to invest in high risk and 

expensive supply projects while meeting its regular capital 

needs. 

An 8.8% rate of return and 12.00% return on 

equity cannot provide SoCal with funds sufficient to meet 

such requirements. 

San Francisco~ California 
November S~ 1976 

"3-
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Commissioner . 


